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.1 PREFACE

"I'THE eye is a camera' is a phrase which has been uted for many years.
It has the advantage of conveying an immediate impression of the
mode of action of the eve. but it is a dangerous phrase to employ
because after having served its purpose in i!lustrating the formation of
the retinal image, the metaphor tends to be carried to extremes and the
seed so easily sown becomes a belief most difficult to eradicate. There
is no camera today which can simultaneously resolve a line subtending
0-5 seconds of arc, a point of 20 seconds of arc, have an overall range of
sensitivity of 10,000 times from dark to light and detect some 200 hues
of colcur--all this remarkably taking place in an organ 2-3 cm. in
diameter and in spite of aberrations in the lens system.

As light enters the eye it is refracted at three surfaces: at the ante:.or
surface of the cornea, and at the anterior and posterior surfaces of the
crystalline lens. This lens can alter its shape and therefore its power,
so as to maintain a sharp image on the fovea, whether the object is
near or in the distance.

The image which is thus formed on the retina is, however, not very
sharply defined since spherical and chromatic aberration are present
and since there is a limit of definition imposed by the finite size of the
mosaic of retinal end elements--the rods and cones. With a spherical
lens it is not possible to avoid spher;cal aberration, but in the eye the
lens is not spherical and the centre, being more convex, tends to refract
more stronglv than the flatter periphery so that, especially in the
unaccommodated state, spherical aberration is usually reduced. Its
extent may, however, vary greatly from subject to subject.

The other aberration with which the eye copes so well is chromatic
aberration which is caused by light of different wavelengths being
refracted to different extents. The shorter blue rays are more strongly
refracted than the red rays so that they come to a focus nearer the lens.
By this difference in refraction white light is broken up into its spectral
colours. The eye naturally focuses the yellow rays which are the
brightest part of "he visible spectrum, and the other colours, slightly
out of focus, are superimposed upon the yellow image, giving rise to a
b!urred white image. If the amount out of focus increases, the image
may become either red or blue with blue or red fringes. These colour
fringes are suppressed, and even if by means of lenses the chromatic
aberration of the eye is doubled, it is not normally detected.
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The retina converts the optical image thus produced by the cornea
and lens into a pattern of nerve impulses travelling in the optic nerve.
The first stage in this process is the absorption of part of the light of the
image in the rods and cones, and there is evidence that this absorption
results in a photochemical reaction in which each pigment molecule
in a rod or cone which absorbs a light quantum is itself structurally

4 altered, and that only one such molecular alteration is required to
excite a rod, and only a very few to excite a cone. In the rods the
pigment which absorbs light is visual purple, a photolabile chromo-
protein biochemically derived from vitamin A. No photolabile pigments
have yet beea isolated from the cones of mammalian eyes, but they
can be found in those of birds and fish, and there is indirect evidence
that the concentration of pigment in human cones cannot be much less
than that in the rods.

From the retina the pattern of nervous impulses is conveyed to thei ~ lower visual centres of the brain--the lateral geniculate bodies and the

superior colliculi-and from there they are relayed to the occipital
lobes of the cerebral cortex.

At the retina the cones are packed most closely together in the
fovea centralis, and, since in this small area each cone is subserved by
one axon fibre of the optic nem-, optical resolution and therefore visual
acuity are highest in this reion. In the other parts of the retina, how-
ever, the number of photoreceptors is greatly in excess of the available
number of fibres in the optic nerve, and the conclusion is that one
fibre subserves several receptors, the number of receptors in one field
being greater as one goes towards the periphery. Whilst one cone is
not connected to one cell at the co-tex, there is nonetheless a 'point-to-
point' relationship between a retinal stimulus and its cortical
representation.

It seems impossible that all the nuances in the appreciation of an
object could be achieved through these retinal stimuli alone, and in
consequence, the retinal stimulus projected on to the cortex is now said
to result in a 'perceptual pattern'. In this perceptual pattern, the visual
stimulus gives rise to a pattern of nervous impulses which either
associate with other simultaneously occurring patterns of impulses from
the other senses, or which associate with merory of the pattern of
impulses received on previous occasions. A circle drawn on paper may
"thus be appreciated as being the representatior of a flat disc. If it is
darkened at the edges by shading in pencil, it no longer appears to be a
disc but rather as a sphere.

• 'AV:__ •In the process of seeing, it has thus to be remembered that one is
dealing rnot with a camera with its man-made finery of high speed
shutters and aplanatic lenses, but with a sense organ which, even with
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its intrinsic aberrations, results not only in a more sensitive representa-
tion of the outside scene but in an appreciation of such properties as the
texture, size, and distance of the objects regarded.

The physical, the physiological and the psychological processes thus
integratc, resulting in a perceptual pattern which permits one to see,
namely to appreciate, to evaluate and to recognise the information
presented by the visual field.

As in most problems of an applied nature, there are in this instance,
many facets which have to be examined individual'y, and it is only
when all have been examined, each in turn, that it is possible to
consider them together so as to obtain a comprehensive view of the
problem as a whole.

In an attempt to integrate the findings, discussion has been kept to
the end when the reader has been familiarised with the diffcrent aspects
of the problem. Since the results of one experiment usually suggest the
next experiment, the reader has been taken through the investigation
in the order in which it was tackled. A short summary at the end of each
section, together with the opening paragraphs of the next section,
ensures continuity of thought. For the same reason, data, and in one
case, a complete experiment not in the direct line of argument, have
been rzlegated to the appendix.

An attempt has been made to reach the basic cause of the problems,
for it is only in this way that one obtains a useful answer which explains
the principles involved so that the reader may be able to predict the
many effects produced by the interplay of the causal factors.

The references selected are, in general, key references which lead
the reader who desires to follow up a particular subject, to further
papers. Much use has therefore been made of reviews of the literature.

Finally, I hope that I may have been able to impart to the reader
some of the absorbing interest which this problem has held for me.

T. C. D. W.
Farnborough, 1955.
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DEFINITION OF TITLE

'F.IGHT at high altitude' refers in general to flight in the stratosphere
or in the upper limits of the troposphere. It does not refer to a specific
height above sea '.vcl, but it always means flight above cloud. In
practice the altitude at which observations were made was generally
about 40,000 feet but the findings can also be applied to flight outside
the earth's atmosphere.

'The problems of vision' dealt with are those which give rise to
.mmediate difficulty in seeing. \Whilst some are common to lower
altitudes most of the problems investigated appear at present to be
peculiar to high altitude.

With one exception the problems d'alt with do not arise from speed
and so the craft in which these probl--..; arise may be either balloon,
civil transport or high performance fighter.

-- The problems investigated affect only those whose duties require
them to look out on the high altitude scene.
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HISTORICAL SURVEY

LITTLE work has been carried out on vision in flight at high altitude
and in some respects this province is a virgin field. This is surprising,
particularly in view of the interest today in the possibility of space
flight. The purpose of this introduction is to show, against a background
of the history of aviation, the place of the visual problems of aviation
medicine and, in particular, the place of the visual problems associated
with flight at high altitude.

THE BEGINNING OF AVIATION

There is evidence in legend and from works of art that man's desire to
fly dates from the earliest civilisations. Man did try to fly like the birds,
but failed, and in the face of his own failure, he endowed his deities
with that attribute which Nature had denied him. History and legend
teil of many incidents which were probably attempts to fly-all of
them ended in disaster, and consequently in those early times successful
flight was regarded as being possible only wit, •upernatural help.

DAVY (1937), in his book, The Intirpretive Histog of Flight, points
out that the more enlightened writings of John Wilkins (1614-1672,
and first Secretary of the Royal Society) classified the methods whereby
attempts had been made to fly as

(I) by means of spirits or angels
(2) by the help of fowls
(3) by wings fastened immediately to the body
(4) by a flying chariot.

The stories, the legends, tell mostly of failure--failure of the machine.
The wings of Icarus melted when he rose too near the sun becaues
they were madc ef wax, while his more p-uident father Daedalus flew
to safcty. Other tales, less spectacular, tell of men who, from the edges
of cliffs or from the tops of battlements or towers, launched themselves
into the void on mechanisms of feathers, silk, and bamboo. Those who
survived these experiments were either dissuaded from continuing
or were incapable of repeating them.

To remember that these attempts have taken place since the
beginnings of civilisation makes it all the more remarkable that, within
the past fifty years, progress should have brought one to the stage of
regarding almost as commonplace flights beyond the ;peed !. sound
and ascents to heights of ten miles above the surface of the - Nor

3
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can these improvements be said to be due purely to the development
of the internal combustion engine, or, in recent years, to the de~clop-
ment of the jet engine, for it is possible today, by the unpowered flight
of gliders, to remain airborne with litile difficulty for two, three, four
or five hours and to travel great distances on a predetermined course-
all this with a machine which could have been built by our forefathers.

The first successful experiments in raising man in the air were made
in France in 1783 by the brothers Montgolfier with a paper and linen
balloon filled with hot air. The passenger who undertook this, the first
human ascent, was a young technician, J. F. Pilatre de Rozier.

As a result of the early experiments of the Montgolfier brothers,
investigations and experiments had also been carried out with a
hydrogen-filled balloon under the direction of the distinguished
physicist, J. A. C. Charles. The development of the two balloons,
the hot air type, referred to as the 'Montgolfi~re', and the hy)irogen
type, referred to as the 'Charlibre', was thus proceeding simultan-
eously.

It was about two months after the first human ascent in a hot air
balloon that a human ascent took place in a hydrogza-filled balloon,
the passengers being the physicist Charles and one of the brothers
Robert who constructed the balloon. Their flight lasted two hours.

Pilatre de Rozier, the first man to fly, was also to be the first man tj
die in a flying accident. In 1785 he tried to cross the English Channel
from France in a balloon of his own design in which he tried to combine
"the constant lift of a hydrogen balloon with the variable control of the

1= •hot air balloon, apparently without realising the dangers of the
combination. The two sections were separate, but during the ascent a
spark reached the hydrogen causing a violent explosion and de Rozier
and his companion Romaine were killed as their car fell on to the rocks
below.

These experiments in balloons paved the way for the subsequent
work on heavier-than-air machines. It is known that kites were used
in China for the purpose of military signalling in the year 206 B.c., but
the principles involved in mechanical flight by heavier-thaa-air
machines received no scientific attention until Sir George Caley began
his experiments with model gliders in 1796. The result of his experiments
and theory waý, to place the study of aeronautics on a scientific basis,
and it was probably owing to Caley's work that Henson and String-
fellow succeeded in producing the first successful flight of a power
driven model in 1848. These experiments with model gliders set the
scene for the era of practical experiments in the air, experiments in
gliding which were first necessary before the application of power could
be made.

Apart from the doubtful experiments of the Middle Ages, the first
-successful glider flight seems to have been made by Le Bris about 1855.

4
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The technique of controlled flight, however, was pioneered in Germany
bv Otto Lilienthal who in 189 made glider flights by launching himself
from a small artificial hill near the otherwise flat suburbs uf Berlin.

In Britain, under the influencct of Lilienthal's work, similar experi-
ments of a practical nature were taken up by P. S. Pilcher who, from
1893 until his death in 1899 at the age of 33, was a lecturer in naval
architecture and marine engineering at :he University of Glasgow. His
first glides were made in 1895 from a grass hill overlooking the Clyde
at Wallacetown Farm near Cardross (PILcQ:%R). He demonstrated
for the first time the usefulness of.. wheeled and o):ung undercarriage

G5o -- : c S-: ,, • --I- - _. . .- ,

I '!
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Fig. !. 1/d ford ofsfpee d eald tit&Dpowredh•-ir hi

in re~lieving the pilot of the shock of landing: and he actually had under
construction a 4 h.p. engine for his glider, when in M199 his experiments
-dere cut short by a fatal accident caused by the breaking of one ofthe

guy wires .: the tail which collapsed.
In the experimtz.q of Lilienthal and Picher, the control of the glider

was effected by moving tlc body about, and it was left to Chanute in
America to improve the control by making the main supporting plane
movable in a fore and aft direction.

The development had been slow, the successes few, and the failures
many, but together, all had built up a fount of knowledge and experi-
ment which provided the Wright brothers with the knowledge necessary
for their early gliding zxperiments. In a number of instances they could
not agree with the earlier data and so by careful experiment and
observation they made their own measurements.

5I
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INTRODUCTION

Three years after the completion of their first glider, the first heavier-
than-air, controlled, power-driven flight was made by Or% ille Wright
on 17th December, 1903, at Kitty Hawk in North Carolina. Four
flights were made that day, the first lasting 12 seconds. The last, made

by Wilbur Wright, lasted 59 seconds and covered 852' feet.
Fifty years separate us from that historic day. At the beginning of the

fifty years, a small paragraph in the newspaper announced the successful
flight. At the end of the fifty years, an equally small paragraph
announced a successful flight at 1800 rap.h. by Bill Bridgeman in the
Douglas Skyrocket.*

An indication of the rate at which progress has taken place in flying
can be obtained from Fig. 1. The data for the graph were obtained
mostly from DORMAN (1951). It is interesting to note that the develop-
ment of the jet engine merely served to continue the trend alreydy
present in the earlier part of the curve, so much so that one wonders if,
with the preseni use of rocket propulsion, the trend may not continue in

t the ,ame way.

THE BEGINNINGS OF AVIATION MEDICINE

What, according to ARMSTRONG (1952), seems to have been the first
physiological link with aeronautics was made in 1874, when two
balloonists-Sivel and Croc'e-Spinelli-presented themselves at the
physiology laboralory of PAUL BERT in order to experience decom-
pression in t..c low pressure chamber and to be initiated in the use of
oxygen. They subsequently made, after being furnished with a quantity
of oxygen calculated by Bert, a successful balloon ascent to about
23,000d feet. In the following year they were joined in another ascent
by Tissandier. On this occasion they did not seek advice as to the
quantity of oxygen to be carried and insufficient supplies of oxygen
or possibly too rapid an ascent caused the three aeronauts to lose
consciousness. Tissandier alone survived this flight.

The powered flight of heavier-than-air macfi.ecs did not attract
much medical interest until the beginning of Vorld War I and then
the interest lay largely in the ýeiection and r.iedical examination of
pilots. By about 1I15, aircraft were capable of flying above 20,000 feet
and so it was required to know more relating to the physiological
effects of lack of oxygen. Attention was also being paid to easing some
or the difficulties of the pilot by methods such as the provision of wind-
screens, studies on cockpit dimensions, and later on the development
and provision of parachutes and oxygen equipment.

On the neurological side, the usefulness of special examination and
tests for flying was realised early on, and this led to the development of

* This does not fulfil the requirements for official world reord of spled and is ,herefore
not quoted as a -ecord.
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special testing methods and techniques, and to a special interest in
visual, auditory and tactile reaction times.

THE EARLY VISUAL PROBLEMS

Of the special senses, the visual sense was that which gave rise to most
of the early, basic, physi -!ogical work. It is true, audition received much
attention and was the subject of many of the early papers on aviation
medicine, but principally from the point of view of either deafness
caused by the aircraft isoise, otitic barotrauma, or the provision of
various ear defenders.

In vision, the early basic work dealt principally with the effects of
lack of oxygen. In such a study, WILMER and BERENS (1918), investigat-
ing the effects of oxygen upon acuity. accommodation, convergence,
and retinal sensitivity, concluded that the visual symptoms taking
place during decompression or 3t altitude, were due to lack of oxygen
and not to the reduction of barometric Dressur- as had apparently
been claimed by some authors.

The limitations to performance and to the establishment of records

of speed and altitude hrd been determined largely by failure of the
aircraft. Thus, although the pilot was capable of withstanding higher
speeds, no machine existed vhich was capable of testing him to his
limits of physiological endurance. In the early 19920's, however, during
the various trophy races, smniptoms of physiological stress began to
appear-symptoms which meant that the aircraft's performarce had
reached such a stage as to b( capable of imposing upon the man factors
so tar removed from his normal environment that physiological
adaptation to them was no longer possible.

The first mention of blackout (the failure of vision due to increased
centrifugal force) is attributed by MERCIER and DUGUET (1947) to a
pilot, Cookfield, who in 1924 reported transient loss of Vision during a
turn. Waghorn, who won the Schneider trophy in 1929 with a speed of
328.63 m.p.h noticed the same sympton during the turns he had to
effect in this rac.e. BAUER (1926), in a chapter on the effects of speed,
says that in the Pulitzer trophy race of 1922 the winner stated that he
becamc unconscious when making his turns. There is no mention of
blackout or of other visual symptoms in this case, but Bauer goes on
to state that it is believed the effect is due to blood being carried away
from the head by the increase in centrifugal force.

The visual problems which formed the basis of much of the work
on Visual physiology during World War II appear, from Bauer's book,
to have been for the most part already recognised by 1925. There were
the problems of air-to-air search, ofvisual acuity, judgment of distance,
depth perception, peripheral Vision, night vision, anoxia, glare, and
the development of flying goggles. In the early days, however, all these

7
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problems had merely ber-rs recognised, and only the more obvious aspects
had been touched. Furthermore, visual problems of an engineering
nature, such as the design ofinstruments, the presentation ofinstruments,
cockpit lighting, and runway marking had not yet received attention.

.As the machine became capable of still higher performance through-
out the years, the effect upon the man became more marked and some
new problems appeared whiist the old ones became more complex.
The new problems were principally those associated with the design
of the cockpit and with the presentation of instruments. They were
brought to light because the higher :speed at which aircraft travelled
rendered it still more important that rzaction times should be as short as
possible and that, for excample, no time shuld be wasted in searching for
a particular instrument, or in glancing from one instrument to another.

With the onset of World War I1, visal research received a great
deal of attention in an attempt to improve selection of pilots and to
increase their ability to cope with the physiological problems with
which they had been confronted for so many years--problems such as
night vision and glare which in peacetime were a nuisance and fatiguing,
but which in wartime became of vital importance.

THE NEWV VISUAL PROBLEMS

A number of the visual problems which developed early in the history
of aviation still present difficulties. I oday, however, the visual problems
are principally those associated with flight at high altitude, not because
they are more important than the other visual problems of flight, but
rather because within recent years flight at high altitude has become
commonplace and many now invade the lonely emptiness of that world
above the world, the sight of which had been in the past reserved for
the few pioneers of high altitude flight.

What also makes for greater general interest in this problem is that
the factors present affect passengers as well as aircrew, and therefore
it is a problem which is, in some respects at least, of interest to civil
as well as to military aviation.

The factors which are of common interest to passenger and to
aircrew are those associated with the production of glare. At high
altitude the principal change in this respect is associated with the
reversal of light distribution which takes place with flying above all
cloud. Below cloud, and at lower altitudes, light comes from above,
but once the aircraft goes above cloud most of the iight reflected back
into the aircraft cahins comes from below, from the bright cloud floor.
"Some light does come from the sky above, but the amount ef scattered
light which comes from the sky at the zenith becomes progressive!y less

-_ •.as the aircraft goes to higher altitudes, so that with modern aircraft
flying at very high altitudes a new problem is created in the exposing
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of passengers to an environment in which not only the light distribution
is altered so that it comes from below, but the little light which does
come from the sky above the horizon is greatly reduced. There is thus
at higher altitudes a greater contrast between light and shad c and the
effects of the reversed light distribution become much more marked than
they were in the past at lower altitudes.

When exposed to such an environment, one realises agair how well
man is designed for his terrestrial existence, for one observes that the
recession of the eyes into orbits beneath overhanging eyebrows protects
not merely from trauma but also from the glare of sky light which
normally comes from above. As the cheeks give no ,ppreciable restric-
tion to the visual field, a light source or sky situated below the level of
the eyes allows adventitious light to flood ini. the cyes and cast a
troublesome haze over the entire visua! field. The passenger of an
airlinee at high altitude trying to read a book on his knee is therefore
virtually at the same disadvantage as the holiday-maker lying on his
back on a sunlit beach and attempting to read a book whilst holding
it up against the light source of the sunlit sky, the printed page being
the while in shadow.

Passengers, of course, do not need to look outside the aircraft, and
theoretically at least the windows could be curtained over and artificial
illumination provided within the cabin for the duration of the high
altitude flight. The aircrew and the pilot in particular must, however,
have a good view of the outside scene, which means that they must
inevitably be subjected to this source of glare. The result, in their case
is an effect not only involving ocular discomfort but also interfering
with %isibility of instruments and controls within the cockpit. All too
frequently, even in modern aircraft, have pilots to shield .an instrument
w&ith their hand before being able to discern the markings on it, the
hand either acting as a shield to keep away specular reflections from
the glass cover to (he instrument face or else reflecting light back on to
the instrument face so that the markings become legible.

In the case of the military pilot, the key-note of the Visual problem
is variation. As his rate of climb is so great compared with that of a
civil aircraft, there occur outside the cockpit rapid changes in bright-
ness, in the type of glarce in the direction of glare, and in the contrast
between light and shade. Thus, within the space of a few minutes the
comfortable light and shade of a temperate climate may give place to a
light distribution more like that of a snow field. In addition, the fre-
quency with which the pilot's eyes must alternate from cockpit to
exterior, from near to far, frim dark to light, combines with all these
factors to produce d visual environment which most readily results in
fatigue and difficulty in seeing.

In flight then, the visual stimuli tend to be at opposite ends of the
physiological range, and, especially in the case of the fighter pilot, there

9
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is usually insufficient time for the visual processes to adapt themselves
satisfactorily to the changing conditions. Improvements in radar
render more likely the possibility of dispensing with visual search by
day and'by night. But at present it is still necessar' to effect at least a
visual recognition of other aircraft, and the problems associated with
search at high altitude, for example, are therefore still pertinent.

Another of the visual problems of flight today, which is howevt r not
peculiar to high altitude, is caused by the very high speed of mcdern
aircraft. The interval of time between first spotting another air'raft
and finally overtaking it is determined by what is referred to as the
closing speed. It is greatest, of course, for two aircraft travelling towz rds
one another. As closing speeds increase, the interval of time betwoen
spotting another aircraft and finallh overtaking it becomes gradualiy
smaller, and at some of the speeds achieved today it is possible for the
interval between recognition and overtaking to be shorter than the
-visual reaction time so that the target may be overtaken and psec
before_ the pilot's motor response to seeing it can take place. At even
higher closing speeds, involving a time interval shorter than the per-
ccptual reaction time, the target may not be 'seen', until after it has
been overtaken (STRUGHOLD 1949). Thus, in a way. the pilot is flying
"blind at high speeds, since the distance at which he can see another
target is limited by his visual acuity, and this distance, expressed in
time, may be less than his reaction time.

In a somewhat similar way, during low level flight the high speed
makes map reading very difficult, for, since the aircraft may be only
50 or 100 feet above the ground, the angular speed at which the ground
goes past becomes so great that there is no time tc iook down at the
map to verify the part of road, railway or river, which has been crossed.

High speed flight, particularl% at low altitude, is accompanied by
sharp and rapid vibrations of the aircraft which are due partly to
gusts, that is to rising air currents, traversed at very high speed, and
partly to the flow of air over the surfaces of the aircraft.

DUCUET and MERCIER (1951) point out that these vibrations some-
times interfere with vision since they cause the eye to vibrate at its
natural frequency which COERMAN. (1940) places at between 20 and
60 cycles per second. In passing through the speed range from subsonic
to supersonic flight an aircraft is subjected to a transient stage of
marked "urbulence which may be responsible for the effect mentioned
by BYRNES ý 1950). This, as reported by some pilots, consists ofa transient
blurring of vision during flight in this trans-sonic range.

SUMMARY

-V_ - A comparison of the -visual problems of flying, then and now, will
clarify the position as to what the trends are, what has been d ie and
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what has still to be done. The viiual problems of aviation can bc
classified into pre-World War 11 and post-World WVar 11. The formtr
were the problems which had been noted since the early 19.00's and
which in many cases were understood fully only as a result of the intense
research effort concentrated on, them during World War 11. The past-
World War 11 visual problems relate principally to flight at high speed
and at high altitude, but whe-reas tho.,e relating to high speed have for

anumber of years been known and received attention in studies or.
reaction times, the problems oif high altitude arc for the meost part new
or at icast aggravations of previously tolerable efflects.

The change ir. importance of a problem as a result of progress is
exemplified in the developme~nt of flying goggles. In the pre-war
period, problems relating to goggles were associated %ith the develop-
ment of a device which could keep wind blast out of the pilot's eyes.
But now, in this post-war period, cpen cockpit aircraft are no longer
used even in primary training, and the accent is consequently on
protection fromt glare rather than on protection from wind as a routine
measure. Certainly wind protection is required, but as an emergency
measure on~ly. This different requirement has thus to be met with a
different piece of equipment which has to be specially designed wizh this
paint in view. Fortunately this rather simplifies matters because it is very
difficult to make a goggle which is effective in keeping -'! widblast out
of the eyes, and which at the same time also protects; the eye from glare.

Although they will be dealt with later, the problems associated %vith
lack of oxygen have lost much of their importance because with pressure
cabins and with the present day oxygen equipment no anoxia should
be present.

As a result of much work on eve movemcnts and on the presentation
of instruments, most of the mechtanisms and basic principles involved
are now understood. Similarly much of the basic work has been carried
out on night Vision, on ocular muscle balance, on colk,ur vision, on
peripheral vision, visual acuity and depth perception. Search has been
studied intensively also. Accommodation, however, appcars to have
ben neglected in these studies, and in particular the accommodation
canges during search.

Mny articles have been written on the subject of vision at high speed
and altitude, but they refer almost solely to the problems of high speed
and little, if at all, to the probiems of altitude. Whilst some of the

poblems of vision at high altitude have already been described and
ivestigated, many others have never been men'tioned, and, indeed,

Iii

Tepresent invtstigation is thus an attempt to establish the factors

involved, and the way in which these problems arise. Although
essentially of an applied nature it has been rewarded by the uncovering I

of om fct o bsi pysolgia~inerst
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INTRODUCTION

IN CLEAR air the intensity of solar radiation from direct sunlight in-
creases with increasing altitude above thc surface of ttsc earth. The solar
radiation which reaches sea level has been attenuated by p.assage
through the atmosphere, the attenuation by absorption and scattering
being greater for the shorter wavelengths than for the long wavelengths.
There is thus at high altitude an extension towards the blue end of the
spectrum with a relative decrease in the amount of red. With increasing
altitude the sky at the zenith becomes darker, at an altitude of 40,000
feet and above all cloud the sky is white at the horizon, decreasing in
luminosity towards the zenith at which point it appears rather dark
blue.

I t seemed likely, therefore, that at high altitude contrast between
light and shade in the cockpit would be greater than at lower altitudes
since the areas which were not receiving direct sunlight would be
dependent only upon the scattered light received from the rather dark
sky. It was found, however, on discussing this question of contrast w.'ith
pilots experienced in flight at high altitude, that there was inconsistency
in the apparent severity of the problem. These differences in opinion
could not be due to factors of climate or of latitude since the flights
referred to took place over England. They suggested rather that the
cause lay in the individual or in the aircraft or in a combination of both.

First-hand experience of flight at high altitude confirmed these
observations. Above 10,000 feet there was usually difficulty in discerning
details in the cabin and in reading instruments which were in shadow,

bera=s the shadows appeared darker and because there appeared to be
a haze constantly present over the entire visual field. The difficulty
was sometimes .present at low altitudes as well, but there an almost
immediate impr'vemcnt could be effected by shielding the eyes with
the hand. At high altitude similar shielding also improved %isibilitv
but only after a measurable interval of about 1-5 seconds and some-
times more. Even writh the improvement obtained, however, the shadow
areas under observation at high altitude were not seen as clrarly as
they were at low altitude.

In view of the impression formed during these preliminary obscrva-
tions, it was decided to examine first of all the phvsical factors so as
to determine whether the increaSe in contrast between light and shade

in the cockpit was real, or whtether the subjective impressions were 1
without a physical basis.

15
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As it was thought that the hazt over the visual field might be due
either to fluorescence of the lens c:.used by increase in ultra-violet
light, or to an increase in the intraocular scatter ot• visible light, some
additional flights were planned to examine specifically these two
points.

A determination of the brightness of sunlit parts in the cockpit
might have been made from existing data on direct solar illumination.
but the measurement of illumination of shadow areas, however, could
not be calculated from existing data since reflected light was present
from so many directions. Measurements had therefore to be made in
flight.

16
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CONTRAST BETWEEN LIGHT AND SHADE

RESUME OF PREVIOUS WORK

A NUMBER of meaurements of sky luminance have been made from
aircraft and from balloons, but none can be employed directly to
determine wha.t contrast exists within the cockpit particularly at high
altitude. Frori the flights of the balloon Explorer II, which in 1935

_____ Sky AiyHnes

IF-i-I
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Fig. Rlatwn of altitudw to jky Iwninanae 38 aboz Ieorion from
TEEix. R. P., 19.36, In courtsy of Nat. Gcogr. So-%.

reached an altitude of 72,395 feet, there were obtained measurements
of sky luminance which TEELE (1936) showed to be directly propor-
tional to atmospheric pressure, the point of sky referred to being 580
above The horizon and at 900 to the sun (Fig. 2). No observations at
an elevation greater than 380 above the horizon could be made
because of the bulk of the balloon above the gondola.

The first measurements of sky luminance made from an aircraft
flying at high altitude were reported by CHRISTIENSEN (1946). His
observations were made from the nose section of a B.17J from which
aircraft he recorded the luminance of the horizon, of sky at an elevation
of 30* above the horizon, of ground with various types of vegetation,
and of various parts of the interior of the nose section, such as the
navigator's desk, side wall, etc. His observations were made at altitudes
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of 10,000 feet to 40,000 feet. He found that with a sun elevation of 450,
a point in the sky at 450 azimuth to the sun and of elevation 30 above
the horizon had a luminance of:

1,140 equivalent foot-candles at 10,000 feet
S910 )1 .V) 1 ,,1 20,000 ,

"760 ., .. ,, ,, 30,000 ,,
490 .. 40$000

The luminance levels recorded withid the nose of the aircraft in the
navigator's position were measured only at high a'titud In the darkest
portion of the navigator's desk he recorded 3-3 e.f.c. whilst &.,e brightest
part of the desk was at 260 e.f.c. This figure of 260 c.f.c., however, nray
have represented the illumination due to direct sunlight for he reports
that the luminance of a white surface of reflection factor 84 per cent
in direct sunlight was from 7,600 to 12,000 e.2c. The osciiloscope face
of the radar plan position indicator was found to vary from 0.12 e.foc.
to 6 e.f.c.

These measurements were a useful start in the investigation of the
problem, but since they give no information as to how the high contrasts

are produced or what the effect is, if any, of clouds below the aircraft,
they cannot be used as a yardstick to evaluate the contrasts likely to
be found on other occasions.

In a theoretical and experimental investigation of sky luminance
ToUSEY and HULBERT (1947) present a table of theoretically derived

* data relating to luminance levels of the sky up to 10,000 feet altitude
for various points in the sky and for varying elevations of sun. For
similar elevation and azimuth of sun it is found that .hristien-en's
experimental results are about 24 times greater than those derived
theoretically by Tousey and Hulbert.

HARDING and LAMBERT in 1951 made further measurements of sky
luminance from a de Havilland Comet at 40,000 feet altitude. In

" Harding and Lambert's observations the sun's elevation was 30, above
the horizon, whereas in Christiensen's report the elevation was about
45' above the horizon. Making an approximate allowance for this
difference in elevation, however, it was found that Harding and
Lambert's results gave luminance levels lower than those obtained by
Christiensen, and more in accord with those derived theoretically by
Tousey and Hulbert. Thus, the results obtained by Christiensen seem,
if anything, to be too high and not representative of clear sky
conditions.

The results of Harding and Lambert are closely supported by the
experimental findings of PACKER and LocK (1951), who a few months
later reported on sonic measurements carried out from an aircraft
flying between 18,000 feet and 38,000 feet altitude.
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CONTRAST BETWEEN LIGHT AND SHADE

Contrasts between light and shade uncomplicated by reflections
from nearby objects or from clouds below have been calculated
according to Tousey and Hulbert's data by Ciais (1952). His calcula-
tions refer to targets of various reflectivities viewed against a sky
background at different altitudes.

None of these iesults can be employed to determine what contrasts
are going to be encountered in the cockpit during flight at high altitude.
They give information as to sky luminance, as to the intensity of
insolation, as to the brightness of the earth seen from the air (Christien-
sen), but they do not reveal the factors governing the illumination
falling on, say, an instrument panel in shadow. They do not show what
are the important characteristics of the aircraft cabin which determine
the intensity of illumination, and so, with regard to this particular
problem, they neither provide a guide to the design of future aircraft,
nor help the physiologist to determine why contrast at high altitude
shonxd appear to increase on some occasions and not on others.

An investigation employing a technique somewhat similar to that
described later in this section was used by BARR (1950). He was inter-
ested primarily in the contrast between the exterior scene and the
interior of the cockp.c. He found that contrast was maximum when the
sun was at 90 0 to the line of flight of the aircraft. When the sun was
either forward or aft of this position, the contrast between exterior
scene and the instrumert panel in shadow was less. His results refer to
three flights at altitudes of 5,00) and 7,500 feet.

In view of the absence of literature from which the data could be
obtained, the following work was therefore carried out it, an attempt
to determine the principles governing the contrast between the sunlit
and -hadow areas of an instrument panel and to find some solution
whicli might ease the pilot's visual task.

EXPERIMENTS

Ideally the measurements should have been made from on!y one !;pe
of aircraft. This wa, unfortunately not possible because the aircraft
from which most of the measurements were going to be made was
a Meteor M'k. 7 in which the cockpit dimensions were so small that the
unassessed factor of stray reflectiows within the cockpit would have
introduced complications in the interpretation of results relating to the
luminance of shadow areas. Measurements were accordingly carried out
initially in a Lincoln aircraft and then later in the Meteor Mk. 7. There
were thus two methods employed. The first to determine the intensity
of illumination falling on a vertical surface at various azimuth angleg
to the sun; the second to determine the illumination falling on different

parts of the instrument panel whilst the ai.-.aft flcw on a constant
heading with regard to sun.
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Method A--Laminance of a v, rtica! while surfai'
In order to determine whether shadows were darker at high altitude
measurements were made of the luminance kbrig.htness) of a known
white surface at altitudes of I0,(R -40,OO, feet and with the sun at

various azimuth angles. As it was believed that stra, reflections from
within the cockpit might interfere with the demonstrauion of any trend
,.hich might be present with increase in altitude, the measurements
were made close to one of the side window pane!s of the Perspex canopy.

- q j

1 5

ibz. 3. The hooded* phobomett uith black baffle card

It was decided to use physical methods of measurement rather than
the subjective matching of intensities in two adjacent fields, since
in an investigation of wrsat is, until proved otherwise, a subjective
increase in contrast, it cannot be assumed that intensity matching is
unimpaired and capable of giving reliable results in a small number
of observations.

As no other instrument was available at the time, the photometer
shown in Fig. 3was constructed as described in Appendix A. It consists,
of a barrier-layer Everett-Er.gcumbe 'autophotic' cell, which was used
in conjunction vith a microammeter of suitable- internal resistance to
allow an almost linear response of the cell. The photocell measured the
luminance of a circular white trg.et of diffu-c refle'tion factor about

. i80 per cent.
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The relative colour sensitivity curve of the cell covered a range of
from 2(X) to ") my,. To correct the sensitivity range to that appreciated
by the eye, that is 400 to 750 mni with a peak sensitivity at 555 rip,
the manufacturers supplied a special green filter with the cell. The
responses of the cell with and without the filter are shown in Fig. 4,
from which it will be seen that with the filter the cell had a peak sensi-
tivity corresponding to izat of the eye. Unfortunately, this filter
restricted the sensitivity so much that it was not possible to use it
continuously as, when the white target was in shadow, the response of
the photocell with the filter was too low to register on the microammeter.
Only one reading was tberefore taken with the filter on at each altitude
so that a subsequent correction could if necessary be made to the other
results.

A M

R SOFig. 4. Rcspons f pho2o-d <l u ith an. ,tihout zree,

The microammeter responded o,'er a range of 0-50 mirroamps, but
by switchingt in a shunt its sensitivitv could be reduced so that the full-
scale deflection was 500 microamps. This was found to be sufficient
to register all intensities encountered when the photocell was used in
conjunction with a hood restricting the field to one of 30°.

Interference b) reftction from other parts of the cockpit was
reduced by the photometer hood and by a black baffle card 30 x 20 cm.
which was fixed behind the cell (Fig. 3). In order to have some
indication of the value of white surroundings in increasing the lumin-
ance of shadow areas, the observations were. repeated using a white
baffle card of the same size. The angle of incidence of the sun to the
target was measured by the position of the shadow cast by a small bolt
fitted vertically to the top of the photometer housing.

The observauions were made in a Lincoln aircraft, ne photometer
being mounted on an improvised table immediately behind the pilot's
seat. It was placed level wihh the lower edge of the Perspex window
behind the pilot as it was thought that the effect of stray reflections
from within the cockpit would be thereby reduced to a minimum.
The white target of the photunietcr was about 4 in. above the coaming,

21
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;1,1d therefore received light from the horizon and from some parts of
the cloud floot.

Stages were made at every 5,000 feet during which the aircraft was
flown on a constant heading with rega-d to sun, and readings were
taken when the sun was •tpik;'i the target at azimuth angles of 0 - 30 ",
- 60% _' 90°. Plus signifies that the sun was in front of the target

and minus signifies that the sun was behind the target. As a trend, and
not absolute values, was sought in this experiment, it was decided that
the angle of elevation of the sun could be regarded as constant, par-
ticu'ar ly since the flight readings were all made within two hours of
local noon, when the solar altitude was about 5)-.

Results-Although a number of flights were undertaken, only two gave
useful results. The difficulties encountered in other flights were either
that cloud was present up to 35,000 feet and haze present above that,

Fig. 5. RMawr: inim-ityr
01 a u*zae rtiwtal jurfar t
at iariow azimuth cnklo ------

f ,un iblack bofl! cayd __

I 240 ZgVW Ail &i'

or that frosting of the windows took place as a result of which no
useful photometric measurement could be made because of the diffusion
of light by the frost on the transparencies.

The readings which were obtained are shown in tabular form in the
Appendix C and in graphical form in Figs. 5 and 6. There were no

great changes -a luminosity of the white targe; at different altitudes
• , -• -- 7 when it was in direct sunlight. This does not mean, however, that the

illumination due to (.irect sunlight did not increase. It must have
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CONTRAST BETWEEN LIGHT AND SHADE

ii-creased, as one would expect. The reason it does not show in the data
i; that the measurements were of total illumination, that is of illumina-
tion from direct sunlight and from sky light. The former increases in

zxL -

-- -- -- -

SFat.6. R a:: ntcinai

"Z,• -4. 'o a uh.:te r latztal surfat
at :arious az•muth angies
cf fun White baffl card
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A7,000÷9

Fi't. 7. Rilati:€ r inkmq of a u-hlt reruca! sumface at tarimis az:imuth 4?..cles

'f un (black & card'

intensity with increase in altitude whereas the latter, since the scattering
particles become smaller and more spacced out, decreases in intensity.The luminosity of the white vertical surface is thus an indication of

mean illumination. Also contributing to an increase of luminosity of
the white card at lower altitudes was the cloud floor which reflected a
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considerable amount. of light back upwards towards the aircraft. With

lN
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In Figs. 7 and Ban attempt has been mnade to represent these changes
in a three-dimensional diagram, the construction of which is described
in Appendix 1). Perspective was introduced into this diagram by
adopting a vanishing point towards which Al 'parallel' lines convcrged.
Save for the irregularitiles which are probably due to the presence
of layers of haze or to experimental errors, it will be seen that there was
little change either in total intensity or in contrast bctween light and
shade with increasing altitude. Indeed, if anything, the contrast appears
to have been greater at low altitudes than at high altitudes. By using
a white baffle card instead of a black baffle card the luminance of the
target in shadow was increased by a fNctor of almost two, as seen in
Fig. B.

The results obtained with and without the green filter over the
photocell are shown in Fig. 9. It will be seen that the response of the

celwith this filter bore a fairly constant relationship to the total output
oftecell without the filter. it thus seems that ;n these measurements

the greater sensitivity of the photocell to ultra-violet radiation cannot
be solely responsible for the increase in intensity of light recorded at
high altitude. The increase in- intensity recorded is therefore one which
will be appreciated visually.

Mekthod I1-Ilumination of the instrumient panel
InA attempting to measure light reflected from the instrument psanel it,
was found that there was insufficient light reflected even from a white
surface to give accurately readable deflections on the microai.s.n-ter.

It was therefore decided to make direct measurements c- :nci lent
rather than of reflected light as in the previous measu.-ements. . .:arner-
laver photocell similar to that described above was used, but without
the restricting hood. It is seen in Fig. 10. The green correcting filter
was always used in conjunction with this cell, the diameter of which
was reduced by about half by a black paper mask so that the intensity
of incidcnt light gave a suitable reading on the microamrncter'.
Whilst these me~asurements of illumination of the instrument panel were

-; being made, the intensity of sunlight was recorded on the hooded
photocell as aiready descried

Having been thus compelled to use different methods for measuring
thz intensity oftlight in direct sunlight and at the level of the instrument

P anel (Method A measuring luminance and B measuring illumination),
it was necessary, in order to compare results, to calibrate one method
against the other. This calibr-ation is shown in Appendix B.

It wvas decided !,, mneasure the illumination at the top and at the

*This procedure entailed the zisk of cauzsing local overloading of the cell. Accordintt to the
msanufacturers' spccification howeier there w.as still a large -. targin of safety. It wsould no

doubt hvase been better to emplo% a diaphragrn a fri. inches ut front o, fi tevil but the
pena!tv of increase in size 4fthe photocell was too great. It was essential to employ a photocell
shich '.as as far as possible flush with the surface of the inst'ument panel.
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CHANGES IN INTENSITY AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF SUNLIGHT

bottom of the instrument panel because there was an obvious difference
in the luminosity of these parts. The upper part, being more in line
with the cloud floor below the aircraft, apparently received more light
than the lower parts of the cockpit, which, subtended by an area of
sky without clouds, received lii'le scattered light. TI'he readings were
made in the rear cockpit of a Me.eor Mk. 7 (unpressurised) aircraft
(Fig. 10), the aircraft being levelled out every 5,(M) feet on a constant
heading with regard to sun.

4 N

Z

1-7g. 16. .lea5urtemnt of hlhbt intrnwity at top tf ;rntrumren panml ut ith unhoodrd phntomwtt
in rcar corkpit of A•ttcar .Alk. 7

As will be seen from Fig. 10, the cell was mounted on a right angle
bracket, the long arm -)f which was about 30 cm., so that the observer
could manipulate the ceil, laying it with its back flat against the instru-
ment panel, without having to bring his hands near the sensitive
surface. This was necessary to prevent reflections from face, clothing,
and hands from interfering with the readings.

The cell was placed at the top of the instrument panel against a
previously marked spot, a reading was taken, then the cell was placed
at another mark at the bottom of the panel and another reading
taken. The luminance of the white target of the hooded photometer
was then measured in direct sunlight and the presence of cloud or
atmcspheric haze was noted. This routine was repeated at 5,000 feet

- ++intervals to an altitude of 40,000 feet. The entire flight from take off
to landing took about forty minutes.

26
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CONTRAST BETWEEN LIGHT AND SHADE

Results-These show that light incident on the instrument panel in
shadow decreased with increase in altitude, Lut that the extent of
this change was largely dependent upon the prevailing (loud or

'0

hF:. ii. Lahbration

-eraph-hooded andSq~t • ' ...- L-..----unhoodedpbaolnrwtm_
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---------------------------------- Indtrumenf parel ottom

Fic. 12. Contrast at instrument pa-.uI 4 czp-rmentnsJ

atmospheric haze and the altitude at which such cloud or haze was
present. Changcs in illumination occurred mor'2 frequently in the
upper part of the instrument panel, the lower part being less

influenced by changes due to atmospheric haze or to cloud.f
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CHANGFS IN INTENSITY AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF SUNLIGHT

a By means of the calibration graph in Fig. 11 it was possible to compare
the illumination of sunlit areas, as measured by the hooded photocell,
with the illumination of shadow areas as recorded by the. unhooded
photocell on the instrument panel. The contrast between sunlit areas
and shadow areas at the top and at the bottom of the instrument panel
was calculated thus:

intensity in sunlight - intensity in shadow

Contrast -- intensity in sunlight

The results were plotted and are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.

S, /oo

SI 0

;Il
20,0• 0 0 .st

""zoO0 "•o,

Fit. ,3. Rdatiue light mn:euttr at instrument panel

It will be seen from Fig. 12 that contrast does increase with altitude
and that the lower parts of the instrument panel show a greater increase
in contrast than do the upper parts. The contrast thus increases
especially if there is no possibility of the shadow area receiving light
from haze or from cloud beneath the aircraft. In Fig. 13 the relative
intensities of light measured during one experiment show this trend too.
The hump shown at 20,00X) feet is due to a layer of haze or thin cloud
at that altitude. It acted as a diffuser, allowing more iight to reach
the shadow areas.

These results relate specifically to one aircraft, the Meteor Mk. 7
";rear cockpit).

SUMMARY

In the absence of information on the luminance of a white vertical
-" surface ;n shadow at altitude, some nieasurements were carried out.
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CONTRAST BETWEEN LIGHT AND SHADE

It was found that the luminance of the shadow was greatly affected
by light reflected upwards from the layers of atmospheric haze or the I;
cloud beneath the aircraft. If the shadow area was in direct line with an
extensive cloud floor it often became brighter with increase in altitude.
When the shadow was not in direct line with either the cloud floor or
the horizon and received light only from the cloudless sky, it always
became darker with increase in altitude, the darkening being most
marked if the shadow area received light only from the sky near the
zenith. The shadow area could always be made brighter b'" a white
diffusing surface which, in direct sunlight, could reflect light on to the
shadow area. Contrast between sunlight and shadow thus increased
with increase in altitude only if the shadow area was not in line with a
layer of bright cloud or haze.

Since the luminance of the sky 38ý above the horizon i, inversely
piop.j,ional to the altitude of the observer above the surface of the
earth, the increase in contrast between sunlit and shadow areas at high
altitude is greatest in the lower parts of the cockpit which arc in line
only with the darker sky near the zenith.

It is concluded that, since at high altitude only the lower parts of
the instrument panel in shadow become darker, the greater difficulty
in reading instruments in shadow must be due to factors other than that
of altered luminance of the instrument panel.

29
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FLUORESCENCE IN THE LENS OF THE EYE

DURING most of the high altitude flights it was found that there was, over
the visual field, a subjective haze which seemed to be responsible for the
difficulty in seeing instruments when they ,.ere in shadow. This annoy-
ing haze was continuously present and resisted all attempts to disperse
it, such as shielding 'he eyes from the glare of the cloud floor outside
the aircraft. In fact it disappeared only when one descended to lower
altitudes. BARR (1950) remarked upon a 'persistent haze' over his visual
field-no doubt the same phenomenon-but without putting forward
even a tentative explanation as to iLs origin.

It was thought that this subjective effect, which seemed to be the
principal reason for difficalty in seeing inside the cockpit when in
shadow, resulted from some inherent difference in the light at high
altitude. The first possibility considered was that of an increase in tae
fluorescence of the crystalline lens caused by the greater intensity of
ultra-violet light in solar radiation at high altitude.

R19SUME OF PREVIOUS WORK

The effect of ultra-violet light on the eye has been studied by many
workers, but even with the help of concise reviews of the literature by
OGILVIE (1953), who deals with the general effects of ultra-violet light
on the eve, and by KLANG (1948), who deals more specifically with
fluorescence of the human lens, there was obtained little information
relevant to this problem.

The possible effects of ultra-violet light on vision are not confined to
fluorescence, and it is of interest to point out that vision in the ultra-
violet is accompanied by difficulties in focussing. Thus GOODEVE (1934)
"has found that in order to focus an ultra-violet source satisfactorily
it has had to be no further than 10 cm. from his eye. DE GROOT (1935)
has stated that at 313 niA the eve which is emmetropic in red light
becomes 10D myopic. These focussing difficulties are attributed io the
greater refraction of ultra-violet light by the optical system of the eye.

Reviewing the literature on fluorescence of the eve, Klang (1948)
concluded that most of the fluorescence is in the lens and that the excit-V ing radiation is "(W m--4(Xi mp with maximum sensitivity 360 mn=-
370 nip. Relatively little fluorescence appears in the cornea which is
caused to fluoresce by wavelengths of 315 nip-3 6 0 Ur, (Fig. 14).

- A.:- 1- Sirce maximum fluorescence takes place between 360 and 370 mn1 J and drops to nil at 30) mp, it is evident that no increased fluorescence
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FLUORESCENCE IN THE LENS OF THE EYE

Wilrcsult. from tile extension C tile solar spectrum which takesplc

at high altitude, since this extension at the short wave end is from
2.to 210 m1A (HULBERT, 11947).
Intensity of fluorescence, however, is gcnerally proportional to the

inensity of the exciting wavelengths (PRINGHEIm and VOGEL, 1943).
According '0 STAIR and COBLENTZ (1938) the intensity of ultra-violet

I I I

Comwe fluoresce
Fig. 14. ;I'a-ekng~ pvodiwrngf!uoresteneoft/iteye tfrom idata

collected by KL~A.% 19448

radiation within the band of wave'lengths shorter than 313 mp, increases
by about three times from sea level to 40,000 feet altitude. P~art of their
tabulated data is shown in Appendix E. From the data of Moo.N (1940)
it seems that for wavelengths of 300-400 mps the intensity outside the
earth's atmosphere is 2-3 times that of the surface of the earth. It is
consequently to be expected that at high altitude, intraocular
fluorescence may increase by a factor of only 2 or less.

EXPERINdLNTIS

Method.-A
There does not appear to be any mention in the previous work of
the effect which this ultra-violet 'fog' might have upon vision-whether
in fact the fluorescence would be noticeable by an individual who was

J~Tranlmision of

I ?I 2

Icoking at a bright sunlit scene. A preliminary experiment, using a
technique employed by GOLDIE and MIArrHEws (1944), was carried
out to obtain some idea of the subjective intensity of fluorescence
produced by the ultra-violet light present in daylight at ground level.
The experiment was made in a dark room whecre the only window
facing the sky was of 'Woods' glass, which transmits maintly at 360 mn,
(Fig. 15). 3

3
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CHANGES IS INTENSITY AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF SUNLIGHT

Results--In the dark room, fluorescence of the lens of the eve was
produced by the solar ultra-violet radiation transmittcd by the 'Woods'
glass filter. The fluorescence was noted subjec"c-;zy as a grey-blue
haze over the entire field, and it could also be seen in others as an
appare-rfly very bright and fluorescent pupil. This fluorescence was
not:ieable on all days even su hen the sky was so overcast as to be
classed b" the photographers as -dull', but as soon as the 'Woods' glass
filter was removed, admitting visible light into the room, the fluores-
cence was no longer seev: It was thus concluded that at ground level
(250 feet' there was sufficie.it ultra-v;olet radiation present to produce
fluorescence of the lens, but th'st the higher intensity" of visible light was
so great as to mask it completeav.

Method B--Higt. altihude lest ofyellow fillerI
I Flights were made to 40,(M)0 feet during which a low contrast

iest object :Fig. 16ý was observed in the lower part of the cockpit. Thi-
test object was designed by FREDERIK (1947) for use ir. connection with
night 'ion tests. Attempts were made to reduce the haze which wv-s

Fir. 1._ The low contrast test trorn FRILtuRIK. 1%. S., 1947. b1 courtes% ofT1'1hp•,

"TFedhr-t I Re% ie•. Eindhoven

£0 -i-- . .-..- ____

Fi.,. 17. T"ramsnsslOn of"fie r lufl "~ CI f 'ifte • +t -.%0 . . . -. - . --

"(o 5x 00 700
Wiq, ee nylh "%U

present over the field of vision by using a special filter (Chance 'minus
blue'), the transmissien curve of which is shown in Fig. 17. It will be
seen that this filter transmits verv little in the band between .0iW and
400 mji where most of the fluorescence of the lens takes place.

The procedure employed was to look at the low contrast test object,

•f '--
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FLUORESCENCE IN THE LENS OF THE EYE

observing the amount of haze present, and the letter of lowest contrast
which was visible, then to bring the yellow filter, which was incorporated
in a goggle, down over the eyes for compar;son. Any change in the haze
was noted, as well as any change in visibii'i:- for the low contrast test.

Results-The findings were negative -throughout. The haze over the
field of vision was quite unaffected by the presence or absence of the
filter in front of the eyes, c.en although this filter reduced by about
90 per cent the intensity of ultra-violet light falling on the eye. The low
cntrast test was neither seen better nor seen worse with the -ellow filter

as compared with no filter in front of the eyes. Whilst looking outside
the aircraft, however. it seemed that the borders of clouds were more
sharply defined when observed through the yellow filter.

In the absence of improvement in visibility and of any change in
intensity of the subjective haze when the yellow (-blue filter was
before the eyes it was concluded that the haze effect was not due to
fiuc rescence of the lens caused by ultra-vio!et light.

SUMMARY

The intensity of ultra-violet radiation bctseen 300 m1t and -,00 m,
at 40,000 feet is about three times that at sea level. Since the eye, and
e, pecially" its crystalline lens, fluoresces most strongly in irsponse
to excitation by these wavelengths of ultra-violet rad.iation, it was
thought that intraocular fluorescence might be responsible for the
persistent subjective haze which has already been described and which
seems to be the baic cause for inability to see instruments on an instru-
ient panel in shadow when fl)ing at high altitude.
Intraocular fluorescence in response to solar radiation at ground

level can be demonstrated onlN in the dark room, into which sunlight
i, admitted after passing through a filter of '\Vood."' glass. The fluores-
ece usnch in the dark appears to be strong is none (he less completely

masked if normal daylight is admitted into the room.
At high ahtitude when the eye- were covered by a filter which cuts

off90 per cent o- this ultra-violet radiation, there was no change in the
subjective haze.

It was therefore concluded. firstly, that although lens fluorescc.'|ce
from solar radiation does tak- t,:a c, it is -o masked by the visible light
as not to be noticeable, and ,trindlv, tha, intraocular fluorescence
from sunlight is, therefore, not responsible for the sul-jective h,/," :-I
high altitude.
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INTRAOCULAR SCATTER OF LIGHT

WHE.N z beam of light passes through a transparent medium containing
in suspension small particles the refractive index of which differs from

j that of the surrounding medium, the incident beam is scattered by the
small particles. As the intensity of the incident beam i-icreases, theI rinteniity of the scattered light also increases. If, however, the scattering
particles ire small compared with the wavelergth of the incident
light, the intensity of scattered light will depend not only upon the
intensity of the incident light, but will also vary inversely as the 4th
power of the wavelength (Rayleigh scattering).

As described earlier, increase in altitude is accompanied by a slight
relative shift of the intensities in the solar spectrum towards the blue.

$C

Fig. 16. Sectral dutribution of '
!olm ,adr.tim. (taken from 20 -

NICoLET. M., 1952. by courtesy
of Una'rsitv of NCI% Mexico

Pres., - t

Along with this relative change there is an overall increase in the
intensity of light from insolation or direct sunlight, as opposed to that
from sky scatter, which decreases in proportion to the reduction of
atmospheric pressure (TEELE, 1936). These changes in the solar
spectrum are shown in Fig. 18 which is taken from NicoLET (1952).

Kn.-ing that these cbanges took place it was natural that one should
wonder whether the subjective haze at high altitude might not after
all be due to the intraocular scatter of light, since the previous experi-
ment had shown that fluorescence from ultra-violet radiation was not
responsible.

"+" RtSUME OF PREVIOUS WORK

S-, A,-cording to VAN DERt HOEVE (1919) most of the scattering of light
" in the eye takes place in the crystalline lens. BELL, TROLAND and

I34
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VERHOEFF (1922) refer to the intraocular scattering of light as 'veiling
glare'.

The size of these scattering particles seems to be small although it is
doubtful whether they are so small as to come within the compass of
Rayleigh's equation. It seems that in the aqueous humour of young
people some Rayleigh scattering may be present but that in older
people large particle scattering may increase. Thus KoBv (1930) refers
to 'Tyndall scattering' taking place in the aqueous humour of the
anterior chamber, whilst the observation of GRAVES (1925) that the
scattering particles were 'below the lowcst limit admitting resolution'
and that in the eyes of young adults the scattering was very faint,
suggests that the dispersion of light in the aqueous humour may he due
to Rayleigh scattering.

The intensity of the haze set up by intraocular scattering of light in
relation to either incident intensity or to wavelengths was not known,
and the effect upon vision was known only in the general terms of
everyday experience. It was therefore decided to attempt to calculate
the change in intraocular scatter at high altitude and then to carry out
some observations in flight. The 'in flight' observations were carried
out concurrently with those described in the previous section.

EXPERIMENTS

Method A-Calculation
The term 'air mass', employed below, signifies the length through
the atmosphere of the path of light from a celestial body. Thus when
the sun is at the zenith its light traverses an air mass of I betore reaching
the surface of the earth. When the source is not at zenith, but makes an
angle 0 with the zenith, the air mass traversed is approximately
I cosine 0. It was assumed that air mass decreased in proportion to
atmospheric pressure.

Since attenuation and scatter depend upon the size of the scattering
particles, and since the larger particles are found principally at lov.er
altitudes, it will be seen that such an assessment of light at altitude,
based upon the assumption that air mass decreases proportionally
to atmospheric pressure, is an approximation. RoBINsoN (1954)
regards this approximation as permisrible when the longer visible
wavelengths are not being considered and when the altitude is below
the ozone layers of the ionosphere.

On this basis it was calculated1 that when the elevation of the sun
is 50' above the horizon (noon, June 15th, southern England) the
sun's rays to the surface of the earth would traverse an air mass of 1-3,
and ai 40,000 feet, where the atmospheric pressure is 140 millimetres
mcicury, they would traverse an air mass of 0-24. These values were
interpolated into a solar energy distribution curve, MOON (1940),
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CHANGES IN INTENSITY AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF SUNLIGHT

irepresenting the energy distribution outside the earth's atmosphere,
and at the earth's surface, for air masses of 1, 2, ', 4, and 5. The
modified graph is shown in Fig. 19.

Within tht eye, scattering of light wiHl take place in the intraocular
media. The conditions of the scattering medium remaining constant,
however, the greatest change in s, ,ttteiing which would take place

A'• efmsphker
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Fig. 19. Sp°aiaI distribution ofsolw radiaion i -
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INTRAOCULAR SCATTER OF LIGHT

To obtain an indication of the worst condition it was theref -e
assumed that only Rayleigh scattering took place ,%ithin the eye, and
from the data in Fig. 19 the relative intensities of -.cattered light were
calculated for sea level and for an altitude of 40,000 fee:. The intensities
thus obtained were physical, so to translate them into vF1ucs appreciated
by the eye each value was multiplied by the appropriate CIE luminosity
factor for the standard eye as quoted by Houston. The values thus
obtained are sho%-.; in Fig. 20.

Rrsults-The diflkrence in areas between the two curves which are
shown in Fig. 20 shows the increase in intensity of visible light due to
intraocular scatter. It was found by measuring the area of these curves
that at 40,000 feet the intensity of intraocular scatter -f light would be
at the most 1.3 times that at the earth's surface.

Method B-Obserrations in flight
These were made at the same time as those on intraocular fluoresc-
ence described in the last chapter. They were made with the same
filters, namely, a yellow filtcr whose function was to cut out the blue
component of the light, a blue filter which would accentuate any cflect
due to small particle scattering, also without a filter but with an
opaque visor which acted as a screen by keeping direct sunlight off the
eyes. The low contrast test object previously described was again
employed, the procedure being to compare its visibility when using
cither of the various filters with an opaque visor.

Results-No alteration in the legibility of the low contrast test object
was found when the test was being observed through the Chance
"minus blue' filter. Shielding the eyes from the source of glare with the
opaque visor did reduce the hazc effect but only after about 5-)10
seconds. No difference in visibility of the low contrast object was
noted, when viewed through the blue or the yellow filter. It was again
observed that the visibility of the edges of clouds seemed to be enhanced
when these were observed through the yellow filter ai compared with
no filter. When they were seen through the blue filter they appeared
less distinct than they were with no filter before the eyes.

It was therefore concluded that increased intraocular scatter was
not per se responsible for the subjective haze at high altitude.

SUM.MARY

The scattering of light which takes place within the eye is probably
partly Rayleigh and partly large particle scattering: the scattering in
the aqueous humour of young people may be predominantly from
small particles, whereas in the eyes of older people more large particle
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scattering may take place. Since there is a slight shift towards the blue
in the spectral distribution of light at high altitude, the greatest increase
in intraocular scatter would take place if the total intraocular scatter
obeyed Rayleigh's equation. In this hypothetical case, which is probably
not correct but which would give the most marked effect, it was cal-
culated that at 40,000 feet the visible light scattered intraocularly
would be only 1-3 times as much as at sea level.

Looking through a yellow filter, which attenuated any relative
increase in blue in the sunlight at high altitude, produced no apparent
difference in the subjective haze. It is therefore concluded that increase
in intraocular scatter of light is not responsible for this haze.

Fluorescence of the eye, as a result of greater intensity of ultra-violet
radiation at high altitude, has also Leen shown not to be responsible.

l( The impression that the subjective haze was a result of some different.

property of sunlight at high altitude thus seems to be wrong. Having
Sexamined and assessed the importance of the three most likely physical
Scauses-light intensity and contrast, intraocular fluorescence and
intraocular scatter-atte.tion will uow be turned to physiological
mechanisms which raight be responsible for this particular haze effect.

L.
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III. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES

AFFECTING VISIBILITY OF

OBJECTS INSIDE THE COCKPIT
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INTRODUCTION

THE changes which were considered in the previous section were
purely physicd changes dependent entirely upon the new ambient
conditions and taking no account either of the physiological response
or of the subjective sensations of the man. The new milieu, however,
disturbs normal physiological equilibrium and the normal responses to
stimuli are thereby altered. In this section the effects of anoxia and of
glare are considered. The former should not, of course, normally be
present since most high altitude aircraft today are designed with
pressure cabins and in those without them the administration of oxygen
under pressure, with counter-pressure on the chest wall, ensures that
up to certain altitudes the effects of a low partial pressure of oxygen are
fully compensated. In its general sense anoxia is thus an emergency
condition.

Tne visc:al system, however, is particularly sensitive to lack of oxygen,
and a lack of oxygen not sufficiently severe as to be classed as anoxia
may yet produce some effects upon it. T"hus, in night vision at as
low an altitude as 4,O(W feet, the effects of lack of oxygen manifest
themselves in the failure to attain the lowest threshold of dark ad-.pta-
tion possible under -.ptimum conditions. Anoxia is considered only in
this sense here-k-not the marked anoxia with its characteristic systemic
changes, but rather the 3light oxygen deficit which apparently manifests
itself only in the visual system.

Glare was defined by BELL, TROLAND and 'ERHOEFF (1922), as
'the sensation produced by light so invading the eye as to inhibit
distinct vision'. I.z contra-distinction to anoxia, glare i/. normally
present and has been since the beginnings of flight. The glare to which
the high altitude pilot is subjected, however, is not the same as the glare
familiar to those who fly at lower altitudes. It is as has been pointed
out earlier, essentially due to a rev'er,. of light distribution: at low
altitudes most of the light comes from above, principally as scattered
light from the sky, fiom clouds, and as direct !ight from the sun. At
high altitudes most of the light comes from below, from the brightly
lit cloud floor which is almost invariably present or from the bright
horizon, and little light comes firom the cloudless sky which may be
dark blue at the zenith. In addition, it has been seen from the work
described in Part II that contrasts may be increased, that shadows,
may be darker and that the sunlit area is brighter. These conditions
acting together produce an environment peculiar to high altitude and
zive rise to a glare problem necessitating special consideration.
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ANOXIA

WIrraoLr first-hand experience it is doubtful whether it would have
been possible to tackle the problems of vision in flight at high altitude.
In some fields of research it is no doubt possible to make use of second-
hand descriptions of the phenomena, and indeed it is sometimes
necessary to do so, but in this case, in which so much was subjective,
the value of first-hand experience was frequently evident.

One of the puzzling phenomena observed was the haze which was

f present over the visual field during flight at high altitude. It had been
attributed to fluorescence of the lens resulting from an increase in
intensity of ultra-violet, and when it had been shown that this was not
responsible, the effect was tentatively attributed to a greater intensity
of intraocular scatter of light at high altitude. As has been demon-
strated, this hypothesis was also wrong.

With this problem at the back r one's ::,d, the dazzle sustained
whilst reading a book in full sunl ght at ,ca level became suddenly
most interesting. It was observed on looki;,g up from the sunlit page
that over the field of vision there was a haze similar to that noticed
duiing flight at high altitude, but it disappeared within . second or two.
This haze effect seen on looking up from the white sunlit page was a
positive 'after-image' of the page.

When a bright source has been observed, and the eyes are sub-
sequently closed, the image of the source, if sufficiently bright, remains
visible as a bright image which gradually becomes darker. This is the
'after-image', and, as in the photographic sense, it is referred to as being
either 'positive' or 'negative'. Thus a bright stimulus gives rise to a
bright (positive) after-image which is seen either when the. eyes are
closed or when one is in total darkness. This is sometimes referred to
as the 'original' aftcr-:mage, and in the case of a brief stimulus it
consists of a number of rapid oscillations from the positive to negative
phase and back again to positive.

The positive after-image which predominates after exposure of the
eye to a bright stmulus, indicates a persistance of ac.iity in the visual
system after cessation of the 1 -imary stimulus. If, while this positive
after-image is present, the subject looks at a uniform background, he
will see the after-image as negative when the background is bright,
and as positive when the background is dark. It is generally accepted

1: ..~ •that the primary stimulus has an inhibitory effect on the response to
. .,• subsequent similar stimuli, but that increased excitability to other

L. stimuli results.
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in the present instance, however, attention was drawn to the long
positive phase occurring after the primary stimulus, the sunlit page.
It was felt 'hat the haze effect which this positive phase cast over the
visual ficed resembled so closely the appearance inside the cockpit
at high altitudes that the effect observed in flight might well arise in a
similar way-the bright cloud floor acting as the primary stimulus,
whilst the dark interior of the cockpit allowed the positive phase of the
after-image to be visible.

This simple and obvious explanation had not been thought of earlier
because the effect observed at high altitude seemed to last much longer
than one would have expected. It was felt that if the duration of the
after-image, as indicated by the dazzle rcovery time, was indeed
increased, it might be due either t-, the in case in luminance of the
cloud floor seen from high altitude, or possibly to anoxia.

RESUME OF PREVIOUS WORK

What must have been onz of the earliest, if not the very first, mention
of the visual effects of lack of oxygen was made by Croce-Spinelli in
1874 in a description of the sensations which he and Sivel experienced
when undergoing a decompression in a chamber employed by Paul
Bert during his studies on the effects of increased and decreased
atmospheric pressure. BERT (1878) reports Croce-Spinelli's full descrip-
tion of the experience. With regard to visual symptoms he writes
'.. . au-dessous de 35 centimetres, mes regards, qui s'obscurcissaient
devenaient tris sensiblement plus nets apr-s l'absorption d'oxyg~ne.
"Je voyais clair aprits avoir vu noir; l'intdrieur de la cloche semblait
tout i coup devenir plus lumineux'.

Probably the majority of individuals who have experienced
sufficiently maiked anoxia have noticed this effect which is precisely
as described by Croce-Spinelli. Some, however, do not notice any
change, either because, due to greater tolerance to anoxia their threshold
is not sufficiently affected, or because they are less observant. The
former explanation would appear to be the more likely in viel% of the
failure of Paul Bert to comment on the effect in his otherwise full
subjective description of the sympt,-ms of lack of oxygen.

In tests in the decompression chamber at Farnborough it was
noticed personally that a dimming of lights was more not' able on
some occasions than on others. In relatively crude experim with an
optical wedge WILLMEt and BERENS (1918) found that 'under the
rebreathing test the threshold for light has shown an improvement in
25.9 per cent of cases; 44 _5 per cent show neither improvement nor
falling off, and 29-6 per cent show a falling off in sensitivity'.

The dimming of the visual fiele at photopic levels during anoxia is
a symptom which usually appears when the degree of anoxia is already
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marked. It is thus a rather coarse indication that anoxia is present. A

useful review, particularly of the more recent work (19377 onward) on
the visual effects of oxyge:- deficientcy, is given by McFAilAm',

EvAxs and HALPERIN ("41). They state, however, that 'pilots have
frequently reported darkening of the visual field whilst flying at great
heights without oxygen (IS,000 feet and above)'. It should be noted
that whilst this -"as sometimes the casc in the past it should not apply
today, for aircraft which have to fly at these heights carry a supply of
oxygen.

In addition to this change in sensit;vity eident during marked
anoxia, there occurs a more subtle change which is probably the first
detectable -ymptom of an insufficient suppiy of oxygen. This change
is a raised threshold of absolute sensitivity of the fully dark-adapted
eye. It was first studied extensivr!v by MCFARLA•ND and EVANS (1939)
who, at normal atmospheric pressure, simulated various altitudes by
using appropriate mixtures of nitrogen and ox'gen. They found th"
even at the simulated altitude of 7,400 feet the threshold test light had
to be made about onc-fourth brighter to be still visible, and at 15,000
feet its intensity had to be increased by 1-5-2 times.

GOLDIE (19421, investigating the changes in night vision under
anoxia, concluded that the absolute threshold deteriorated even at the
low altitude of 4,000 feet. His results. expressed in terms of reduction
in pick-up ranges, are presented in Table I.

"TaMe I
.":eta-epr , en'dac ' d tase :r

.t et f :ui a ruiof 2 x, •Y
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12.10k') 23

14.o(MII I35
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As to whether the origin of the visual changes in anoxia is from a
central nervous mechanism rather than a photochemical periphcral
one in the retina, McFARLAND, HuRvicH, HALPERIN (0943) believe
that the evidence is against the photochcmir-al origin since:

(a) the sensitivity of the completely dark-adapted eye i7 reduced
in anoxia.

(b) in vitro, oxygen has no effect upon breakdown or regeneration
of rhodopsin.

(c) anoxia t.. oduces an equal rise in rod and cone threshold
although different pigments are involved.
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(d) the threshold to electrical stimulation which by-passes photo-

chemical changes also rises in anoxia.
(e) the rate of improvement in sznsitivity when oxygen is re-

admitted is more rapid than if pigmeiat regeneration alone were
considered.

Their view is supported by the findings of NOELL and CHx:; 01950).
In aii elctrophysiological investigation ort the visual pathway of
rabbits, they showed that in anoxia the inexcitability occurs in the
follow'ing order: (a) in cortex cerebri and geniculate bodies of the
brain. (b) in retinal ganglion cells, (c) bipolat, and finally -d) in the
photorcceptors. The photoreceptors are most resistant to anoxia, as
revealed by the long persistance of the electroretinogram.

In this work, however, the interest in anoxia is due to its possible
effect upon ,he duration of the .ositive aftcr-image. With such a subject
one is in immediate difficulties, for the mechanism of production of
after-images, even in normal air and at normal pressure, is not under-
:ýood except in general terms of persistance of activity with regard to
tl.e positive phase and inhibition of response to similar stimuli in
some of the negative phases.

The investigations on after-images by McFarlar d e al. (1943) and
by t'LLU.HORw,; .nd SPFSs1AN (1935) deal only with tht latent period
between cessation of the stimulus and the appearance of the positive
after-image. Gellhorn and Spiesman found that the latent period was
increased in anoxia and McFarhnd r/ al. confirmed this. In addition,
they showed that, in anoxia, as the intensity of the stimulus decreased
the latent period increased. "They pointed out that the increase in the
latent period cannot be due to the apparent dimming of light in
anoxia, because when oxygen is administered the dimming disappears
in a few minutes whereas it may require up to 5A minutes for the latent
period to return to its normal level.

Apart from a brief note (McFarland el al., 194l) to the effect that
more lasting after-images were noted in anoxia, there is no mention
of the duration of the positive phase either in normal air or in air poor
in oxygen.

McFarland a al. (1941) state that 'Aviators, and mounta.necrs ha'e
frequently mentioned the increased latency and unusual quality and
intensity of the after-image at high altitude'. Subsequently the authors
rreproduce data showing that the latent period increased from I to
about 2 seconds. It scenes most unlikely that so small a change would be
noted subjectively. But, as a res, lt of personal expeiience and in vie%%
of the fact that none of the pi'ots with whom these problems were
discussed had noticed this particular effect of increased !a1ei ,
-eems probable that the effect 'frequently mentioned' uas not incr,
latlen but increased duration.
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EXPERIME.rTS

fMethod A---Rorny time fiom light-adaptation inflight
As a preliminary experiment, the time was measured bctween dazzle
caused by looking outside the cockpi; and recovery to a level sufficient
for recog, ition of a low contrast test insidt the cockpit. The observations
were carried out from the rear cockpit of a Meteor Mk. 7 aircraft at
altitudcs fr'om 5,000 to 40,000 feet. The rate of climb was initially
3,000 feet per minute up to 10,000 feet, 2,000 from 10,000 to 30,000
feet, and 1,000 from 30,000 to 40,000 feet indicated altitude.

For the duration of the experiment the aircraft was flown on a
constant heading towards the sun. Light-adaptation was effected by
fixating for one minute an imaginary point about 4 feet in front of the
starboard wing tip. In this way, and with the constant course of the
aircraft in relatiorn to the sun, variations in luminance of the adapting
field were restricteI to those caused by (a) change in altitude, (b)
changing cloud pattern or haze. As the total time during which
observations were made was only 25 minutes for each flight, changes
of light intensity due to alteration in the elevation of the sun during

4 this period were assumed to be, for experimental purposes, negligible.
The low contrast test was a matt black card of diffuse reflection

factor 3-8 per cent on which was printed a 'T' in slightly less intense
black. The 3ize of the "I" was 6 x 4 cm. and its thickness I cm. This
card was stuck on to the bottom of the instrument panel and was viewed
from a distance of ,bouat 60 cn. A stop-watch registering in fifths of a
second was used for timing and the results were noted or. a knee pad.
One minute of light-adaptation was followed by the low contrast
perception test, the time inmerval being noted between cessation of
light-adaptation and recovery to the extent of being able to make out
the complete outlines of the 'T'. The time was read to the nearest half
second, after which the altitude was noted and also presence of any

- haze or cloud. Whlen the 'T7 was seen immediately on looking at the
test field, the recovery time was recorded as 'Nil'.

Under dthse circumstances, luminosity, not only of the light-adapting
field but also of the 'T' and its background, naturally varied with
altitude, but this was acceptable since this was essentially a pilot
experiment to determine whether the time taken to discern objects
in shadow in the lower part of the cockpit wa:, increased at altitude.

A Results--The results are given in Fig. 21. It shows that the recovery time
from one minute of light-adaptation was longer at high altitude.

I Between 0 and 30,060 feet the recovery ,limes were all zero with the
I? exception of 7 seconds recovery time at 17,750 feet. The reason for this

A- isolated resuft is probably that the light-adaptation at this altitude was
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effected whw ý7 .nprotzgh a partially formed cloud which gave rise
to a much brighiter light-adaptation field. The irregularity in results
between 30,Mi3 ane 4I W3W fert may be a result of the changing
pattern and demrity orcloud prescnted to the eye duringlight adaptation.

-x '' *.___ -

Z t0

Li JK.
Fig. 21. P.-t-7y 6i-.sftam lghi d-ao ,=i iuftighi

Afethod B--Ruorewy time from light-adaptation during decompression
In the previous series of observations, carried out in flight it was found
that the time taken to recover from one minute of light-adaptation was
longer at high altitude. The reason for this ,'Mding might have been
either an increase in luminosity of the light-adaptation field or a
decrease of luminosity of the test obje.:t, or, again, another factor
affecting the rate of recovery from dazzle. In order to determine more
exactly the reaon for the increase in recovery time at high altitude,
the observations were repeated under carefully controlled conditions
in a decompression chtzmber.

Light-adaptation was effected by looking from a distance of about
I in. at two opal glass screens of dimensions 3 x 3 in. Each of these
screens was illuminated by a 100-watt. 250-volt pearl bulb placed I in.
behind it and giving it a luminance of 630 foot-lamberts. This apparatus
is shown in Fig. 22.

The adaptomcter which indicated that the retina had recovered its
sensitivity to a given level was made up from a battery operated bulb
illuminating an opal glass. The intensity of the bulb was monitored by a
barrier-layer photocell, adjustments being made by means of a variable
resistance. With the bulb at constant intensity, the luminance of the
opal glass was adjusted to a desired level by means of a neutral wedge
and compensator. The wedges were adjusted to give a disc luminance
of 0-03 foot-lamberts. This adaptometer is shown in Fig. 23.
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Once a required altitude had been attained in the chamber r!ie
procedure employed was to light-adapt for 30 seconds. Then, ;-S tht
"light-adaptometer was switched off, a stop-watch was simultineously

;-°

I

F~t 21. Li!-2daqCWtf

1! 1

uztrrd vdut r;e hiis gL-,te v) the adaptomcter. TheK t~ac :..~'.u' ccn waý noted onl a stop waich. The
.t~st~i..,..:- 01.:1f tit l ,n -c tvr e-st. rest of three -ninutes.

u lcequivalent of40W feet.
** r~'ktor a~r:t, that in the N1eteor IM. 7.
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Results-As. seen in Fig. 24 the results show an increase in the rccovery
time from dazzle during anoxia. This increase is one which would be
expected on the basis of previous work relating to the increase in time
for dark-adaptation during anoxia (McFarland and Evans, 1939).

At low altitudes, or when there was sufficient oxygen, the positive
after-image produced by the light-adaptation field was clearly defined
and remained bright until such time as it began to fade. Once it had
begun to fade, it vanished in a very short time. It was thus possible inthese cases to give a clear-cut answer as to whether the after-image was

Fi.o4 lirs fi "" 4f• !j

stilt visible or not. On he other hand, when there was lack of oxygen,

as at 10,0(X"Ii'tet', the positive after-image faded very gradually almost
from the time of its appearanice. The visual field furthe.rmore never
seemed to be ,as ff--e fromn eigenlir&,! or what Duke-Elder refezrs to as
"stil isc light of the rethna', as when there was an adequate supply of

ox-.gen. Thus one felt that the reason for not being able to te the low
cont!ast test in anoxia was not that it was too dark, but rather that the
intrinsic light prevented it from being seen.

These impresions were tested in the foll',wing three simple experi-
meres.

Mlethod C- Tinetfar disaptamranre of the Nositire ifter-moge in anaoxi-
In a completely darkened decompresion chamber an apparatu, wa.
set up similar to that employed by McFarland el al. A1943) for the
pr(4uction of aficr-images. The iig',t source (a photoflood bulb) was
in a box. in the lid of wh;ch was mnunte,! a piece of opal glass and a
photographic -hutter set for an exposure of 0.2 %econds. A white disc
was thus presenied to the eye at sinch a distaince that it subtended an
angle of 2 degrees.

The luminosiv, of this white disc, x--n only uhenr the shutter opened,
.vas 10,000 fo•t-lamberts. A 3 wam. artificial pupil was placed before
the viewing ey.. Since the oxygen regulator, employed in the previous
experiments, gav to a shting subject at 40,000 feet the same amount

D.9
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of oxygen as he would obtain from normal air at 10,000 feet, it was
unnecessary to carny out the tests at altitudes above !0,000 feet as
long as the anoxia was induced by no additional oxygen. In order to
accentuate any effects which might be present, however, the experi-
ments were carried out up to 20,000 feet simulated altitude.

The procedure employed was-at a given altitude-to fixate the
shutter, and then, after the 0-2 second presentation of the illuminated
disc, the subject sat in darkness observing the positive after-image.
As the shutter was operated a stop-watch was started and the time in
stconds noted from the stimulus to the zisappearance of the after-j image. Since the end-point was of an arbitrary nature, the mechanical
synchronisation of stop-watch and shutter was regarded as u:inecessary.

Resm/ts-The mean of three observations at each altitude is given inSi Tabkt 2. Ile time for disappearance of tht" positive phase of the after-
Simage increased with simulated altitude.

Tebl 2

.4ltim o
ii hr

fed -fta-i-W1

0 17-3
5,000 18-13

10,000 19-46
MOW . 204! •2D,000 22-7

It was found, incidentally, that if the eyes we,-. moved, the image
tended to disappear much sooner. The after-image was therefore
fixated, that is, it was observed carefully and continuously, an act

SI requiring some concentration of attention. (It is interesting :o note that
!i W1ALE (1950) has also mentioned this disappearance of the foveal

after-image with eye movement. He also points out that a.a extra-foveal
af.cr-image is not affected by eye movement.)

Compared with its appearance at ground level, the after-image was
difficult to discern even at 5,000 feet simulated altitude and the

I difficulty increased with increasing altitude-it did not seem so bright
and its edges were not so sharply defined. The difficulty in seeing the
after-imagc was also increased by the presence of intrinsic light in the

I unstimulated areas of the retina. When oxygen was administered and
the stimulus repeated, it gave rise to as clear an after-image as seen
at ground level.

Whereas with full oxygen the positive after-image was clearly
defined and bri-iht, remaining so until it faded rapidly, in anoxia
the impression pained was that, in addition to being lem easily seen, it
began to fade ,-ry slowly very soon after it had become visible.fir" 50
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Method D - Intrinsic light of the reiaa daring anoxia
In the decompression chamber, observations were made of -he appear-
ance of intrinsic light at different altitudes with and without oxygen.
The experiment was preceded by 15 minutes dark-adaptation to

Fig. 25. IM~Uksi 1ia& of 8t~A-n.x

eliminate unwanted after-images and was carried out in complete
darkness.

Results-The observations, as dictated on a tape recorder, are repro-
duced verbatim, and the changes in appcarancr of the visual field are

~'shown in Fig. 25.
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Gro/nd lve/l-Field uniformly dark with normal amount entoptic
light, if anything more in the periphery than central field.
Ascending to 10,000 feet-during the ascent entoptic light in,-reas-
ing and taking on flickering pattern appearance.
10,000 feet- Entoptic light seems to have increased-flickering
pattern has now disappeared and it is now steady and uniform.
Going up to 15,000.
15,000fret-Field is uniformly bright -after 2 minutes the field
is still uniformly bright and there is no detectable difference
between central asid peripheral fields. After 4-5 minutes at
15,0(60 still no detectable difference between central and peri-
pheral fields. Fiek. is uniformly bright. Going up to 20,000.

20,000jfet-Still no difference in the fields-3 minutes nearly-
slight detectable difference--central field se,-ms to be a bit darker.

Swi'.'hing on oxygen-Big increase in luminosity of field-central
darker--like a 5 degree negative after-image. The brightness of
the peripheral field is gradually decreasing, and as it decreases,
the central dark spot disappears. The whole field is now much
darker and more uniform. There is no detectable difference
between central and peripheral field, but that previously
mentioned difference was very marked. It is now 4 minutes at
20,000 feet and I have had oxygen on for about 40 seconds.
The peripheral field is a good bit darker now. It is almost black,
bu¶ in the central field for a 5 degree area there is a brighter spot
which is becoming quite marked. It is now fading and becoming
a wee bit darker and the difference between the periphcral
field and the centrl 'field is becoming less. '_ is now rather
difficult to distinguish the central brighter are.,
Time-5 minutes at 20,000 feet: Going off oxygen now.
Off oxygen now-The whole field is uniformly dark. Some
entoptic light is gradually appearing in splashes uniformly
distributed over the field. If anything, it seems to be more
marked in the peripheral field.
Time-6 minutes: Entoptic light increasing-the lower half
of the field seems 3 bit darker than the upper half.

Time--7 minutes: The entoptic light which was previously
stationary and uniform now appears to flicker a bit-rather like
an aurora borealis. It is getting brighter.
Time-S minutes: The central field of 5 degrees seems if
anything to be a little bit darker than the periphery. The

_W:_ -flickering has now disappeared-it was a transient phenomenon.
I am sitting at rest and making no unnecessary movement.
Time-9 minutes: The central field does seen- to be slightly
darker than the peripheral, and whercas the lower part of the
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peripheral field seemed darker at first, it now seems equally
bright with the rest of the per;hcral field. The central field is
slightly and distinctly darker than :he peripheral. Feeling a bit
light-headed from anoxia.
Time-l10 minutes: Going on to oxygen-if I can find the control
lever. Got it!
On to 100 per cent oxygen. Central field becoming very bright
with. flickering lights, but now the central field is quite dark.
Peripheral field bright--peripheral field fades and merges into
central field, and the entire field is getting quite black after
about 30 seconds of oxygen. The spot in the central field which
was dark is now slightly brighter and the entire field has got a
wee bit greyer--less jet black.
Time- I l minutes: The entire field is uniform now and slightly
grey-no further change.
Time-12 minutes: Central field is uniformly dark now and the
greyness which had been there is now replaced by blackness
over c-ntral and periphera areas.
Time-13 minutes: The eff-w of switching on oxygen was most
marked at the time and the transient increase in luminosity
was accompanied by great flickering splashes of!ight. The whole
effect was over in about 30 seconds.
Time-14 minutes: Descending, since no further change -.ccms
to be taking place in the field of vision.

Ground keeI-Having descended from 20,000 feet with full oxygen
there were no subjective changes in the visual field. Since the last
description it was uniformly dark.

Method E-In!rinsic light of the retina during pressure ischaen.ia
After 5 minutes in total darkness at normal atmospheric press:re the
palms of the hands were pressed over the eyes for 50 seconds so as to *

produce a degree of retinal ischaemia. The amount of pressure applied
was sufficient to cause temporary blindness'. The visual sensations were
noted. Pressure was released and the appearance of the visual field w"s
again noted.

Result-The results arc reported verbatim, whilst the appearance of
the visual field is shown in the drawings in Fig. 26. These drawings I
of the appearance of the visual field (Figs. 25 and 26) were made from
memory and with the assistance of the observations reported here.

Normal amount of entoptic light uniformly over the field.

Ap;51)ing pressure-The field becomes brighter all over. After about
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20 seconds pressure, the central field seems to be a little darker.
After 50 seconds, is momentarily darker and then merges partially
with the periphery so as to give a uniformly bright field, but the
difference at the central area is always noticeable. After 50 seconds
pressure released.

I,

L[- Fq. 26. Istrimir fight of raiua-Xnsswr u wmia

Prvessre rdeased--Whoir field clears from ccntre outwards-central
bright, peripheral bright-cent -al bright, peripheral dark-
central vanishes, merging into the blackness of the periphery. The
entire field is very black and seems to be getting still blacker.
The central area is now becoming a little brighter than the
pcriphery-the pcriphcry is still black, but the central area is now
distinctly brighter. The difference between central and peripheral
field luminosity is increasing. The central field is still bright but
seems to be spreading out towards the periphery. At first the

. apparent 'texture' of the ctL-tral bright area was speckled, but now
it is a smooth 'texture'.

The central bright area has now spread into the periphery,
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.as it Y; and now the entire field is
, i v- -4 - h ormal etuoptic light.

SUMMAW'

Wittent- % , to *I,< fac; that the visual system is particularly
se--,izwr q: o , 3 ±n, and t" , e-ez, at 4,000 feet altitude there
hx- ba-.,t r. ix "minution in absolute sensitivity of the dark-
-Adialfte ;e•"•l ; tr, stimulus.

It is shi-i. by experiments in •e'i* anx in the laboratory that the
time required ibi dte eye to rec-c; a.s sensitivity after light-adaptation
is longer in anoxia, the increase in recovery time being evident even
at altitudes below 10,000 feet. A slight degree of anoxia, which has
hitherto been believed to have an effect only upon night vision, thus
also affects day vision, in that, after looking at a bright cloud floor, the
time required to recover sensitivity to an extent sufficient to enable
instruments in shadow to be visible, is increased. In flight the increase
in recovery time may frequently be still longer, since the cloud floor,
seen from a high altitude, is frequently brighter and more extensive.

It is concluded that the 'subjective haze' observed in flight at high
altitude is a positive after-image of the bright cloyd floor. This after-
image persists for a much longer time at high altitude, because although
oxygen is being supplied, there is nonetheless up to 40,000 feet (without
pressurisation) a relative anoxia corresponding to altitudes up to
10,000 feet. The 'haze' is continuously present because. in flight it is
usual to look inside the cockpit for, at the most. 3 to 5 seconds before
returning the gaze to the exterior scene. In the preliminary observations
in flight, the time allowed for recovery from dazzle had betn only about
30 seconds, whereas in fact 1-2 minutes m.-y be required for the
subjective haze to disappear.

It is shown that even in the absence of light stimulus, in total dark-
ness, there appears before the anoxic eye a subjective light which seems
to arise in the retina either in response to deprivation of oxygen or to
il.terruption of the blood supply.

Slight degrees of anoxia which are. otherwise tolerable, apparently
having no effect upon judgment or other higher cerebral functions,
thus h- rc the visual effect of increasiag the duration of the positive
aftcr-image of a cloud floor, and thereby producing a persistent haze
over the visual field at high altitude. The effects of the reversed light
distribution at high altitude, without reference to anoxia, are dealt
with in the next section.
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IN THIS -ection is described an investigation into methods of minimising
the oct discomfort associated with flight at high altitude. The results
of .-o. v:x-tioned in Lbe previous sections now enable one to describe
in in. p..-cise terms, the condition of high altitude glare wh.zh, as a
com. -; provided the initial stimulus for this entire investigation.

It hý en shown that there is a reversal in the normal distributin
of lig . the visual field, for, with increase in altitude the sky becomes
less i:r,r. it whilst, below the aircraft, there is frequently a -,cry bright

cloud I ..r. This altered light distribution results in more light reaching
the upl:r part of the cockpit, and in less reaching the lower part which
is there'fore darker than it would be at a lower altitude. There may thusI be also,, t high altitule, an increase in contrast between the lower parts
of an in,.':r-ient pa.,el in shadow and the exterior scene.

To.% <--rtain extent: the effect of these light changes could be reduced

by retinal adaptatitin t-1 the different environment, but in many cases
there i6 insufficient time for such adaptation to take place. The fighter
pilot, in particular, is exposed to a rapidly changing light field. Thus,
within 3!, seconds he may be transported from the comfortable light
and sha-e at ground level in this latitude, to a light field which is a
combination of higher sunlight intensity, like that of the tropics, and a
highly reflecting clou'd floor like the snow fields of the Polar regions.

The ssential feature of glare encountered in flight is its variable
nature. It is variable in intensity and in direction, and whilst the pilot
may be subjected to these variations very quickly within the space
of seconds, he may on the other hand be exposed to glare from one
direction for a period of several hours.

BELL, TROLAND and VXERHOEFF (1922) subdivided glare into three

types, and it has been found convenient to employ this classification.
The three t~pes are defined as follows:

'"Veiling glare i; pr.Aiiccd by light somewhat uniformly super-
imposed on the retinal image, thus reducing the contrast and hence
the visibility.' It is this type of glare which prevents one from seeing

clearly between two skylit window spaces.
* •'Dazzle glare is produced by adventitious light so refracted and

scattered as not to form part of the retinal image.' The headlights
of an oncoming car at night give rise to this type of glare.
'Scotomalic glare is produced by light of intensity such as to fatigue
the retinal sensitivity to below the comfortable limit for visual
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images.' When searching for an aircraft in !he direction of the sun,
one is subjected to this type cf glare. 1;
The authors regard dazzle glare as the commonest and most serious

of the three and veiling glare as 'comparatively rare'. Whilst this is
true on the ground, it is not true in the air, and thi- pilot, as has already
been shown in the preceding pages, is affected most frequently and
most severely by vc-ling glare.

Veiling giare, which is thus in flight the commonest of the three
types, is fortunately the easiest with which to deal, since all that need
be done to effect a real improvement in visibility is to shield the eyes
with the hand. In dazzle and scotopic glare, all that can he done, short
of obstructing direct vision of the source, is to look through a filter
which reduces the luminosity of the visual field. The use of a filter in
these circumstances sel.om produces an improvement in visibility
such as is possible when shielding the eyes fiomn veiling glare, its main
function being merely to improve comfo, t.

RIESUME, OF PREVIOUS WORK

The discomfort caused by the reversed light distribution in the visual
field seems explainable quite simply by the fact that more light gets into
the eyes from below than from above, since the lower part of the visual
field is greater than the upper part which is restricted by the orbital
ridges and eye-brows. This reduction in field is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 63.

Sensitirity of the upper and lower halves of the retina
As regards the possibility of differences in retinal sensitivity between
upper and lower parts of the retina, it is interesting to note the results
of the following investigation-After night flying a few pilots r. ported
temporary loss of visibility of the horizon on dark nights 1:ithout
moonlight. They had thereafter inadvertently allowed the iircraft
to go into inverted flight, whereupon they had immediately again seen
the horizon. The reappearance of the sky, after its image had fallen
on a part of the retina which normall] receives the image on the
ground, had suggested that there might be a difference in sensitivity
between the upper and lower halves of the retina. COmi. (1952) carried
out an investigation into this effect, and concluded that there was no
evidence of a difference in sensitivity between the upper and lower
halves of the retina, the effect being explainable entirely on the basis
of retinal adaptation: Thus, the upper part of the retina had reached
an equilibrium state of adaptation suitable for the stimulus of the dark
earth. Likewise the lower part of the retina had reached an equilibrium
state of adaptation suitable for the slightly brighter sky. When the
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subject was upside down, as in inverted flight, the image of the sky
fell on the more dark-adapted part of the retina which had up tili then
been receiving the image of the darker earth, so that the sky suddenly
became brighter, and the horizon again became visible.

There is, therefore, no sufficient difference in sensitivity between
the upper and lower halves of the retina which could explain the
discomfort associated with the .-evcrsed light distribution, and one is
left with the conclusion that this discomfort is due solely to the greater
size of the lower part of the visual field and the consequent admission
of more light to the eye.

Physical discomfort of Glare
A visual field of high luminance is uncomfortable to look at, but it
appears that some individuals experience more discomfort than others
under equal physical conditions. Complaints of high altitude glare
came from some pilots, whilst others flying under similar conditions
apparently experienced much less discomfort. DE SiLVA and RoBINsoN

r(1938), in an investigation on the glare caused by head lamps at night,
*• divided their 1,200 subjects into those with light irides and those with

dark irides (irrespective of colour). They showed that those with
"light eyes' were unable to perform as well in the presence of glare as
those with 'dark eyes', presumably because a dark iris transmits less
light. They also found that older people were more susceptible to glare
than were young people.

MoRoNE (1948) carried out pupillographic studies on subjects
exposed to the light of a 500-watt bulb at a distance of 1 metre. His
pupillographic records show a diminution in the amplitude of con-
traction in response to a light stimulus. This, Morone concludes, is
evidence of fatigue of the sphincter pupillac as a result of the sustained
contraction whilst the glare sou-ce was being observed. It seems
unlikely, however, that this redt:"-uron in amplitude of contraction
should be due to fatigue, because CAMPBELL and WHrrESIDE (1950), in
an investigation on the rate of contraction of the iris under repeated
stimulation of the eye by light, point out that they found no evidence
of fz igue either in the sphincter or in the dilator pupillae. The reduction
in anzplitude of contraction found by Morone seems more likely to be
due to progressive light-adaptation, with the result that the light
employed to produce the pupillary contraction became a less effective
stimulus.

* Brightness of surrounds
With regard to legibility of the instrument markings on an instrument
panel in shadow, the task is madc harder not only by the smaller amount
of light reaching the instrum.nt panel, but also by the higher luminosity
of the visual field outsidce the aircraft which contributes towards a
decrease in legibility.
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It is to be expected that the higher brightness of the outside field
would reduce visibility of darker objects inside the cockpit, for
LYTHGOE (1932) employing a test object of constant brightness bound
that visual acuity depended upon the brightness of the surrounds to
the test. (His subjects sat in a whitened cube, the brightness of whose
walls could be varied.) The optimum acuity was obtained if the
surrounds were of the same brightness as the test. When the surrounds
were either brighter or darker than the test, visual acuity deteriorated,
the drop in acuity being most marked when the surrounds became, as in
the pre.ent instance of high altitude flight, brighter than the test
object.

Blue light and Glare
The blue colour of the sky at high altitude may also be a contributory
factor in the production of glare, for IvA.qorr (1947) showed that a
blue source produced more dazzle than either red, yellow or green.
He measured the effects of these light sources by the changes in the
index of dazzle (V):

AB
B

where AB is the apparent diminution in brightness of a test object
when the glare source ;s ,pcsent. The colours which he employed werm.
red (640 nip), yellow (5-S6 mtI), green (525 mji), blue (470 mn/). Ee
found also that there was no 'inhibition' in the non-dazzled eye cen
when the dazzle stimulus was as close as I degree from the fixation
point. He concluded from this that the 'inhibition' caused by dazzle
is at a retinal and not at a central level.

Whilst it is tempting to think in terms of intraocular scatter of light
to explain some of these findings, particularly the greater dazzle
effect of a blue light, it seems from S-nLEs (1929) that when a glare
source is present in a field of vision, the rise in threshold of the visibility
of a test object is due principally to causes other than light scattered
in the eye media. He calculated that the scattering effect can play
only a minor role in the phenomenon.

Sharpness of shadows and simultaneous contrast
A factor, which is not associated with light reversal, yet may contribute
to difficulty in seeing at high altitude, is the greater sharpness of
shadows cast by sunlight.

At low altitudes the sun is surrounded by an aureole of very bright sky
which is attributable to large particle scattering in the atmosphere. At
high altitude, however, the large particle scattering is greatly reduced
and consequently the size and intensity of the aureole is very much
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- smaller. The interest thi3 may hole. with regard to visibility in the cock-
pit, is that a larger source, such as the sun seen from a low altitude*, %%ill

produce a more blurred shadow border than will the relatively smaller
source of the sun without aureoie at high altitude. Thus at high altitude
the delineation between shadow and sunlit area will be sharper than at
low altitude.

When a dark and a bright area are adjacent, the phenomeinon of
simultareous contrast causes the bright area to appear brighter and the
dark area to appear darker. It seems probable that the extent of the
simultaneous contrast may depend partly upon the sharpness of the
border between the bright and dark areas. I nis would cause the effect
to be more marked at high altitude and it might well explain the fact
that the increase in contrast at high altitude appears to be much greater
than that which ;% found on photornetuic measurements. In support of
this theory is the observation of LE GRAND (1933) who found that there
is a drop in the precision of photometric match;ng when a black line

P" separating two adjacent fields becomes greater than one minute of arc.
There is a further deterioration in matching when the line increases in
size to five minutes of arc. With further increases, loss of precision in
matching deteriorates more slowly. The initial rapid deieioratior' seems1 to be due to a transition from judging the disappearance of a boundary
to the more difficult task of Judging the equality of two separate fields.
The implication is, thus, that the closer together are the two fields the
greater is the simultaneous contrast.

When all these factors are taken into consideration, it is evident that
the cutting off of the exterior scene from the field of view will greatly
improve visibility inside the cockpit. However, if this is done, as with the
skip of a cap or an opaque visor, the t esuit is a reduction in the field of

Sview, which is not permissible for a pilot in charge of an aircraft.

FLIGHT TEST OF VISOR

The panacea for glare of any description has generally been sun-glasses' which were uniformly tinted or graded in density from top downwards
or from below upwards so that the part of the visual field from which
most of the glare was expected was viewed through a darker area ofL filter. Sun-glasses were used because nothing better was available, but
thcv were by no means satisfactory, for whilst they reduced the luminance
of the outside scene, bringing it to a comfortable level, they also reduced
unnecessarily the luminance of the already dark interior of the cockpit.
What was gained on one hand was lost Ott the other. Spectacles which
have a clear lower segment are mire useful, for it is possible through tho.

i• z "-_lower segment to have an uninteri upted view of the interior of the cock-
pit, whilst through the upper part the luminosity of the outside scene is

Itiight a;•ove ground. not solar alt.;,udt
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reduced to a coxniý,rtable level. However, if, whilst wearing them, the
head is turned to one sidc or moved nearer one of the sides (if the tranls-
parent canopy, the eve will be unprotected from the glare coming from
below the aircraft.

Spicctacles, howvcevr, have cither to be on or off and if they are
I removed in flight it is difficult to put them back on again without un-

lioolii~g the Oxygen mnask and taking off the helmet. It was therefore
thot'&h that a more useful way of obtaining protection from glare in

Fit.2. Thr awn, atCg',.is 
4

flight would be to providc a filter which could be either fixed in inter-
mediate positions over the eves, or else pushed up out of the field of
vision when not required. With this end in view, the visor shown in
Fig. 27 was designed and constructed in prototype form by the author.

The visor consists of a Prspex transparency of approxim~ately neutral
appearance. Ptrnmsincrei bwinFig. 28, the peaks being

due to the dyes employed in obtaining this colour of Perspex. It is not at
present possible to obtain a suitable mix which is more neutral, that is
which transmits more uniformly particularly in the visible spectrum.

Nceneutra's filters are, of course, available, but they are not suitable
for visors oeeause their colour is ofien obtained by a pigment which,
even in Its most finely divided state, gives rise to atrproriabie scattering
withir, the Perspex when illuminated fror- the side A soluble dye, on the
c.the' hand, does not increase the amouint of light scattered wvithia
the Perspex.
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The transparency is adjustable in pocition as shown in Figs. 29 and
.30. It is retained on the head by an elastic strap and slip buckle and can
therefore be worn with or without a flying helmet*. It is attached at the

I
it [ v i I.el -

soo__ ___ ___

~N

I -_Fig 2. Tawiuo CutofL.L 90

Fig. 29..nt•t-,la, riwc-p-oracion from Fig. 30. Pokio.r•om dazzling
rellfmg giant, rla'€

: isides to a fibre headband radded with sponge rubber, the attachment
being, on one side a stiff nut which gives a monitoring friction, and on
the other side a wing nut with which the transparency can be locked
in any intermediate position.

*The visor has been modified so that it nay be uscd on the crash-hclmet at prrwnt cs-pkoyr-.
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The visor was designed to protect the eyes, particularly from veiling h
glare, and to improve visibility. When veiling glare is preseit the visor
should be used in the half-raised position, like the skip of a cap, and the
wearer should look out ahead from below the lower edge of the trans-
par,--cy (Fig. 29). When flying directly over bright cloud or in haze or
directly into sun, it may be necessary to wear the visor in the fully down

position, since the outside scene may be uncomfortably bright. In this
position the lower edge of the transparency is designed to coincide
approximately with the coaming, so that the wearer has an uninter-
rupted view of the interior of the cockpit.

The visor, described here and in use in the Royal Air Force, has a
uniform transparency. To help in the high altitude glare problem,
however, it would probably be better to have a visor which was darker
at the bottom and lighter at the top. Technical difficulties have unfor-
tunately up to the present prevented its manufacture.

Rendts-The results of tests carried out in flight by about forty subjects
show that the visor is more useful than either sun-glasses or goggles in
giving protection from glare. It was also noticed personally in flight that
there seemed to be less head movement when wearing a visor than when
wearing goggles. The separate experiment described in Appendix F was
therefore carried out. It showed that in looking at objects on either side,
there was more head rotation but less eye rotation when wearing
goggles than when wearing a visor. This finding was regarded as being
associated with the restriction of the nasal field and the unconscious
desire to obtain, in so far as possible, a binocular view of the object
looked at.

SUMMARY

The glare effects obtaining at high altitude are reviewed. They are
due to-

(1) the reversal of normal light distribution in the visual field, the
bright 'sky' being, at high altitude, below instead of above;

(2) the high luminance of :he exterior as compared with the
luminance of the interior of the cockpit;

(3) possibly the blue colour of the sky;
(4) the greater sharpness of shadows cast by the sunlight at high

altitude possibly increasing simultaneous contrast and accentuating
what has been shown to Le, at the most, a slight increase in contrast i
between sunlit and shadow areas in the upper part of the instrument
panel.

There is no evidence of a difference in sensitivity between the upper
and lower parts of the retina, and the discomfort caused by the reversal
of light distribution is due to the absence of restriction in the lower part
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of the visual field. The position of the eyes in relation to the bony
structure of the forehead, the base of the nose. and the cheek bones,
ensures, firstly, that the eve is protected from the direct lighg of the
brightest part of the field of view (normally the sky above) and,
secondly, ensures ease of visibility downwards where the restriction to
the visual field is least. When, as in flight at high altitude, the light
comes mainly from below, the protection of the forehead and eyebrows
is lost, and light floods unhindered into the eyes.

Since visual acuity is greatest when the surrounds of a test object are
at the same brightness as the test and decreases rapidly as the surrounds
be.-ome brighter than the test. the very bright exterior, which acts as a
source of lateral glare when one is looking inside the darker cockpit,
consequently interferes .%ith visibility of the instrument markings.

The use of sun-glasses or other filtcrs is reviewed and a specially
designed anti-glare visor is described. It is pointed out that, except in
the special circumstances of viewing coloured test objects (see p. 127),
looking through a filter merely improves comfort without improving
visibility. An improvemcnt in visibility is, however, possible when one
employs the filter as an eyeshade to keep direct sunlight out of the eyes
without actually looking through the filter. This technique effectively
combats the most frequently occurring and most troublesome type of
glare encountered at high altitude, nameel,. the veiling glare due to the
intraocular scatter of light.

I
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INTRODUCTION

As-rEs the completion of some thirty sorties to 40,000 feet altitude in
conncction with the experiments already described, it was realised that
when one had been at high altitude. other aircraft had beer. seen on only
three or four occasions, and this in spite of the fact that the flights were
made in an area in which one would have expected the sky to contain a
relativeiy large amount of aircraft bnth civil and miltary. It seemed on
the majority of occasions that one was quite alone in wh~at is frequently
a completely cloudless hemisphere of blue sky.

This cloudless blue sky usually faied to -produce any impression
whatsoever either of depth or of distance--so much so that when the
horizon was not visible, as when one was sitting in the cockpit with the
seat in the fully lowered position, the cloudless blue sky gave no more
impression of distance than would have been obtained from blue paper
pasted over the transparencies of the aircraft canopy. The same effect
was noted subjectively, but not quite to the same extent, when the
horizon was in the field of view; on these occasions the effect was
observed when one was searching in the cloudless sky some 100 or 20'
above the horizon.

When searching for another aircraft at high altitude, one was toldI what the altitude, distance and compass bearing of the target aircraft
were, so that the direction from which it would appear was known. In
Cnite of this help, when the target aircraft was -seen it was almost
inv~ariab!y detected clearly and suddenly and was much nearer and
bigger than would have been expected. One had the impression of being
taken vy surprisc by not looking in the correct direction.

This effect cannot have been due solely to inexperience of the writer
in air-to-air search, for the apparent difficulty in focussing the eyes and
the suddenness of pick-up of a target is a common obstrvation even
amongst pilots experienced in air-to-air search at high altitude. In
searching the cloudless hemisphere of blue s-ky, the impression of the
difficulty in focussing was sc strong as to give rise to a sensaion of
disorientation such as is sometimes experienced whcei one is in total
darkness.

In meditating over this effect, it was soon realised that under these
circumstances accurate focussing of infinity was possible only if the
emmetropic eye in the relaxed accommodation state is, as we arc taught,
focussed for infinity. A camera, which has no focussing scale, is
focus~sed by observing a ground g!ass plate on which is seen the image

of the scene to be photographed. If the scenie contains no visible detail it.
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is obviously not possible to focus the camera. The same difficulty would
apply in the case of the eye focussing at infinity in the absence of visible
detail which could be employed as a cue to accommodation, unless the
teaching is correct that t: e emmetropic or normal eye, when completely
relaxed, focusses for infinity. The question to be answered was-'Is it
indeed possible for the emmetrope to focus infinity when there is no

detail in the field of vision which can be used as a reference point in thie
process of adjusting the refractive power of the eye?' The existence of
the phenomenon known as night myopia suggested that the eV.-ects
observed during search at high altitude might conceivabl be due to a
similar phenomenon takinb place under photopic conditions.

In the invcstigation of this problem and a number of other visual
problems of flight at high altitude, frequent reference was to be made to
the type of visual field so frequently encoun'cred-a type of field the
significance of which does not appear to have been recognised by others

and wh;ch, it seems, has not received spedial attention. With regaid to
a convenient way of descr;bing this visual field, with its absence of detail
which could be focussed, the term stimulus freefield had been employed at
first. This term, however, is inaccurate since the field may be bright and
in this respect not stimulus free. The term empyy zisualfield was therefore

chiosen in preference. It is defined as a risualfildd in which there is no cut
upon which arcommodation can act (WHITESIDE, 1952).

To give rise to it, there must be no detaii present which can be
sharply focussed. An empty visual field may therefore be produced by
total darkness, by dense fog or by a clear blue sky. In such a field the

accommodation mechanism might be expected to assume a position of
rest, and, according to current theories on accommodation, this position
wo'ild be for infinity in the case of the emmetrope. The assumption that
in the emmetrope the accommodation mechanism is at rest when the
eye is focussed at infinity has, however, never been verified experi-
mentally under physiological conditions. The aim of the investigations
described in subsequent chapters is to determine the behaviour of
accommodation in such an empty visual field.

GENERAL RESUMIE OF PREVIOUS TECHNIOUES

Since the problems associated with vision in an empty visual field have
never in the past been selected for special consideration, there is no

literature directly relevant to the problem of the behaviour of accom-
modation in a bright ,.nd empty visual field. Under the name night
myopia, however, one finds a subject which is relevant to the present
problem, since the conditions of darkness or of poor illumination under
which this phenomenon shows itself constitute, in fact, an empty visual
field as already defined.

il _ l.-•! The techniques employed in the investigations on night myopia are,
r[ g•68
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in gencral, unsuitable for the examination of the behaviour of accoin-
modation ini an empty visual field at daylight illumination lcvels". In

areview of the prcvious work on twltmypa r ih ypia,

CAMPBELL ( 14,5) summiarises the various method, which have been
emplloyed to meastire the degree of'night myvopia.

The 'adjustable sight method' consists in asking subjects to focus
adjustable binoculars for n'aximumn acuity of a test, first under photopic
conditions and then und--r scotopic conditions. The difference between
the two settings gives a measure of the change in refraction attributable
to the altered illumination. Such a method mi~ght have bcen adaptable
to the present investigation by comparing the setting given to the
b~inoculars, when observing under daylight conditions, with the subject's
far point as indicated by the greatest amount of tolerable blurring
caused by altering the focus of the binoculars so that light rays con-

%'crged towvards the eye. Even with this modifiraiion, however, the
technique was not suitable, because individujals who have been ji.-

structed in the use of binoculars have been t-lught to focus their eyes on

the distant object and then to raise the binoculari to the eyes, having
first set them so that there is no appreciable change in accommodation
whcn viewing the scene directly as compared with viewing it through
the binoculars. Such trained individuals would thuas hav'e giveni settings
which might not be representative of the most comfortable setting.

'rite detectability of a patch of light at threshold level depends upon
its being accurately- focussed so as to produce as sharp an image on the
retina as the optical system of the eye wvill allow. If. due to inaccurate
focussing, the image formed at the retina is blurred, the threshold patcl.
of light will not be seen. On correcting the accommodation error by
means of spectacle lenses the light will then be detected when at its
lowest irntensitv,. Suich a mecthod cannot be applied to photopic tests.

What is virtually a modification of this test consists in measuring the
minimum form sense instead of the absolute threshold. As previously
carried out, it, too, is unsuitable in that it cannot be readily applied to
tests carried out at photopic levels.

It is difficult to make a sharp distinction betweeni the tests of absolute
* threshold and form sense, and those of contrast perception at low

luminance levels. A technique depending upon contrast perception at
* photopic levels was employed by LucloEsH and Moss (1940). In an

investigation. on relative accomm~odation in emmetropic'subjects, they.
wished to obtain an indication of the degree of accommodation exerted
without giv'ing the subjcc-s a test upon which they could focus. Thty
accordingly presented their subjects with tests at a fixed distance, and
interposed between the t .t -xnd the subject's eye a circular photographic

weg.The subject initi -ly ILoked through the densest part of the wedge

*CAMIPBELL 1I46 112S. SUCC(4 -:C 'ill btainizig continuous rrcords of accouirat~daton: to
alaccuruci of about 0.1.1). bsý -z .Y kind 69 infra-red eptorni-tr.
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and could not see the test. The wedge was then slowly rotated so that it
gradually became less dense, and the point at which the test suddenly
became visible was noted. Convergence was maintained throughout by
a special fixation mark which did not stimulate accommodation. This
technique of Luckiesh and Moss is of interest because it is, in a sense,
similar to the technique described later in this chapter and employed in
the present series of experiments.

Measurements of refraction under photopic and scotopic conditions
have been made by employing a red light beam so as not to stimulate
rods during measmrements made under scotopic conditions. It is not
possible to adapt this technique to the present problem since under
photopic conditions there is no way of preventing the examining light
from becoming 2 stimulus for accommodation.

The reflections of light from the anterior surface of the lens give rise to
an image which an observer can see varying in size as the subject alters
his accommodation from far to near and from near to far. Since the
image is formed by a surface of the lns which becomes more convex
during accommodation for near, (hf:ý change causes the image of the
light source to become smaller. This reflection-the third of the
Purkinje-Sanson inages---carn be photographed. Thus if the light source is
a very rapid flash, it is possible to photograph the changes in shape of
the lens which occurred whilst the eye was in darkness and before the
reaction to the light flash could take place. As will be seen later, this
technique has been applied to the investigation of the accommodation
changes in an empty visual fich at photopic levels.

"These constitute the principal methods which have been employed to
measure the degree of night myopia. Some are subjective, others are

. objective; some measure changes in the retinal image, whilst others
measure changes in the shape of the lens. The night myopia affectirg

* vision by night, and what may be a similar condition affecting vision at
high altitude by day, are, however, essentially subjective conditions;
and so the technique to be preferred in their investigation is a test of
what is happening at the retina; a test of visibility and therefore a
subjective test. Such a test enables one to determine whether, under
certain conditions, the refraction of the eve is altered. Whether such
changes of refraction as may be demonstrated z re due to changes in the
shape of the lens, in the resolving power of the eve, or in chromatic
aberration, can, if necessary, be determined by iubsequent experiments
employing different techniques, and by discussion.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

,The technique consists essentially in giving the subject a bright and empty
visual field to look at. Whilst he is looking at this field, a test is brought
gradually closer to his eyes. The test consists of a number of small black
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dots which are so small as to be about threshold si7e, and, being so small,
when they are not in sufficiently sharp focus they cannot be seen. As this
test comes into the same plane as that in which the subject's eye is
focussed, he suddenly sees the small dots appearing in the centre of the
empty field before him.

In this simple theoretical case, the point at which the dots are seen is
indicative of the point at which the subject is focussed., or in other words
how much accommodation he is exerting. By means of a positive lens
'optical infinity' is brought to a convenient working distance of 25 cm.

The above is an exposition of the purely theoretical test. Whilst the
practical test retains the advantages of directness, ease and rapidity of
administration, it is howevcr somewhat complicated by factors requiring
special consideration or control.

In preliminary expcriments it was found that when the subject was
observing the dots moving away from him, he was able to follow them
further than the distance at which he was able to recognise them when
they came towards him in an empty visual field. Whilst this result
suggests that there was a difference in the accommodation exerted in an
empty field as compared with that exerted when there was visible detail
present, it could equally well have been due to the following factors, any
one of which could have given the same result:

(1) Looking in the wrong directinn--When the test was visible, it could
be fixated and its image kept on the fovea. When the test was appearing
from below thresheld, particularly in this technique in which there was
no fixation mark, the image might not happen to fall on the fovea, in
which case the lower acuity of the para-fovea or of the periphery would
require the test to be brought nearer before it became visible.

(2) Error of habituation--There is a constant tendency for one to remain
unaffected by small changes in the environment. It is fortunate that this
is so, for otherwise one would be aware of every small change of move-
ment, of light, of noise or of temperature.

GuiLDFORD (1936) refers to this as the 'error of habituation' and he
points out that it affects determinations of threshold in which the
presentation of the stimulus is not randomised. Thus, if in a determina-
tion of threshold, the stimulus is presented in a decreasing order of
intensity, the subject perceives it to a lower intensity. On the other hand,
when the stimulus is presented in an increasing order of intensity the
subject does not detect it until it has passed the threshold level. This
effect can be avoided by using discontinuous changes in intensity of the
stimulus and by randomising the order of presentation of the stimulus at
various intensities.

In the present experiment the 'habituation' was in one case to the
empty visual field, whilst in the other it was to a stimulus which was
becoming gradually smaller and more blurred.

(3) Speed ofpresentation-The test plate, on which was superimposed
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the small test dots might have been moved too quickly towards the

subject, so that by the time he had recognised the small dots and called
out to the observer who in turn stopped moving the test plate, this plate
would be nearer the subject than the point at which he had recogpi-,d
it. This difference would be greater when the plate was moved faster.

21i Before attempting to calibrate results so as to know how many

dioptres of accommodation were being exerted when the test pattern was
seen at a given distance, the effect of the following known variable
factors had to be considered and controlled:

(1) Variable size of the test-The angle subtended b, the small dots of
the test plate was not constant but depended upon their distance from
the subject's eye. In the present test they were above threshold size. By
reason of their being above threshold size the test dots became visible
before reaching the point at which the subject was focussed.

(2) Depth offocus of the ge-Within a certain range on either side of
the point of optimum focus there is little deterioration in the sharpness
of an image. If only a small amount of blurring is tolerable, the depth of
focus will be smaller; if on the other hand greater blurring is tolerable,
then the depth of focus iN greater. Beyond the depth of focus, as deter-
mined by the acceptable biurring or size of circle of confusion, the
sharpness of the image deteriorates rapidly. Whilst the term *depth of
focus' is generally used, it is more correct to refer to the range of dis-
tances over which an object can move without becoming noticeably
blurred as 'depth of field'. In this technique it was possible, by reason of
depth of feld, to see the te t objects before they actually came into the
plane in which the eye was focussed.

""Apparatus
The apparatus (Figs. 31 and 32), consisted of a clear glass plate upon
which was superimposed photographically a star-shaped pattern ofsmall
black dots, each of diameter 0.06 mam. The distance between the dots
was about 3o5 mm. The constructional detail of the test plate with the
small black dots is given in Appendix G. This glass plate could be moved
back and forwards on an optical bench between the subject and the
background, the distance of the plate from the subject's eye being
indicated by a ruler fixed to the bench and by a pointer fixed to the
saddle which carried the test plate.

In some experiments involving the use of the small dot test plate. it
was found to be more convenient, particularly since time was a factor of
importance, to adopt a slightly different method of recording results.
The saddle to which the test plate was attached was on these occasions
linked by means of a thread through a system of pulleys to the vertical. ,• pointer of a Kymograph drum (Fig. 33). Another pointer on the kymo-
graph was connected to a time-clock and functioned as a time-marker.
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Recordings of the level of accommodation could thus be made more
rapidly since the experimenter did not require to stop in order to read
and to record the distance from test plate to the lens. A further advan-
tage of this modification was that the records of accommodation were
thereby placed on a time base.

resl 4pIate

hlolder

Chin retd

Fig. 31. ,lppa'atl--subjeti e rnthod

0 / %•i;• .. t, :a,, 1

Fie. 32. .lppratui-S, * ,•.* diaeramin at. A e[h
iers

The background (Figs. 3) and 32) consisted of a single sheet of white
cartridge paper evenly illuminated by means of three photoflood bulbs
to a luminance of 406 to 450 foot lamberts and to colour temperature
'*NOX Kelvin. The bulbs were screened so as to prevent direct light
from reaching the subject's eyes.

The subject's head was suppor'ted by a chin and forehead rest, and, in
order to bring optical infinity to within the confines of the laboratory
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and at a suitable dlstan:e, the test field was observed through a + 4
dioptre lens in fron. oufore eye. Thus the emmetrope, observing the test
object at a distance of 25 cm. from the lens, was focussed at infinity and
the rays of light entering the eye were parallel. Also, by means of the

lens, any detail accidentally present in the background was so blurred
as to be made invisible. In this way, only the test object dots were ',') I lc
and no other detail was present in the field of vision within 20° of the
line of fixation.

The test object could be seen by only one eye and through an artificia
pupil of 2-9 mm. diameter, the other eye being presented with a blurred

I I -- ____ ____

I IV

F;p. 3. .4App-a-a for kyographi, recoding

I view of the background through a + 10 dioptre les without pupil
- •restriction. This monocular presentation of the test was necessary to

eliminate any accommodation cues which the subject might otherwise
have obtained by the convergence reflex. Final recognition of the test
was thus monocular, but the technique was nonetheless essentially
binocular, since up to the instant of recognition of the test dots the

.- subject looked at the empty field binocularly.
I When the small dot test was out of focus there was no recognisable

detail in the field of vision, either with the right eye or with the left eye,
and in this respect the fields before the two eyes were identical in
appearance. The fields, however, were not identical in size, for before
one eye there was an artificial pupil of 2.9 mm. diameter, whilst before
the other eye, which viewed through the + 10 dioptres 'fogging' lens,
there was no artificial pupil to reduce the size of the field. No artificial
pupil was used in this case, partly because it was regarded as unneces-

' sary, and partly because the presence of fixed artificial pupils before
each ey, by giving small fields of identical size, would have enabled
subjects to detect more easily changes in their own convergence. They
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would thereby have obtained information as to changes in their accom-
modation. The apparent movement of the two fields towards, or away
from one another duritg changes in convergence was, of course, not
eliminated by using fidds of different sizes, but the effect was not as
obvious as it would have been with fields of equal size.

In order to reduce the importance of the ,:,c4th factor the -,a" 11 dots
were arranged in a regular pattern and the subject was faa!liarted with
the appearance of the test and with the direction from which it appeared,
this being always the same.

The use of an engraver's half-tone plate had originally been con-
sid l-ed for a test object; since as it consisted of small dots uniformly
distributed throughout the entire plate it would have more completely
eliminated the search factor. Practical difficulties, however, prevented
the modifying of such a plate.

EXAMINATION or TEcHN•QUE

Method A-A-ciminary expeiments
The subject was seated at the apparatus and the test plate was gradually
moved towards the viewing -ye until the test pattern of black dots had
been recognised. This procedure waz carried out three times, so that the
subject might be familiar with the appearance of the small dot pattern
and its position in the field of view. The test plate was then moved away
from the subject and beyond the focus of the + 4 dioptre lens before the
viewing eye.

Whilst the subject looked at what was now a bright and empty visual
field, the test plate was gradually brought nearer at as uniform a rate as
could bcjudged by the experimenter. When the subject ca!led out that
the test was visible, the plate was stopped and its distance from the lens
was noted. This distance at which the dots were recognised indicated
the amount of accommodation exerted by the subject. Thus, in a
theoretical case with no depth of focus, if the test was recognised at
-0 cm. instead of 25 cm. which was the focal length of the viewing lens,
the power of the lens and eye combination would be 5 dioptres. Since
the power of the lens alone was 4 dioptres, the eye was accommodating
by I dioptre--thc focussing of parallel rays from infinity being regarded
as zero dioptres of accommodation. The subject, however, might be
hypermetropic, in which case the 20 cm. at which the test was recog-
nised would indicate more than I dioptre of accommodation. If on the
other hand he were myopic, by say I dioptre, the 20 cm. at which the
test was recognised would indicate that no accommodazion was being
exerted and that the subject's eye was completely relaxed.

To know how ,rnsih accommodation a subject wass exerting, it wai
therefore necessary in every instance to measure his far point. T"mh1 i-.' .p
done as follows:

7511 - !.
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After the subject had recognised the small dots, the test plate was
gradually moved away from the eves until he reported that the small

dots could no longer be seen. The distance from the plate to the lens was
then noted. In the purely theoretical case this would have been an

j accurate measure of the far point. For example, if the dots had disap-
peared at M3 cm. from the lens, the power of the lens-eye combination
would have been 3 dioptres. As the power of the lens was -1 4 dioptres,

the eye in that case was exerting - I dioptre of accommodation; that is
to say it was focussing rays converging towards the eye, and was there-
fore 1 dioptre hyper-metropic. Preliminary tests were carried out on a

small number of subjects.
Some tests were also carried out to determine whether the results

obtained with a binocular presentation dihfered from those obtained
with a monocular presentation. The monocular presentation was
achieved simply by putting an eye-shield over the eye which was not
viewing the test pattern.

Results-With all subjects tested it was found that in an empty visual
field the test plate had to come proximal to tlhe far point before the test
pattern dots were recognised. When they were recognised, they were
almost always seen clearly and suddenly.

IUI UJFzv. 31. Effect of monocular
S and bmowilar ;rw if the

mrnttr fildd

The recognition of the small dots in an empty field took place at a
gieater distance from the eye when the test was a binocular one. This
agrees with the observation familiar to refractionists-that when both

•t eyes are ued accommodation can be relaxed more ea-Lsily than when only
one eve is used. The resuits are shown in Rig. 34.

n iA Method B - Paralysis of accommodation

A Into one cey of a subject 5 drops of homatropine in cocaine (ca. 2 per
cent) were instilled at 20-minute intervals for a period of one hour so as
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to paralysc complet y the accommodation mechanism. By rct-'noscopy
it was then found that + 1-75 dioptres were required to correct the eye
to infinity. The range of accommodation was nil.

Being hyper.-etropic the subject was unable to see the small dots on
the test plate, so, for this experiment only, the - 4 dioptre lens was
removed and replaced by a - 8 dioptre lens. The procedure previously
des-ribed was again employed, the test plate being brought towards the
subject until he recognised the small dets. t1ts distance was noted, after
which it was withdrawn beyond the point of focus until the small dots
disappeared, the distance being again noted.

It was found that if the test plate was braught too near, the dots again
disappeared. A simultaneous set of measurements was therefore also
irade at the proximal limit of the depth of field. The test plate was
brought towards the subject until the dots disappeared and then,
beginning with the test plate very near the subject, it was gradually
moved away until he saw the small dots.

Results--The results for one subject are given in the following table:

Table 3

bar poznt .ACarpo•M'1

Commrg toU ardi Gozn, auaq Commn- tou•tdj (Going a"a;
CM~. CM. 7. CMr.

16-2 16-9 11-7 12-7
16-1 17-3 i1-6 12-4
16-" 17-0 U3-8 II-9
15-9 16-8 1;.I 12-0
16-6 17-1 31-8 12-3
16-4 17-1 11.8 12-0
16-8 17-0 !1-6 !!"9
16-6 17-0 11.5 12-1
16-4 17-2 1-5 - 1-9
16-7 16-9 10-8 12-3

163-8 170-3 113-2 121-5

16-38 17413 11-52 12-15

Difference 0-65 cm. Differ-nice 0-63 cm. -

When accommodation is paralysed there is thus still a difference
between the distance at which the test appears and that at which it 3

disappears. The distance, however, k' small (0-6-5 cm.). At the near
point the difference is of the same order, being 0-63 cm.

Methoid C--Speed of presentation of the /'-it
In the preliminary experiments it hacd been fou.id convenient to move
the te-t plate towards the subject at a speed of approximately 2 cm. per
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second. This test was carried out in order to determine whether the
subject would he able to see the test further out ifits speed ofprestmtation
was reduced to 0.5 cmd. per second.

The experimenter judged the speed of the test plate by a centimetre
rule at the side ofthe optical benchsand by a time marker which gave an
audible click at second intervals.

Resulws-dThe record of this experiment is shown in Fig. 3h As will be
seen, the distance at which the dots were recognis.d when they
approached at 2 cm. per second did not differ appreciably from tho

Fig. 33. Effet of

ioNtd oftpreintbion
of the dste

distance at which the test plate was seen nn egit approached at 0-5 cm.
per second. t was concluded from this that as lovrg as the test plate was
moved accapproxae.,b ea ly the same speeds of 0-5 to 2 cm. per second
there would be little variatton in results attributable to variation in the
speed at which it approached the subject's fae.

.Method D-Calibratiorn

The principle employed was to cause the subject to accommodate to a
known extent by means of a large fixation mark, and then to bring the
spots towards him until they became visible. The distance at which they
became visible thus co:re1,pondcd to a known degree of accommodation.
As was revealed by pilot experiments, however, such a simple memnrd was
not accurate, because it depeuded upen the false assumption that if a
fixation mark is presented at, say, 50 cm. and focussed as accurately as
IS possible, 2 dioptr#--- of accommo~dation will be exerted. What happens
in fact is that when the test fixated is near, insufficient accommodation
is usually exerted, whereas when the test approaches to the subject's far
point, toý much accommodation is usually exerted. Subjects are quite
unaware of these inaccuracies, in fctissing, because depth of focus Gf the

•'.• eve maintains a sufficiently sharp image at the retina although the
•.•. !point at which the eye is focus!sed is not ncce-ssaril-. in the same plane as

•- the test object.
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It was therefore decided to employ an objective method to measure
the accommodation actually being exert•d when a subject focussed a
test object at a given distance. The Fincham Coincidence Optometer
was ideal for this purpose. This is an instrument which sends a small
pencil of parallel rays into the eye, and which measures the change in
vergence of 'nis pencil of light as it emerges from the eye after being
reflected by the retina. This optometer showed with cerainty changes
in accommodation of the order of 0-2 D., and when a mean of three

-_prf~i Fog;

lumn$fI

IMP!

Fig. 36. Oph :d btrh a

results was taken the accuracy was probably nearer 0-A D., which is the
ievel of accuracy the manufacturers claim for the apparatus.

The fixation test consisted of a transilluminated piece of black painted
Perspex, through the black paint of which the fixation pattern had been
scratched. as the test employed was two vertical and parallel bars of
light, the meridian principally concerned with focussing them was
the horizontal. Optometer readings were therefore taken only in this
meridian.

The arrangement of apparatus is shown in Figs. 36 and 37. As in the
case of the optical bench apparatus, the subject had to look at the test
through a ± 4 dioptre lem. It was not possible to have the same lens-to-
] eye distance in the optometer test, so, in the calculation of the amounts
of accommodation expected, the effectivity of the lens-eye combination
was calculated by the formula:

D = D, -- Dz -;- dD 2DI

where D is the total refraction of the lens-eye combination, D, the
refraction of the lens, D. the refraction of the eye (accommodation),
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and d the distance i in metres) from lens to e% e. Al! tests were carried out

'I with an artificial pupil of 2.4 ni.n, diameter.
The same test object was fixated first on the optometer apparatus and

then on the optical bench apparatus, and in each case it was presented at
several distances from the eye so as to require the subject to exert several
degrees of accommodation. On the optometer apparatus, the optometer
measured the refractive change of the eve, or the accommodation really

exerted, whilst on the optical bench apparatus the distance at which the
small dots appeared indicated a different amount of accomnlnodation.

0,eAC0n ielef--lx iefe'h•

inie Fc. 37. OQptomtk apparatusi

On the optical bench apparatus. the amount of accommodation
indicated bN the distance at which the small riots appeared differed
from the accommodation reaily exerted by half the depth of field.

Thus, when fixating on a test object ab e-0 cm. the eve might be
focussed at 25 cm. In this case, the expectet accommodation would be
5 D., whereas the eye was really exerting only 4 D. The small dot test, on
being brought towards the eye, might under these circumstances, be

seer. at 33 cm. by reason of the depth of field of the eve focussed at 9-5 cm.
Thirty-three cm. or 3 D., would here be referred to ,as the indicated

"accommodation.
The test was set up at several distances, at each of which the following

procedure was carried out:

(I) On the optical bench apparatus the distance was found at which
the small dots appeared whilst the subject fixated and focussed as

accurately as possibse the parallel bar fixation test. This gave the
indicated accommodation.

(2) Whilst the subject fixated the parallel bar test at the same distance
from the eye as in the previous case, the opt,,ireter was employed to

. ,measure the change in refractio;a. This gave the real accommodations.
(3) The expected accommodation was known from the distance between

80
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the parallel bar test and the eye. In every case, three readings were
taken in succession.

Results-Six subjects were tested as described, the differences being
found between the real and indicated accommodation. The results for five
of the subjects were consistent and showed regular trends, but the
results for the sixth were erratic. "The results for this subject have in

Fir. 38. Calibataon graph

''!'

consequence been omitted from the calculation as it is probable that the
differences were due to fatigue or to insufficient cooperation. There were
no signs or symptoms of abnormal visual functions, and a retest of this
subject was not possible as the apparatus was no longer available when
the discrepancy was discovered. The real and indicated accommodation
at different levels are given in Table 4.

Within the limits of the experiment, the results frtom the five subjects
were compatible with the hypothesis that the indicated accommodation

Tab i 4. Rdatzon ofecominodalten indicated on optual behth apparata to real accommodation erxtrnd

asbjed .4 Su•oja B Subjedi C 1ulea D Subject E Subjez F

Real Indic. RPal Indi. Real Indic. Real Indic. Real Indic. Real mrdi'.

- 1-3 - 0-65 - 1-2-7 o.2 -2-6 1-1 2-0 - I- - 1.3 0.-15 1-47 - i140
- 1 -351 -0-3 -(.-32 -04-2 -2-75 ;1-8 1 -M f3 -. <-) (.-4 -0-2 t.13 -0-65

0 0-67 -'0.12 .0-15 -105 - 2-2 o 11.5 - 1-07 0.55 0.3 0-4 01-4 - 0-25
.1-78 (-I -0-3 - 40.7 - 1-6 (1-25 .0-68 - .-3' .1-2 - 10-47 01-33 -0-05

0-9-2 -(.32 - -13 -0-83 1 -57 0-1 w- M- 0 - (.I1-1 p5 (-0-67 -0-07 -0-05
-0-2 -41-42 (1-4 -0-95 ()-6- 0.13 .10- - 11-2 11-13 -0-8 4.f" -- 0-2

0 (0-53 - (4-6 - I - 0-67 0.2- - (4-48 t.-I 4.57 - 0-95 - 11-07 -0-42
-(027 -()-6 - 0-67 - I-IS . O-.28 0-. t-..133 -0-97 (1-05 -0.8
-0-3 (1-7 .0(-2, - 0-33 1-.3 1-0
-0-68 o-75 0 0-3 4.-57
-- 0-47 4.185
-- 0-67 - 1-03
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bears a linear relationship to the real accommodation. The best line to
predict real from indicated acrommodation is represented by the
equation:

x - 1,52y = 0-87

where x is the real andy the indicated accommodation. This equation
is graphed in Fig. 38.

This calibration should apply to all subjects tested on this apparatus
at this level of background luminance, provided they have visual acuity
which is normal or which is capable of being corrected to normal limits.

"r•l Mach I

~ c~ro.--cd.:/ , ,'

.• / /6- ,//"..
T *

,, If .,,

- /

$ 4• 1 2 7 0 -, -Z

Fig. 39. Axw•andation exferld uith a test at :arioia dutate:.

Fig. 39 shows the relationship between real and expected accommo.
d,,dooT. Apparently the tendency is always either to under-accommodate
whcn viewing a near object or to over-accommodate when viewing a
distant object.

DISCUSSION

The results of cxperi-nent B show that the factors of 'search' and 'error
of habituation'* can account for a difference of 0-6'5 cm. between the
distance at which the test dots appear and that at which they disappear
during the measurement of far point. Thus any difference in excess of
0-65 cm. must be due to the factor of accommodation, which was con-
trolled in this experiment.

If the test is brought towards the subject, the factors of attention and

Page- 77.
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reaction time of the subject and observer are a possible source of error,
because by the time the subject has seen the !est and called to the
observer (who in turn stops the movement), the point at which the test
stops is somewhat nearer than that at which it was first seen. The results
of experiment C as shown (variation of the speed at which the test
was moved) show that this factor produces a discrepancy which must
vary only with marked changes in speed. Halving the speed produced
only slighi changes in the results. As constant a speed as could be judged
by the observer was therefore well within the permissible limits.

An interesting point shown by the calibration experiments is the
tendency of subjects to under-accommodate for near objects and to
over-accommodate when looking at distant objects. By far the most
important rzason for this tendency is the depth of focus upon which the
subject can depend to obtain a sufficiently sharp retinal image with
the minimum of effort. Thus the difference between the accommodation
actually exerted (real accommodation) and the accommodation which
the subject might be expected to exert by reason of the distance from the
fixation test object to the eye (expected accommodation) seems to be
due to a form of economy of effort. This in turn implies that the position
of rest of the accommodation mechanism in the emmetrope may not be
for a focus at infinity but at a finite distance.

A similar economy of effort in the act of accommodation has been
observed by ADAMSON. and FiNCHAM (1939). On the basis of the hypo-
thesis that this difference between real and expcted accommodation is
due to an economy of effort, it would be expected that when the test was
one requiring better acuity, the difference between real and expected
accommodation would be less. CAMPBELL (1952) has made such an
observation. He found, on photographing the Purkinje-Sanson image
reflected from the anterior surface of the lens, that when an emmetrope
with a - 6 D. lens before his eye read a test card at 6 metres, instead of
exerting 6 dioptres of accommodation, he in fact accommodated less
than this. Furthermore, the discrepancy was greater when reading
large letters.

Also contributing to the difference between real and expected
accommodation is the above-threshold size of the small dots, which
increases the amount of blurring tolerated before they disappear. The
image of the dots initially comes to a focus in front of the retina when
they are coming towards the observer. The image formed on the retina
is thus blurred, but providing its size and its contrast with the back-
ground are sufficiently great the stimulus will be appreciated. $

It was found during measurements on the optical bench that the
distance at which the sina!! dots were seen did not reach a definite
maximum, such as would be expected when the fixation test was at the
far point. It suggests that in the determination of the far point by this
method, there may be some difficulty in making .ubjects relax their !
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n accommodation completelyd In seems as though, given time and practice
tnin looking at the distant stimulus, a subject may be able to relax his
accommodation core than in the first deteremiination.

[ This does not affiect the finding of involuntary% accommodation in an
I empty Visual field, for the involuntary accommodation sbows itself

as a difference between the point at which the dots are recognised
in an empty field, and the far point mea.,ured at that time. As the
tendency is for the far point ,'o be underestimated, the difference
measured will certainly not be moze and is more likely to be less than
the difference between the point at which the dots are recogni-,ed in an

empty visual field and the point corresponding to full relaxation.

SUMMARY

It is concluded that provided one employs the same background
brightness, artificial pupil, and a calibrated test object, the apparatus
and technique described are capable of giving informa:ion which can be
interpreted in terms of accommodation exerted. The subject being
tested must, hoever, have acuit - "hich if not normal, is capable of
being corrected to normal standards.

"484Ii,8
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THE AMOUNT OF ACCOMMODATION

EXERTED INVOLUNTARILY IN AN

EMPTY VISUAL FIELD

Mthod A-Subjectire technique
"THE subject was seated at the apparatus and the tests were carried out
in the usual way by bringing the test plate slowly forwards towards
him until the dots were recognised, whereupon the test was withdrawn
beyond the far point so that the dots were no longer visible and the
subject was again presented with an empty visual field. It was felt,
hovtever, that in this procedure an error might be introduced by the
fact that the subject, having recognised the test dots, could see them
subsequently being moved towards the far toint by the experimenter
in preparation for the next prescnation of the tzst. It was thus possible
that each determination, accompanied as it was by a momentary
glimpse of the receding stimulus, affected the next determination by
helping the subject to focus nearer his far point.

When the small dots had been rýcognised it was necessary to remove
them from the field of view in such a way as to give rise to no accommo-
dation stimulus. Since this was not possible, it was decided to counteract
any trend of accommodation in one direction. Accordingly, the experi-
ment was carried out in such a way as to ba. -nce the possible error
by causing the tendency to accommodate for distance to alternate with
the tendency to accommodate for near. This was done in the followirng
way:

The test plate was brought towards the subject from beyond his far
point until he recognised the small dots. The plate was then rapidly
moved as close to the eye as possible, thus causing the small dots to
disappear, since the subject now focussed beyond them. The test
plate was then gradually moved away from the eve, and when it came
to the proximal limit of the depth of field the small dots were againi
recognised. The test plate was then moved rapidly to beyond the far
point, and the entire procedure repeated. Thus after one presentation
of the test the tendency may have been to relax accommodation further,
wzi.lst after the subsequent presentations of the test the tendency was
to increase accommodation. Results were recorded on the kymograph,
and calibrated by means of the calibration graph in Fig. 38. The
indicated accommodation was calculated from the distance at which
the small dot test pattern became isible.
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J I IResuls-ln Figs. 40 and 41 are shown two kymographic records
3 obtained in the course of this experiment. The record shown in Fig. 40

was made by bringing the test in from the far point, whereas t;,at shown
in Fig. 41 was obtained by ahernativeiy bringing the test from far to
near and from near to far as described above. On the time axis marks

JJI

Fig. 40. Awm=.otim/ n ax empy rissfuitd

Fzg. it,. .4Arommodation in .n empfy tiualfiild

were made at 30 second intervals, whilst the vertical axis was calibrated
in dioptres of accommodation exerted by the subject, zero dioptres
being the subject's far point. The kymograph pointer moving from
below upwards corresponded t- the test being brought from the far
point toward% the subject. In Fig. 41 t-E, point at which the subject
recognised the test is indicated by a short horizontal stroke.

'. L- It will thus be seen that in Fig. 41 the lower of the two vertical
strokes corresponds to th" point at which the test was recognised when
coming from the far point towards the subject. It is therefore this mark
which gives an indication of the amount of accommodation exerted.
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The recognition of the test when it moved from near to far ib indicated
by the upper set of short horizontal lines and indicates the proximal
limit of the depth of field. *

It is seen from these two tracings that the subject, in the absence of
any detail in his visual field, was unable to relax accommodation to
the far point. In Fig. 40 the tracing shows a fluctuation of small ampli-
tude, occurring at intervals of about one minute, superimposed upon
larger fluctuations occurring at 5 to 6 minute intervals. Thesc larger
fluctuations are also seen in Fig. 41, and in this case they caused a
corresponding fluctuation in the upper set of horizontal strokes, thus
excluding the possibility that fluctuation is due to one presentation of
"he test affecting the response to the next presentation. The small
ductuations are not so well seen in Fig. 41, probably because the
presentation of the test was not made at sufficiently close time intervals.

In Fig. 40 accommodation seems initially to have been completely
relaxed; as the experiment progressed it gradually increased, eventually
reaching a steady level between 1 and 2 dioptres. In Fig. 41, on the
other hand, at the start of the experiment the subject was exerting
between 3 and 4 dioptres of accommodation. In this case, however,
as the experiment progressed accommodation relaxed towards the far
point, eventually showing little change and fluctuating between 4 and
2 dioptres.

Method B-Objective measurement of accommodation
The extent of accommodation exerted was determined by photo-
graphing and measuring the images reflected from the anterior surface
of the crystalline lens. These images, known as Purkinje-Sanson images, are
seen when an incident ray enters the eye obliquely. The first image
formed by an incident ray (IR in Fig. 42) is reflected from the anterior
surface of the cornea, the second from the posterior surface of the
cornea, the third from the anterior surface of the lens and the fourth
from the posterior surface of the lens. If a double light source is used,
their appearance is as shown in Fig. 43. The second image is not visible
because of its low brightness.

Attempts had been made to take a cine-film record of the changes
in size of the third image whilst the subject looked at a cloudless sky,
but with little success. In these unsuccessful experiments the images
photographed were the images of the sun reflected from the anterior
surface of the crystalline lens, the sunlight being reflected on to the eye
by means of two small mirrors so that two images might be formed.
The difficulties encountered were caused by three factors.

Firstly, the very bright and extensive sky caused the pupil to constrict
considerably, so that difficulty was experienced in seeing the two
images simultaneously on the surface of the subject's lens. Secondly,
with no diaphragm or artificial pupil before the eye it was uncertain
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whether subjects could fixate sufficiently well to give reliable results
(see pp. 98, 107). Thirdly, difficulty %i as introduced by the faintness
of the image reflected from the anterior surflice of the lens. This
necessitated the use of both a fast film, with its concomitant large grain

04r)\ ,Corneo

(fi

I I

bFig. 42. Formation of i'utMnji-Sanon imags

V.OVI -511

Fki.. 43. Puwkinje-Samon image;

size and poorer resolution, and a wider camera stop than was permissible
to retain the image in sharp focus on the film as it moved through
different planes during the process of accommodation.

In view of the difficulties in obtaining photographs of sufficient
sharpness, the opportunity of carrying out this experiment in collabora-
tion with F. W. Campbell and of applying his technique to the problem
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was particularly welcome. Campbell had previously carried out
experiments on night myopia, taking photographs of the third Purkinje-
Sanson image in darkness bN means of an electronic flash tube.

The apparatu; is shown in Fig. 44. The camera enytloyed was a
35 mm. Wrayflex fitted with a 50 mm.f2 lens and 50 ram. =xt-•sion
tune. Photographs were taken at an effective aperture uffl6. 43
exposures cou!d be taken at 20 second intervals without reloading. The

rosrA! Sv-en¢.•
II

Pig. 4.. Apparatu for phokcrap.-V Punkinje-Sanon :rzagus

single lens reflex camera is cssential to obtain the accurate focussing
and aligning which the technique demands. The photographic light
source was a 200-joule electronic flash tube placed three feet from the
eye. To facilitate measuring the size of the reflected image the source
was doubled by placing mirrors above and below the tube aa" a
screen before it. For focussing purposes a 100-watt compact filament
lamp was placed in front of the screen.

The size of the third image was measured directly on the negative
by means of a travelling microscope. The size of the image was taken
as the distancc between the centres of the two reflections formed by the
double light source on the anterior surface of the lens -d in Fig. 43). In
other respects, the apparatus was similar to that already dScribed,
in that the same bright background, test object, and viewing lens were
employed.

The purpose of this series of experiments was to observe the behaviour
of accommodation when a small test objec' was gradually moved froi..
near to far until, going out c" focus, it finally disappeared firom view.
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The small test object was moved away in 2-cm. steps and at each step
a photograph was taken, the time interval between photographs being
20 seconds.

R.sults-Five subjects were examined, but the results from subject
' W.C. were more consistent than those from the other four subjects.

Since Fxation is particularly importan: when taking these photographs
with a -iew to subsequently measuring the size of the third image,
the more co-isistem results from subject F.W.C. may be attributed to

I far 0e*0' - 0

S'°7

• It k. frv r #ely
list object- rlsbhe (test a~jec'mt ,vit e,)

Nesr I I I
20 30 Io so0 70

Dist~ace oftest object cM

Fig. 45 Size &f ;bird image un tirewing, (aP Test object. i(, Empprfild

this subject's greater ability (by reason of experience) to maintain
steady fixation during the coarse of the experiment. Since F.W.C.
was myopic it was possible in his case te carry out the experiment with
no lens in the apparatus. The results for subject F.W.C. are given in
Fig. 45 whilst those foL the other sibjects are shown in Fig. 46.

In Fig. 45 the degree of accommodation is indicated by the size of
the third Purkinje-Sanson image. An increase in the separation of the
two images formed on the lens surface indicates diminishing accom-
modation. As would be expected, the maximum amount of accommoda-
ti-,n was exerted when the test object was at its shortest distance from
the eye. As the test receded, so the accommodation decreased, the
minimum being reached in this case when the test was at a distance of
44 cm. fiom the eye. As the test moved still further, it went beyond the
subject's far point, became blurred and finally disappeared. It will be
-een that as the test disappeared, accommodation increased over a
period of about one minute, after whiich the level of accommodation
-luctuated although never again reaching the m'nimura value previously

--- attained when the test was still visible.

Similar results ,vere obtained on a further four subjects (Fig. 46).
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ACCOMMODATION EXERTED INVOLUNTARILY IN AN EMPTY VISUAL FIELD

In every case it was found that when the test object disappeared,
leav:ng the subject looking at an empty Visual field, there was an
invluntary increase in the degree of curvature of the crystalline lens,
as iadicated by a decrease in size of the third Purkinje-Sanson image.

Z" Z

MJ',,d PW /,.'a x.I

I ' " ,, C /i)

CM.

Fig. 46. Degm oqfaron•undalion in anee.iply pruaidd 4 sbjecrb

In the graph of results for subject T.W. (Fig. 46), at the point in brackets
T.W. was attempting to achieve morz complete relaxation by using
convergence cues-with partial success.

fable 5. .4cAraodsi in an mpp' riual fidd (5 sibjetas. FiRpoes dioptrt)

M'd imhr2 Mean .farigfm

0-07 0-26 0-40
0"41 0"68 1-32.
0-15 0-63 ! -22
0.26 0-48 0-88
0-05 0-39 0-71

.titan Oi9 0.49 0-9i

For the purpose of calibration, the far point was taken as the position
of the test object coresponding to the maximum size of the third
Purkinje-Sansor. image. This point was regarded as 0 dioptres of
accommodation, and from it were found the points on the ascending
curve in Fig. 45 which corresponded to 0-5, 1, 1 -5, and 2 dioptres of
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accommtdation. Campbell had found in previous experiments that
the size of the third image bore an approximately linear relationship
to the accommodation from 0 to 2 dioptres. The calibration was
therefore not carried out beyond 2 dioptres of accommodation. The
accormnodatiov exerted by the five subjects whilst obsei-¢ing the empty
visual field is given in 7aible 5.

SUMMARY

In high altitude flight, just as the reversal of light distribution is the
basic cause of difficulty in seeing inside the cockpit, so the frequent
absence of cloud in the sky above the aircraft is the basic cause of
difficulty in seeing outside the cockpit. The cloudless sky at high
altitude is referred to as constituting an empty visual field, which is
d-fined as a visual field in which there is no detail capable of being
accurately focussed. Common examples of an empty visual field are:
total darkness, fog. a uniformly overcast sky, a cloudless blue sky.

To examine the behaviour of accommodation in such an empty
visual field it is not possible 'o employ the usual examining methods,
since they usually provide the subject with a stimulhs of detail which
effectively prevents the visual field from being empty. There has
therefore been dcvised a technique which consists in placing at various
distances from the subject's eyes a test pattern of dots so small -as to be
visible only when they are sharply focussed. They are brought towards
the subject's eyes, and are not seen until they come to the point at
which he is focussed, whereupon they appear suddenly and clearly in
the visual field. Since thev" are not seen before this, the field remains
empty up to the instant of recognition.

A second and objective technique, measuring photographically the
changes in curvature of the anterior surface of the crystalline lens, was
also employed. It has the advantage of being an entirely objective
technique. but has the disadvantage of requiring more elaborate
apparatus azd mere accurate eve fixation on the part of the subject.
It was therefore only empio.ed in an experiment which confirmed the
findings by the other technique.

It was shoxn that in the presence of an empt% visual field, subjects
cannot relax accommodation completely. Accommodation is shown' to
be in a state of constant activity fluctuating about a level of 0-5-2
dioptres, sometimes- approaching the far point but never quite reaching
it.

The subject with normal eyesight is thus unable to focus at infinity
if there is no detail at infinity which is capable of being sharply focussed.
Under these conditions, the furthest he can focus is a point about 1-2
".metres away. He thus becomes effectively myopic by this amount.
Attention is drawn to the similarity between this new phenomenon,
and that known for some years under the name of night myopia.
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RATE OF RELAXATION OF

ACCOMMODATION

MANY investigators have made measuremnent- of the specd of accom-
modation, but always from a near stimulus to a distant ,iimulus or
vice vena. In this particular in,,tance it was required to know how long
it would take a subject. after looking at a near object. to relax his
accommodation in an empty ;isual field to that level which i5 dhe
minimum po-sible without the -timulu% of detail at infinitt.

It is possible to accommodate for ncar in the abence of a ,tinlulut%

for accommodation; but it is probable that thik, ti.%% be act omplished
by a voluntary convergence of the eye!,, the rel.ttivel% loohe nervous
linkage between convergence and accommodiativ.."1',,-in., incidentally,
some change in accommodation. When the ,abjctt has bees ,i-.. a3
near stimulus to focus, he may thus be able to kep ac(oinnodatintg
voluntarilv even after the near stimulus has been remnovted. Wh'ien he
has been presented with a collimated stimulus which ha, subscqnecntl.
been removed, he can likewise increawe his accommodation voluntaril..

What it was required to know, however, wa,: Firstly, silth the
stimulus near, and secondly, with the stimrluls at hie far point. |los
quickly would accommodation reach the resting level" which it had
been found to assume in an empty vis.ual fiekl?

After the presentation of the near stimulus, the subject in thi,
experiment therefore attempted to relax hin, acconinio:lation as r.apidly
as possible. whereas after presentation of tie stimuluh at the far point.
he attempted to remain focussed at the far point a- long as po',ible.

EXFERIMENTS

Method .I -Subjet tire technique :ontinious recording"
B) means of the apparatus already described ,p. ,2 , and by employing
kymographic recording, it was possible to obtain, on a time base, a
measure of the changes in accommodation which tok place after the
momentary presentation of a stimulus on which to focus.

10 subjects took part in the experiment. The subject was instructed
to look binocularly at a fixation point 15 cis. in front of the eves. Whilst
he did so a signal was made on the smoked drum. The subject then sat
forward, put his head on the (uin rst and searched the empty field for
the small dot pattern. The level of accommodation was measured by
bringing the small dot test plate into the field of view as already
described. This procedure was repeated three times for each subject, !
after which a measurement was made of thz far point, this being the

-
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point 2t which the small dots disappeared as the test plate was moved
beyond the subject's field of focus. The smoked irace was then cali-
brated as already described (p. 82).

The function of the viewing lens wa= to prevent the background
from having visible texture and to bring the far point to a suitable

Fig. 47 The effect on "oyjnodatioP
of tong at a wxar object. ttb.*ic

siabjett unxh corrertt,-v

hg. 48. 7T", tef.4t -f accommodation
cf loairng a; a .•cr ;,jet. . 7otnesubjeru--no km in .appdratu

working distance, In the case of one subject who was myopic, it was
possible to dispense with this viewing lens, s"nce even without it he
ccU'4d eiither see the texture of the background nor any detail which

was accidentally present. This subject took part in the experiment,
first of all employing the viewing lens in the usual way and then
repeating the experiment without any lens whatsoever in the apparatus.

In a few instances a separate determination was made of the
behaviour of accommodation after the subject had been presented
with a stimulus at the far point as well as with a nea," stimulus. To do
this, a special fixation stimulus was set up. It consisted of a piece of
black painted Pnrspex through the black paint of which had been
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scratched the fixation pattern-a large cross. The Perspex was then
illuminated 4rom behind by means of a separate light, and the bright
cross was seen with the left eye by partial reflection off a glass coverslip
inclined at an angle of about 45 degrees to the line of sight. The
arrangemrent of the apparatus was as shown in Fig. 36.

Resu•lts-Ten subjects were examined, and it was found that although
an attempt was being made to relax accommodation to infinity a mean

Fir. 49. Behaziour of acom-
modation af.tt loss of (a3 a

nwar. b! a dzstant stinwius

Fig. 50. B&hariow of acrom-
rodat ion aft,'r loss (a) a nae,

fbi a ditantstmuluJ

of 1.7 dioptres was being exerted within 10 seconds of looking at a
point 12--18 inches away. Progressive relaxation took place until after
about 45 seconds a mean of 1.16 dioptres was reached. Beyond this
there was little improvement in relaxation. The majority of the
subjects were slightly hypermetropic, the mean value of the far points
being -0-06 dioptres (standard deviation 0-619).

Figs. 47 and 48 show the accommodation changes in the case of the
myopic subject with and without viewing lens. It is seen that the
involuntary accor.,modation in this subject is unaffected by tile presence
or absence of a len. in the apparatus.

The times required for accommodation to reach the resting level
after the loss ofa stimulus, (a) near the near point, and (b) at tlhe far point,
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can be compared in Figs. 49 and 50 in which it %ill be seen that the
times are similar, being in both instances about 60 seconds.

Method B1-Objectiz e technique; photographfy of Purkinje-Sanson image
A cinematographic record of the changes in convexity of the anterior
"surface of the lens would have been useful since it would have enabled
some 25 measurements to be made per second. Difficulties, caused
essentially by insufficient light reflected from the anterior surface of
the lens, prevented this technique from being used. Some preliminary
experiments in the photography of Purkinje-Sanson images, however,
afforded results which were interesting although not directly applicable
to the present problem. These results, which relate to the time courseI of the accommodation change in looking from a near stimulus to a
distant one and back to the near one, are shown in Appendix H.

The experiment already described (p. 87) in which photographs
were taken at 20 second intervals, yielded .nformation as to the rate
of change of accommodation in an empty visual field.

Results-Looking again at Fig. 15, it will be seen that after reaching
minimum value accommodation increased and that about 80 seconds
after losing the stimulus it had reached its resting --vel. The increase of
accommodation after reaching the mini:.,um, actually began before
the small dot test had disappeared-it will be -uggested later that this
effect is due to the blurred dots constituting an insufficient stimulus
for the accommodation (see p. !33). Thus, although the small dots were
still visible at the beginning of this 80-second period, the e4" could be
regarded as being 'empty' by definition from the beginning of the
in% oluntary increase in accommodation.

"The accommodation exerted by each subject at selected times after
loss of the accommodation stimulus was measured and is presented in
Table 6. It is evident that after losing sight of the far point stimulus

Table 6. .eo.'m Alation exerted I diffewmn tzimes after loss cf t•e dutant stnmulus

Tinw ,seio-d aftie loss of stmudits Mean
WSujet -- a-- ommo-

211 40 (1 SO t(q 120 141 0 It 1&t dation

PVFIiC (0-27 0-1o7 0-19 0-15 0-40 ('-31 0-40 41-1i 01-401 .-26
Pis' 0-47 11-41 0.54 1-392 n-.9.4 1 M 8 1-41 (1.47 01-69 "-)s
Tit' 0W-20 (1-44 0-15 0-64 0-79 -.1 I -= 0-64 0-51 0-&3

KB 0-26 1.3-5 0-35 0-3,5 0-26 0-44 (,44 0-65 0 -gt M -48
J1C 0-21 0-21 0-41 0-41 0-i6 0-71 0-6 10-41 0-56 (1-39

J, co,,,nro- 0-282 11, -M6 ().MT 0-574 0-50 0-67 0-494 0-4M4 9-,4kg 0-49
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sub*jects were unable to remain focussed at the far point, and in-
voluntarily ;ncreased their accommodation by about 0.6 dioptres
within SO seconds.

SUMMARY

When a stimulus at the far point is suddenly removed, accom-.nodation
increases involuntarily until it reaches the resting level of about 0-5-1 -0
dioptre. It is possible to increase accommodation voluntarily by causing
the eyes to converge, but it is not possible to remain focussed at the far
point if the stimulus there has disappeared. This experiment measures
the rate at which accommodation assi mes its resting lcvel after loss
of a stimulus at the far point and after looking at a near stimulus.

It is not possible to give rigid values, since the resting level of
accommodation fluctuates between 0-5 and 2 dioptres; but, in general,
the results show that after losing sight of both a near and a distant
stimulus accommodation takes about 60 seconds to reach its resting
value. After loss of the near stimulus, 60 seconds are required before
relaxation can take place to the resting level. After loss of a distant
stimulus, although the subject with normal eyesight tries to remain
focussed at infinity his eyes inevitably focus at the resting level about
0-5-2 metres away within 60-80 seconds.
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THE RELATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OFI A STIMULUS AT THE FAR POINT TO ITS

j ANGULAR DISTANCE FROM THE FOVEA

WHEN there is no detail in the distant field of view which can be used
as a reference point in the pracess of accommodation, it has been seen
that it is not possible for accommodation to be relaxed to the far point.
This means that the emmetrope becomes virtually myopic. If the
stimulus ofdctail is present, it seems likely that the greatest impi ovement
in relaxation of accommodation will be obtained if the stimulus is
fixated so that its image falls on the fovea. The purpose of this experi-
ment was to determine how near the line of sight a stimulus at the far
point needed to be so as to prevent the onset of the involuntary
accommodation exerted when viewing an empty visual field.

EXPERIMIET

The stimuli employed were bright circles which were viewed against
the background of the test field. The advantage of employing circles
was that the necessar" fixation could thereby be achieved without
having recourse to a fixation stimulus, since the subject fixated what

-judged to be the centre of the circle. Foui pieces of black painted
Pirspex were used, through the black paint of which the appropriate
circles were scratched. The test in use was illuminated from behind and
the bright circle was seen by partial reflection off a glass coverslip
inclined at an angle of about 45' in front of the eye being tested. The
circles were placed at the subject's far point which was 28 cm. from the
viewing lens of focal length 925 cm.

The size of the circles was calculated so that they subtended angles
of 2-5 , 5 , 7-5', and 10*. When the centres of these circles were being
fixated, the circumferences consequently made angles of 1-25%, 2-5',
3-75 ', and 5 0, with the foveal line of sight. Although it was so small that
it could have been neglected, the magnification due to the distance of
the viewing lens from the eye was taken into account in calculating
the size of the circles. Since the eye-to-lens distance was 3 cm., and the
focal length of the viewing lens was 25 cm., the magnification was

I dF 1 -- 3 2 -= 1-136

The far point at which the circles were placed was 28 cm. from the
lens, so the diameter of a circle subtending 00 was

28 tan 0
1-136
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ANGULAR DISTANCE BETWEEN STIMULUS AND FOVEA

Whilst the subject fixated the centre of a circle, tile small dot test
plate was brought slowly towards the eye until the small dots were
recognised. The distance of the test plate from the lens was noted.
Twenty measurements were made with each size of circle, and after
each measurement the light illuminating the circle was switched off
and a measurement made of the distance at which the small dots
appeared when the field was empty.

Reults-There was very little scai -er in the results which were obtained
from one subject who had taken part in a number of earlier experiments.

•' j .Fig. 51. The rTlaton ofT1 ercizry-
nents of a collimaed stimuli.- to its
angular dttance from tah foveia

- I--
04:

This subject, a hypermetrope of 1-5 dioptres, had the particularly good
fixation necessary for this experiment. It was therefore regarded as
permissible to take the arithmetic mean of each group of 20 results for
each size of circle employed. The far point at 28 cm. was regarded as
zero dioptres of accommodation, and. by means of the calibration
graph, results were calibrated in dioptres of accommodation. The results
are shousn in Tablh 7, and in graphical form in Fig. 51. It can be clearly
seen that a distant stimulus ef detail, making an angle of 4 0 or more
with the fovea, constituted but a weak stimulus for the accommodation
reflex.

Takbe 7

A.ngIfiomnfo.ea 0 123 2.5- 3-75' 5.

Dioptre, of
rIbMmum 0 0.19 0.41 G.528 0"526
ar.rommodatio',

SUMMARY

The presence in the field of vicw of a stimulus of detail which can be
sharply focussed prevents the involuntary focussing for near, which
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takes place when the visual field is empty. The effectiveness of such a
stimulus, however, depends on how near it is to the line of sight.
"When it is in the line of sight it is most effective, and be'o:nd 2' from
the line of sight it rapidly becomes less effective in making the subject
Sfocus at ;nfinity. By the time it is at 5' from the line of sigit it loses
almost ail its effect in making the subject tbcus at infinity.
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COMPAR ISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
SIX COLLIMATED PAT.1TERNS IN BRINGING

ABOUT ACCOMMODATION FOR INFINITY

HAVING Ibund that involuntary accommodation caused an 'emiptv
field mnyopia' of the order of 0-i to [ 0 diop tre, it seemed that an
effective means of overcoming it would be to place a collimated pattern
in the subjectfs visual field. The purpose of this stimulus was not to
bring about maximal relaxation of accommodation, since in the case
o)f the hyxpermectrope this would result in the focussing; of rays of light

converging towards the eye. it was desired that the collimated stimulus
should bring about an accurate focussing of parallel rays. so that the
eve should thecreby he accuratelv focussed at infinitv.

Preliminary experiments had revealecd that whilst al! the collimated
patterns tested made gubject.- focus near infinity, somec patterns were
apparently more effective than others in making the subjects focus
accurately the pat allel ray, from optical infinity. This experiment %%as
therefore carried out in order to determine whethier the difference
between collimated patterns was sufficiently great to be of practical
importance. The variable measured was the range -it which a distant
target could be 'picked up' (letected) with the help of various colli-
mated pattern- superimposed on the search field.

EX.IERINIENT

The technique employed was basically the subjective technique
which has been already describcd ip. 7i). Previovisly, however,
accommodation had been mecasured by changing the vergencc of lighlt
towards the eye. In the practical case of air-to-air search, however,
the target is always at infinity. In this experiment, therefore. to simulate
the practical case the tests were always prc 7tted at optical infinity
aiid were increased in angular size from below threshold until they were
finally recognised whilst still at irsfinitv-the variable mneaured, being
the angular size of the test when it was finally seen.

If, in such an experiment, the subject can see the test becoming
gradually smaller, or if, whilst not yet seeing the test, hie has a suitable
collimated pattern to focus, the test becomes virtually a determination
of the minimum visual angle. If, howeve-r, the subject is not focu-ssed
at infinity, as may occur when the field is empty, the angle subtended
by the test when it is finally seen will no longer be the minimum visible
but the angular size at which the out-o--focus image on the retina
finally becomes a stimulus of which hie is conscious.
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With regard to the human eve, an object farther that, 30 feE, may
be regarded as being at optical infinity (CAM:PBELL and W\EIR, 1953),
so that in the case of air-to-air search a target is always -t optical
infinity its angular size alone changing with its distance from the
observ,:r. Since, in the modified technique, the test was alwa s at
infinity, it gave an answ.er which was more easily interpreted in terms
of practical importance.

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 76. The inclined g",ss coverslip placed
Wbcfre the obscving eye allowed the reflecti' a of the collimated

A 9
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stimulus to be sceec by the sub~ject whilst he looked at the otherwise
empty visual field.

Six collimated fixation patterns were employed, one of which was a
hexagon of black dots. The diameter of each dot in the hexagon was
I1- mm. and the diameter of the hexagon wvas 25 mm. This pattern,
be'ng opaque, wass placed in apposition to the small dot test plaic arcl
was therefore viewed directly. *rhe other five patterns were trins-
illuminatcd and seen only after partial refle-ction from the inclined
covcrslip. O~f the five transilluminated patterns four were scratched on

to black painted Pirspex. The fifth was a piece of opal glass whose
r' 'ection, when superinip ;ed on the test field, simu!aitcd a bright
ujiifor'n cloud floor with a well defined horizon. These fixation patternis
are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 52. A selection of biconvex lenses
of focal lengths from 3 to 24 inches enabled the small dot test and the
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fixation pattern to be maintained at optical infinity whilst they wcre
step by step brought nearer the subject.

After a short explanation of the purpose of the investigation the sub-
ject was given a famiaiarisation run so that he could recognise the small
dots and be familiar with the direction from which tm*icy appeared. A
lens of focal length 24 inches was then placed before the observiig

cvc "the left eye in these experimcnts) and the small dot test plate was
moved 24 inches au iN from :he lens. It was thus collimated, since the
ravs from it, having passed through thc iens, emerged parallel towards
Sthc eve. The angle subtended b• the dots varied inversely as thir
tistance from the lens, and, at 24 ijoches distance, this angle was always
below threshold less than 20 vctondb of arc'.

When the subject said that he did not sec the small dots, zhe 24-inch
lens was removed, a 20-inch focal length lens ;ubstituted, and the test
dots and fixation pattern moved to 20 inches from the lens. Again th-
subject looked, and if he still did not see the dots the procedure was
repeated, the distance always detreasing whilst the tests were main-
tained at infiniv\ by means of the appropriate lens.

Each subject was tested with the cmpty visual field, that is, without
a fixation pattern, and then with eath of the six fixation patterns it.
turn. To eliminate the effects of learning and of familiarisation, 18
subjects were examined and a balanccd order of presentation of the
test was employed. The scores recorded when the small dots became
visible were the distances in inches from the small dot test plate to the
lens. A high score thu, "ndicated a good performance whi!ft a low
score ind;cated a poor perforniance. Nine subjects wer ." .A- with the
empt% field first, and nine w;th the fixation patter; preo, uted first.

In some cawes the subject did not see the en,•ie pal.ern. )r, havii-g
seen it. it aiernately appeared and disappearc-1 ahltb.,gh in fact quite
stationar- Uikno%,n to the subject. it •,s ther.--o' acceptecr as 'seen'
oii1n when at leas, 3 dots %%ere continuously Visi.,ke

Results-The results for the 18 lsubjects are Zivcn in Table 8. On
examination of the data b% analhsi, of variance. it was found that the
collimated pattern .asso, tated with the re-atest pick-up distance was
the hexagon of black dots superimposed on the small dot test plate.
The fixation patterns, arranged in their order of usefulness in regard
to procuring accu-ate focu; at infinity, ai, v foliloxs:

Black spot hexagon-best
Bright cross
Bright spot hexagon
Bright vertical bar
Bright horizontal bar
Bright simulated cloud floor and horizon--worst.
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Most of the subjects reported that when the small clots appeared
they did so quickly and suddenly. A few subjects, however, reported
that the small dots appeared and disappeared in a fluctuating manner.
When they were made larger they were seen with no fluctuation.

It is interesting to note that those who observed this fluctuation
were usually those who derived little benefit from having a collimated

Table 8. Mean scors for each of the 6 tests. together uith sigr•ficace of the difference

betueen theme me=z

scoff Tt.t Tet IF Tet B Tet E 7ci D Teit

, ~T, 5t .4 18-1 none°i* °* *
-•Trit F I6.4- non11 no0ne noISH " *
i iTrit B 15-1 none no01e no0ne nonec

S--tE 14-7 °" none non, 11011 noneC

STest C 13 8 ... r° onle none- now+

z•Signiaftt difftrerxeat of.5per cent iezel; i signtfmt diffvere, at I per cent ld;e.; siýifiant
difference at 0-I per cent !ed

"pattern to look at. It may be that these people have a resting position
of accommodation at about infinity. This resting position they would
involuntarily assume when there was nothing to look at, as when they
were viewinz an empty visual field. On several occasions in the empty
field experiment, subjects reported that they had momentarily seen
the small dots as they began to look into the apparatus but that the
small dots had immediately afterusards disappeared.

SUMMARY

Some collimated patterns are more effective than others in making
subjects focus accurately at infii~ity. Of six pattern, tested, the best was
a hexagon of large black dots. The remainder in order of effectiveness
were:

A bright cross
A hexagon of large bright spots
A bright vertical bar
A brighli iorizontal bar.

The least effective was a bright simulated cloud floor. It secms in
general that the most effective stimulus is that which approximates in
shape and size to the target finally to be recognised.
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THE EFFECT OF EMPTY FIELD MYOPIA

UPON THE MINIMUM VISUAL ANGLE

FOR A DISTANT TARGET

"THJE failure to focus at infinity does not neces-arily imply failure to
see clearly at infinity, for a small pupil which has the effect of increasing
depth of focus of the eye may compensate sufficiently for inaccuracies
in fijcussing. If, on the other hand, depth of focus does not.compensate
sufficiently for inaccurate focussing, a distant target, which when
accurately focussed subtends the minimum visaal angle, will no longer
be seen when its retinal image becomes blurred. The angular size of that
target will therefore have to be increased until the blurred retinal image
becomes so large that it is capable of arousing attention and of initiating
an accommnodatior reflex.

This experiment was designed to determine-in a large group of
subjects-what reduction in distant acuity was thus caused by the
involuntary accommodation made whilst viewing an empty visual field.

EXPERIMENTS

.M ethod .1-. \onrmal accommodation
The apparatus employed has already been described and is shown in
Fig. 32. As in the previous experiment, any one of 19 biconvex lenses of
focal lengths from 3 tc 24 inches could be placed before the eve which
was pre-rnted with the test pattern. Each time a different lens was
used. by adjusting the distance of the test pattern and fixation pattern
from the lens it was possible to obtain a step-b.-stcp change in the
angular size of the test pattern dots. whilst maintaining them and the
fixation pattern at optical infinity.

The fixation pattern employed in this series of observations was a
hexagon of large black dots, which could be superimposed on the test
pattern of small dots as shown in Fig. 53. This particular fixation
pattern was employed since it had been found to be the most useful of
six pat rns with -egard to procuring accurate focus for infinity 'see
p. 104 . The diameter of each dot in the hexagon fixation pattern was
1-5 ram.. and the diameter of the hexagon was 25 mm. The star-
shaped small dot pattern, which will be referred to ,as the test pattern,
has already been described. The diameter of cach dot in this case was
0-06 mm. and the distance between dots was 3-5 nam.

The test tonsisted essentially in measuring the following thr-eC
variables in each subject. !
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PHYSIOLOICAL FACTORS AFFECTING AIR-TO-AIR-VISIBILITY

(a) The far point.
(b) The angular size of the collimated small dots when they were

detected in an. empty field.
(c) The threshold angular size of the collimated small dots when

they were seen beside the large dot collimated fixation pattern.

Fig. 53. The smali dot tet
superimposedfixation patern

0 0*

Of the 63 subjects %%ho took part in this test, 54 were pilots and 9
were either navigators or air gimners. A subject was first given the
following instructions which were read to him:

Jnc'd,,ions to subjects: air-to-air searrh

This test is in connzection with the air-to-air search problem. As
you know it is more difficuilt to pick up a target at high altitude
than at lower altitudes, and this investigation is arn attempt to find
out ,shy this is so. We are not in this test comparing your per-
formance with that of anybody else, and the results which you
score ao not affect you personally, nor do they find their w.iy on to
your medical documents, whether you do weli. badly or
indifterently. None the less do your best. Now to the test:
The target which you will try to see is a pattern of small black dots,

arranged like that pattern on the wall o~er there. When you look
into tb. apparatus try to imagine that you are looking into the sky
and that you are in fact scarzhing for a formation of aircraft-
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EMPTY FIELD MYOPIA AND DISTANT TARGET SIZE

a formation s hich is dead ahead of you a't the time and at the same
altitude as you are. Sometimes I shall put up a hexagon of large
black dots, similar to a gyro gun-sigitt pattern, and this is to help
you look in the correct direction. With this large hexag6n in
position the Pattern of small dots will appear in the centre of the
hexagon, as I shall show you piesentlv.
When there is no patt-!rn present, what you see represents fun a
way the sky at high altitude above all cloud and without any
visible condensation trai*,> to help.
Forget that this test is taking pl ze a short distance from you, and
remember throughout the test always to look away in the distance
as if you were searching irn the sky.

A determination of the far point was then carried out as follows:
Before the left c.'e. which in this series of tests was the one with which
the test pattern was recognised, a positive lens of 10 inches focal
length was placed, and at the focus of this lens the test pattern and
fixation pattern were set up. When the subject reported that he could
see the test pattern inside the hexagon of th. fixation pattern, the test
pattern, together with the superimposed fixation pattern, was moved
slowly away from him until he reported that it had disappeared. The
distance through ..hich the test had moved was then noted. As this
movement took the test pattern beyond the focus of the viewing lens,
it resulted in rays con erging towards the eye. Hypermetropes were
therefore able to follow the test further out than enuimetropes, although
depth of focus and the angular size of the test pattern dots accounted
for the fact that all subjects could tolerate some movement away of
the test before it disappeared. In the far point determination the small
dots subtended about 9 minutes of arc and were therefore well above
the minimum visual angle. They disappeared because they became
blurred. From this determination of far point, the real refraction was
found by employing the calibration graph in Fig. 38.

When the far point determination was complete, the subj-ct was
presented either with the empty field or with the fixation pattern,
and his task was to report when the small dots of the test pattern became
visible. WVhcn the test pattern was being used without the fixation
pattern, the subject was told that they would appear in the centre of
the field, and the area was indicated before the test. The test was
always started below threshold, that is, with the test pattern at its
furthest from the subject.

In this cxperimcnt the test was binocular as in the practical case of
air-to-air search. The recognitioii of the test pattern, however, was
monocular. The subjeci was helped to look in the correct direction by
being told that the test would appear in the centre of the diffraction
ring caumed by the 2-9 mm. artificial pupil.
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With all subjects measurements were made of the distance at which
the target was picked up (a) in an empty field, and (b) with the help
of the collimated fixation pattern; but to cancel out the learning factor
half the subjects were given the empty field test before the fixation
pattern test and half were given the empty field test last. The order of
presentation was changed after each subject.

Frequently the entire test pattern was not seen, particularly when
it was near threshold; so unknown to the subject a 'seen' response was
accepted if at least 3 dots were visible simultaneou-ly and without
fluctuations.

An indication of the subject's experience was obtained from the
proforma reproduced bclo%%.

MYI-ING EXPERIENCE PROFORMA

Name
Rank
Squadron
Date

1. Conarolled Inti'mplion E-rcise: I lov. man% sorties of this type abose 2-5.110 feet
since I I 50)?

fly day ..... sorties
iBy night ...... sorics

2. Numlber of fl, ing hours in fighter squadron since 1 I 503?

S...... hour's

3. Approxrmatc total number of hi,,ing hours?

....... hour's

4. W.Vere %ou fhiniz operationailh Iet'seen 1939-1946?

Yes No

5. Korea sw:ire: Numbrr cf o.rrational ortics .....
T,. 1" of aircraft . .. .......... ..

Question I was an attempt to assess the number of high altitude sorties,
because high altitude sorties are not usualy dcsignated .1. such in the
log book entry.

Rrsults-The experimental data are tabulated in the Appendix I. The
distance ,at which the small test pattern dots were recognised in an
empty field /subsequently referred to as no stntuius distance), was
ahlays less than that when the collimated fixa-ion pattern was present

• SL-•!(subsequently referred to as with stimn,:us distance). This hitter was
virtually a determination of the minimum visual angle, since the
(sbeuetyreerdtoa it tmiu itac) Ti ate a
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subject was accurately focussed at infinity. The means are given in
Table 9. It was observed that in the majority of cases recognition of the
test pattern in an empty visual field was a sudden process in that the
hesitation which usually accompanies any determination of threshold
was not present; either the test was seen or was not seen. When the
fixation patteri was present, however, recognition was more gradual.

Ta~b 9. D&t)ance at hlich the coh..4tnid :reet it dlucted ciih and uzthout t•e help cf a -uptrimpohed
colhmatnakdiration pattern

St•.dard
.MIean dearatoft Range

oA'O s5iulzu dwtance 9 9 441 4-3-i8-0

117-11 isttmusl diance 19 o 2-1 12-4-24 0

Ihice citstances are ,rnh"svel proporton.a! to the anele viibte-nded bv the tarnet to.

ýhsbt .the am rimaasured in inches. the, ran eqtaMs be rmcaidetl as Miles oar art,other unit 4 IJenrth.

The performance of each subject was expressed as a ratio of the
with stimulus to the no stimulus distance. A high ratio thus represents a
poor performance with a big reduction in range when the fixation

÷0-,f

1' 1 *" " : j'

No -o./ ** . *: e I"*0 1
e. $.-I r • • z

Fig..54. Correlaion of ro itimulus to far point ,t sef!'.

pattern is removed. A low ratio indicates a good performance, the best
possible ratio being 1 0 when there would be no reduction of range if
the fixation pattern werey removed. The mean value of this ratio for the
63 subjects was 2-21. The Standard Deviation was 0-82 and the range
1.11 to 4-00. This means that the minimum visual angle fora collimated,
round, black target against a white background has to be increased
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by more than two times before the target is detected in an emp:y
* •visual field.

The no stimulus and with stimulus distances (in inches) wc:e found
to correlate closely with the far point in dioptres (Figs. 54 and 55).
Correlation coefficients were -0-'3 and -0-55, significant at the
1 and 0-1 per cent levels respectively, showing thereby that hyper-
metropes searching in an empty visual field detected the target at a
greater distance than did emmetropes or myopes. No correlation was
found between the ratio of with stimulus no stimulus and far point.

-- o. 0 .

S _0Z

02 --. 1-

W 1,0 L

berh t~m/u * a••..U

Fig•. 5.5. Cuorelaiton of wa'h itimu.1us to far point see *fxt

: No relation was found between the ratio and experience, as measured
by either age, total flying hours, flying hours in a fighter squadron, or

Sth~e number of high altitude sorties. Neither was there a demonstrable

. correlation between either the no stimulus or the with -timulus va!u--
and these four variables. Sulbdivision of the subjects into various
arbitrary age groups and expe-inceic group,; as defined by total flying
hours, failed to show any" signit cant trend.

At the distance of 201 inch2-0 o ,ich soie subjects 205 out of 63)

recognised the test with dlie help of the collimated pattern, the small
black dots each subtei.ded an angle of 25 seconds. Other subjects,
recognising the test at 24 inches, were r~cognising a black dot subtending
21 seconds of arc.

The ordeli of presentaton of the ten t seemed to make little difference,

-fr weher age no stimulus test was carried out inmedia fte r s dhe far
point determination it had a mean value of 9-8 inches, and when it is
given last it had a mean value of 10-10 inches.

recgnse th1etwt10 el ftecliaedpten h ml

blc dot eahODICdda-nleo 5scod.Ohr ujcs
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Method B-Fixrd accommodation
If a test object is not in focus, it becomes blurred and consequentlyi

more difficult to see; and, if it is so small as to subtend the minimum
visual angle, the out-of-focus blurring causes it to disappear. For such
a test object to remain visible its size has to be increased by var'ing
amounts according to the degree of out-of-focus blurring which is
present. The effects of inaccurate fbcussing are mitigated to a certain
extent by depth of focus, as determined by the pupil size. It should be
noted, however, that this experiment does not measure depth of focus
which, in the usually accepted sense, is the range over which the power
of the lens can be changed without producing noticeable blurring of
the object focussed. The thresholds measured here were not at the
!cvei of *most noticeable blurring' but at the other end of the scale,
when the blurring was so marked that tbe small object could no longer
be seen.

A cycloplegic was employed to fix accommodation and to enable
known amounIts of out-of-focus blurring of a collimated test object
to be produc.cd by the interposition of suitable spectacle lense before
the eye. The cycloplegic-hymatropine and cocaine guttae (at 2 per
cent)-was inst-lled into the conjunctival sac at 20-minute intervals
on three occasions, so that after I hour there was complete paralysis
of the accommodation mechanism. A 2-9 mm. artificial pupil was
used.

The .imall dot test object, which has already been described, was
again employed. It was always presented at infinity, and its angular
size was varied by employing collimating lenses of various focal lengths,
the test object always being at the point of focus of the lens. The size
of the collimated test could thus be increased step by step from below
threshold until it became visible. Because of its bulk it was not possible
to employ a 'zoom' lens: the zoom lens, frequently employed in tele-
vision cameras, is a lens of continuously variable power by mcans of
which continuous changes in angula: size of the test object could have
been obtained.

The out-of-focus blurring was produced by placing in front of the
viewing eye both positive and negative spherical lenses which varied
by steps of0-25 dioptre. At each level of out-of-fccus blurring there was
measured the increase necessary in angular si7e of the test object to
make it visible once more.

Rfsults--In Fig. 56, dioptres of out-of-focus blurring were plotted
against the increase. in size which were necessary for the collima~ed!
test object to remain visible. The power of the blurring lens with which
the test object was seen subtending the smalest angle was taken as
correspon, ng to the optimum correction for the homatropinised eye.
By means of that lens the image was presumably focussed as accurately
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as possible on the fovea centralis, so that increases or decreases in
power of the blurring lens caused the image -o fall in front of or behind

the retina. This lens, which gave optimum correction, was therefore
regarded as being zero dioptres; and, as in the experiment it was -2-5
dioptres, this was subtracted from all measurements, the abscissa
being thus shifted so that zern dioptres blurring corresponded to the
minimum visual angle.

,f I,.

2.0 4 .. f 0 01. 0 01l - i7. 1 4 11 6.5

M47ye khry. re/ma - -11.age bef've ,d'ra

Fig. 56. The increase in iz.e nece-sar3yfor a nmall black object to remain i.:b/t in spite
fout-of-fa3us btuqring

Fig. 56 shows that when the subject was focussed accurately on the
test object at zero dioptres, ±-025 dioptre of Llurringcould be tolerated.
When there was more than 0-25 dioptre of blurring, however, in order
to be still visible the size of the test object had t(, be increased. The
graph shows that a given amount of blurring, aaed by the image
falling in front of the retina, necessitated a greater increase in size of the
test object than did the same zmount of blurring caused by the image
falling behind the retina. Thus, blurring increasing from -L-0-3 to
-0-O-75 dioptre necessitated an increase in angular size of the test
object of about 2 times. An equal amount of blurring, caused by
the image faiiing behind the retina, necessitated an increase of
only 1-5 times. The general form of the curve is thus seen to oe
skew.

The graph in Fig. 56clearly shows that if one considers that the extent
of involuntary accommodation in an empty visual field is (,5 dioptre,
the angle subtended by a collimated test objct of threshold size has to
be increased by 1-5 times so that it may remain visibie in spite of being
out of focus. 0.75 dioptre of excessive accommodation requires that the
size of a small test object be doubled. Thus on the basis of this experi-
nment, it is to be expected that a pilot searching for a target aircraft

in a cdoudless sky would detect it at about half the distance at which
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he could detect it with the assistance of a stimulus at infinity such as a
background of clouds or condensation trail.-

SUMMARY

63 subjects took p.rt i'i a test to determine the difference between
"pick-up ranges in z visual field %vth detail at infinity, and in an empty

visual field. In basic terms, this was to determine what increase was
necessary for a target subtending minimum visual angle to be still
detectable in spite of the out-of-focus b!urr;ng caused b% the involuntary
accommodation exerted on looking at an empty vis-.,al field. It wa
found that a targct had to ;ome to half the distance, or :n other words,
it had to become twice as big before it could be detected in an empty
visual field.

An experiment in which accommodation was paralysed showed that
such an increase of two times is associated with an experimental
'myopia' of 0-75 dioptre. Thus the experiments confirm one another:

(1) In an empty field the lens has been shown to change convexity
to an extent associated with 0-5 D. to about 1-0 dioptre.
(2) It has been shown that a small distant target has to be twice
threshold size to be visible in an empty field.
(3) The findings of (1) and (2) above are linked "n the finding that
an increase of twice in the minimum visual angle is associated with
0-75 dioptre of 'myopia'.
No correlation was demonstrated between performance in search

in a empy vsualfied an fling experience. A strong positive
ianempty visual field and flNi i

correlation exists between far point and

(a) minimum visual angle of a distant target;
(b) performance in search in an empty visual field.

Slightly long-sighted people are therefore better at search, both in
an empty visual field and where detail is present, than are *normal
sighted" or short-sighted subjects.

S11.3 .,,-

___________________________
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GLARE

THE visual problems associated with flight at high altitude fall into
two groups: the problems of glare, due principally to the reversed light
distribution, and those of air-to-air search, due principally to the empty
visual field. In each case, the difficulties enceuntcred arc peculiar to
flight at high altitude, and especially to flight in the stratosphere.
AMthough there are problems uf glare and of air-tg-air search also at
!ow altitudes, their origin is different and they do vot give rise to the
zame effects as those encountered at high altitude.

One of the first indications of the cxistence of special visual problems
at altitude was the frequently mentioned difficulty in reading instru-
ments whilst flying towards the sun with the instrument panel in
shadow. Difficulty is seeing instruments on an instrument panel in
shadow is not a new problem, but at low altitude it is usually observed
only when flying towards a sui which is low in the sky, as in the early
morning or in the evenir.g. At high altitude this difhcultv ywas more often
prc.;ent and was, furthermore, observable at all times nfday, irrespcctive
of the altitude of the sun above the horizon.

It was known that, with increasing altitude, shadows became
darker and sunlit art-as became brighter, but what %.as frequendy

"forgotten in the assessment from theory of changes in contrast between
light and shade at differert altitudes, wa, that a great deal of light is
reflected up from below the aircraft. Layer clouds, constituting a
uniform cloud floor, are not alone responsible for this reflected light,
for, even on days on whi'h the sky appears from the ground to bc b'ue
and cloudless, the lower layers of the atmosphere m'ay contain a suffiient
density of large scattering particles of moisture an- of dust to rcfl,.ct
back an appreciable amount of light to the eyes of an aviator at high
altitude.

During high altitude flight there is thus usually present a cloud floor
which becomes more uniform and more extensive when seu-. from
greater heights. At very high altitudes (40,000 feet upwards) one is
looking at what is really the top of the layers ofcloud and haze which give
brightness to the sky seen from ground level. Thus there is usually much
light coming from below-more than from the sky above-the effect
being that of a reversal of the asual light distribution in the visual field.

The proiblems of glare at altitude have thereiere a simple orihn,
but they are *n practice complicated by the interplay of other factors
which have to L-. taken into account in the assessment of the problem.
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The reversed light distribution has two effects. The first, iealing'Iwith contrast and the illumination of shadows, can be a.KmsA in

Sphysical terms The second, dealing with the effect of the alt~ciCt -Wi~t
S* ~distribution on retinal sensitivity, has to be assessed in ph,,:o.;0-)g'ca

rterms.

' ODN'I'KONMAST M EA-SURP.•ES N-rS

The use of lih dsrin has two effhe light changes 3,alik
place at high altitude ilumnationaof shae when the experi--: -, ai

done therm was no photometer immedia:ely available which sa
sufficienly small to be used in the restricted space of the Mleteor Mk. 7
cockpit and had a range suffieiently great to enable measuremenes to

f ~be carried out of the illumin:ation of a surface in direct sunlight and
! ~then in shadow. The two methods employed, however--one measuring

Siluminance of a white surface and the othter measutring illumination of
"-• l the instrument panel--can fortunately, 'ti compared since one wascalibrated au-einst the other. That ahe units in which the light measure-k

t

pmerts were recorded are not absolute units is a pcaty since it th .ould have

presented a more complete picture; but it does not really interfe~re
dnth the main purpose of this experiment a which was to determine the
principles governing the illumination of shadow areas at high altitude.

The simplicity of the solution makes one wonder whether the
experiment was rwally necessary. The existing literature on the subject,

. .• however, -%uggest., that it w•,as, since in no case is this theme of rererstd
light distribution fully investigated and commented upon.

The changes in illumination which take place ith increase in
paltitude ha'e been comined in the first chapter of Part rl in which
wit was shown that the contrast between sunlight and shadow increaset
with altitude ovelr if the shadow is not in line with a layer of cloud or

' ,•haze from which it cou!d receive much reflected ligh~t. With increase
in altitude the horizon remains bright, whilst mome 40o above the

=: ~horizon the sky. luminance decre,_.-se in direct proportion to the atmnos-
pheric pressure. The result of this decrease in sky luminance is that

howevrst all shadows which are not in line with the cloud floor Telow the

aircraft become darker, this• change is more marked for those shadou-s-
which are in line only is-ith the arens of sky neardr the zenith.

A glchange it t ange, of tnwosphric pressure with increase in
altitude (Fig. 57) shoex that the difference in pressure bitween, say,
i),tI and 40,show feet is less than that between 2i,000 and 30,000 feet.
From this one deducli the next fact of importance, namely that the
changes in sky brightneci, and thereflre ted changes in contrast

between litu t and shade, from 30,ains to 40, 0w feet ar4 less than
those occurring between 20,000 and s d0p0o0 feet. The differences
in light intensity ths become progfressively lessu br equal increases in

altitude.

3000 nd4000 ee s es ha ta btwe 2,00an 3,00fet
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The ie ]4 con:rast between light and shade with increase in
altiu-trc X* due ,yrincipally to the shadows becoming darker, and not
to the sunlit arc ,• beemr-ming brighter. It should be noted, however,
that even outside t:e earth's atmosphere shadows will never become
absoluwl:1y biack, not only becatze they uswally receive light from
n;,ighixmring iflluiuatem a;w but also because they" receive some
i.zht frm the dark sky, -G s:,M and, according to HULBERT (1948),

' I

from the interstellar dust which is responsible for the intrinsic luminance
of t'. night sky. To a certain extent one can experience this peculiar
light environment today, under the special conditions of high altitude
flight at dusk or at dawn. Here one may be flying in sunlight, whilst
below all may be dark. In these conditions, when flying towaids the
setting sun, thc instrument panel receives light only from the twilight
sky behind the aircraft.

A point calling for special attention is the finding that there was little
or no incresec in the luminance of sunlit areas at altitude. This rnlt .
does not imply that the intensity of insolation or direct sunlight did
not increase with altitude, since the measurements made were of the
effect of 10121 illumination on a vertical white surface-a surface which
received light from direct sunlight as well as frem sky scatter. The
illumination derived from sky scatter decreased with increase in
altitude, whereas that derived from direct sunlight increased, the two
changes apparently balancing one another. That with increase in
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altitude the loss from one source should be so balanced by the increase
from the other that the total illumination showed little change suggests
such a remarkable effect of natural compens•:tioa that one is tempted
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to extend the areup-cnt and to suKgett that outside the earth's atmos-
pherc the visible illumination from direct sunlight may well be of the
same order as the total illuminatimn received at lower altitudes from
direct sunlight and from skylight.

The cssential difference in the visible light coming f-om above on to
a surface at high altitude !; thui that the total light becomn inore
directional zs the proportion due t, sky scatter decreases.

The principles governing ilum;.nat.on of a sh.dow area arc shown
in Figs. 58 and 59 and can briefly be ntunciated thus if, at high altitude,
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a par. of the cockpit is in such a position as to be subtended by a a
sufficiently large area in the hemisphere of ssky' below thc horizon, l
it will be sufiwciently illuminated, even when in shadow, to enable

. ~ *~ft' u. c]I
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ir.-trumenms to be read. ,'r't is s~ibtended only. by. an area in the upper

h- s.iphere of sky. it• lumi|narnr when in shadow will v'ar" in\'ersely
4as the altitude abov+e sea le*vel. The effect will be more marked a5 the

area <,~k subte-ndedi approache, to the zenith. Iii such a case it will
be ;lcccss•ar" to make special provision tbr Iieh~ing the instrument

panel in shadow~. In all cas.es, howe,,er, the luminance of the instrunment
p•nlat high altitude would be increased by painting as much a..

p, •I'Z•' of the interior of the cockpit, especially behind and at the
pilot'\ side, in some light coloured paint, preferably a matt white
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which would diffusely reflect light on to an instrument panel in shadow
whilst the aircraft was being flown towards the sun's quarter.

OiSCOMFORT CAUSED BY GLARE

It might be expected that on teleological grounds there would be a

difference in sensitivity between the upper and lower parts of the
retina. No such difference in sensitivity has however been demonstrated,
and one must consequclit:y look eisewhere for an explanation of the
discomfort caused by the reverned light distribution at high altitude.

The condition is, like most g~ire effects, due to the stimulation of the
parafovea and periphery of the retina by light, which reduces the
sensitivity of the uns::mulated areas of the retina. This effect is
accentuated if one is placed in an environment in which most of the

light comes from below, becau!se the losser part of the field of vision is
not restricted like the upper part by orbital ridges and eycbrows. The
position of the eve in relation to the bony structure of the forehead and
check-bones is ideally suited to cope with excessive light which normally
conies from above, at the same time allewing unhindered vision below;
but when the light distribution is reversed, what was an aavantage
becomes a marked disadvantage since light floods unhindered into the

eye from below. A much greater area of the retina is consequentiv
stimulated by the cloud floor beneath the aircraft than is no-reallv

stimulated by the sky above.

A reversal of lizght distribution in this vav is sometimes an advantage,
as in the cas-e of footlights on a stage, in preventing a performer from
seeing the audience, but it causes a marked disadvantage in the air.

and its effect may be accentuated by the adoption of a prone position
from uluicla :he pilot is expected to fly. searc;i ,ky and land an aircraft
visually. By comparison, the adoption of a supine position, where visual
flight is to be carried out, has marked advantages. TIhe head does not
need to be tilted backwards in order to see above the horizon, and
siymilar"'; much of the lower field of view, if distre.,singlh bright, can be
cut off bv having the head more in line with the supine trutk.

Whether it be due It) neural interaction or to stray light within the
eye, the deprc,, ion in retinal sensitivity caused by the glare ;ource in the
periphery accentuates the effets due to the physical decrease in
luminance of the -ha(ldw areas at high altitude. Not only is the pilot
%"ubjccted w. a zlare source in the periphery of his field of view, but his
cntral field of view is physically darker than it would be at lower
altitudes. ius,. on all ,ccasion, when flying to a sufliciendy high
altitude aitd tou mrds the sun, the instrument panel will become darker;
and when there is a uniform cloud floor beneath the aircraft. the
lumi iance of the in-trument panel in shadow may be rendered

M!2
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subjectively even lower by reason of the depression in retinal sensitivity
caused by a peripheral glare source of increased intens;ty.

The speed with which these changes in ambient light can occur
contributes much towards producing discomfor,, especially amongst
the pilots of fighter aircraft who are liable to be subjected to the m(.st
rapid changes in altitude. Less than one minute after take-off they, nmy
be transported from an environment of light and shade normally en-
countered in Britain to one which is rather like a combination of glaring,
polar, snow fields ýwith tropical sunlight isee Author'; note p. 127).

ANOXIA

The subjective haze effect which had been observed in the visual field
at high altitude aff-irded much speculation as to its cause. There seems
little doubt, howcver, that it was due to a depression .n sensitivity
of the retina caused principally by the greater extent and uniformity
of the cloud floor when seen from high altitude. On subsequently
looking into the darker cockpit, a large positive after-image of this
cloud fu,,,. was seen to cover apparently the entire field of view.

This haze, however, persisted and the experiments carr.ed out in the
decompression chamber showed that the persistence was probably
contributed to bv the slight anoxia which was present during the flights
at 40,000 feet with oxygen at ambient pressure. Employing the oxygen
regulator on its highest setting for use at heights above 25,,00) feet,
the sitting subject at 40,0(K) feet is known to be under :he conditions
of mild oxygen deprivation such as would exist in breathing normal
air at 10,066 feet altitude (BRISK, 1944).

Whilst it is known that the effect; of oxygen lack on scotrpic vision
are evident at as low an altitude as 4.000 feet, it is generally accepted
that changes in photopic vision take place only in marked anoxia. It
was therefore particularly interesting to find cv;dence of such changes
in the visual system at as iow a simulated altitude as 5,0(K) feet.

Earlier it had been suggested that the haze eifect mig-h be due tc a
persistent positive after-image of the bright cloud floor. Experiment has
shown that such, a positive after-image, seen in darkness, would indeed
last longer in anox~a. just as in scotopic vision the recovery of retinal
sensitivity is prolonged in anoxia, so in photopic vision the longer
duration of the after-image suggests a similar effect.

The longer recovcr time after dazzle thus seems to be a symptom
which appears in slight oxygen deficiency; whilst on the other hand the
general depression of retinal sensitivity, as evidenced by the common
observation of darkening of the %isual field, seem, to take place only
when the degree of anoxia is already marked.

The experiment on the recovery time from light-adaptation during
decompression (Fig. 24) shows a shortening of recovery times occurring
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between 25.000 and 35,000 feet. At 25,000 fee. the flow-meter was
switched on to high flow of oxygen, but the improvement actually
took place before this change in flow was made.

GRANDJEAN (1948), carrying out tests on several function. oi the* central ne, vous system at about 10,500 feet on the Jungfraujoch: found
that, compared with the threshold at 2,500 feet, there was at altitude
a lowering of threshold, which disappeared after the administration of
100 per cent oxygen and reappeared when the oxygen administration
was stopped. He points out that the reason other investigators were
unable to demonstrate a similar effect in experiments carried out in the
decompression chamber is that subjects were given insafficient time
in the lowered oxygen environment before being subjected to tests.
He found, on repeating the tests in the laborato'y under low oxygenl
tension (13-5 per cent), that the lowering of threshold of cutaneous
sensitivitv was detectable only after 15 minutes, and increase in amnpii-
tude of the patellar reflex was demunstrable only after 45 minutes.

It seems as though the effect on diminished recovery time w!,ich was
observed in the present experiment in the decompression chamber, is
similar to that observed by Grandjean. It will be noted that in this
experiment the time takcn te teach 40,000 feet was 45 minutes, the
whole experiment lasting 90 minutes. On the other hand the results
obtained could be, at least in part, due to the failure to control pupil
size during the experiment.

The changes in pupil size with anoxia do not show a definite or
consistent response. DUGUET and NfrRCIER (1952), in an investigation
of the changes in pupillary area during anoxia, found that the pupil
paradoxically tends to dilate in light, whereas in the dark it tends to
constrict. Their findings (in percentages) were as follcws:

"Darkne• Li ýZt
Dilatation 27.7 &_-0
Contraattwn 55"5 18-8
N'O r tion 16-8 31-2

It is thus difficult to predict what pupillary changes would take
place in this experiment but, on the basis of the work of Duguet and
Mercier, it would be more likely that a dilatation would take place
whilst undergoing light-adaptation and that a constriction would take
place whilst the subject sat in darkness waiting for the adaptometer to
become visible. In bo:h of these cases the effect would be to prolong
the recovery time. The increased recovery time at 40,000 feet might
thereby be explained, but not the diminished recovery time between
25,000 and 35,000 feet.

In the experiment on the duration of th,- positive after-image in
anoxia, pupil size was controlled; therefore in this czse the longer" -. :duration of the after-image is attributable either dirc-tly to anoxia or

'- ito some general change taking place as a result of anoxia.
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Eigenlicht
To refer to the sensation of light which arises spontaneously in the
• bsence of a physical stimulus of light as 'intrinsic light of the retina'
is rather begging the question, since it is not known whether the origin
is centrai or peripheral. The term 'eigenlicht' (own light) is thus more
suitable. In the case of the light sersation occurring as a result of
pressure ischaemia, the sensation must have a peripheral origin; but
in the case .f the light sensation occurring either spontaneously or as a
result of z-oxia, the origin of the .ensation hi's never been ascertained.

The observations of the eigenlicht in anoxi.: were carried out ip order
to determine whether, by preventing the test from being clearly seen,
eigenlicht was a factor contributing towards the longer recovery time
from dazle in anoxia. It was found that the sensation of light did
increase with .inoxia, the effect being visible at 10,000 feet. On supply-
isig 100 per cent oxygven after a period of about 5 minutes at 20,000 feet
without oxygen, the sensation of light incresed grea-ly within a few
seconds, lasted about 10 seconds and then gradually decreased.

When these changes are examined in detail it seems that their arig:n
is more likelv to be reti-al than cerebral. The most striking feature is the
similarity to the light sezsation occurs;rng when pressure is applied to
the eyes so as to produce retinal ischaerma. The s'milaritv in the two
conditions can be seen by reference to Figs. 25 and 26.

LATHAM (1951), in an investigation of the o._.. gn paradox, concluded
that the changes occurring within 12 seconds of ad~ainistration of
oxygen after a period of anoxia were due predominantly to a disturb-
ance of the central nervous system-possibly as a result of momentarily
increased cerebral anoxia caused by the fall in blood pressureý which
follows upon the readmission of oxygen. This fill in blood pressure is
apparently associated with a reflex vas,-dilatation and consequent
increased peripheral blood flow beginning 2-4 seconds after the return
of oxygen and having its maximum effect in about 30 ceconds. On
this basis the visuz.l effects could be explained in :erms of the increased
retinal blood flow alone.

The picture presented by the retinal ischacinia differs from that due
to anoxia only in the central area of the retina. This clears before the
periphery in the recovery from anoxia, and after the periphery in the
recovery from pressure ischaemia. This diffierence might be explained
by the different mechanisms by which the normal blood -upp:y is
resumed.

On readmission of oxygcn after anoxia, the vasodilatation affects all
the small vessels simultaneously, so that the central area of the retina
with its veryv small blood vessels would receive its augmented blood
supply at he same time as the peripheral retina. On the other hand,
when pre•sure is released from compressed blood ves-els, recovery will
take plare vlong the course of the blood ves25is, the central area being
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therefore affected after the periphery. It will be seen that it is thus4 unnecessary to invoke cerebral changes to expiain the sensation of
light occurring in the recovery from anoxia, but one ,'annot state that
cerebral changes play no part in the phenon'enon. In fact, the findings
of N, !LL and CH!XN (1950) that anoxia a9fects first the cortex, then
ganglion cells, bipolar cells, and lastly the photoreceptors, renders more
likely the possibility that during the onset of anoxia at least seime of the
light sensation observed may be of cerebral origin.

It is therefore concluded that the origin of the st.nsation of light
occurring spontaneously in anoxia may be either retinal or cerebral
or both. The sensatior of light on readmission of oxygen, however, is
more likely to be of purely retinal origin. The subjective light, whilst
possibly having a visible effect u;pon photopic vision, is more .ikeiv
to be of importance only in scotopic vision where its presence in the
visual field would interfere with the visibility :,f a threshold source by
subjectively reducing the contrast between that source and its back-
ground. It might thus be a factor contributing to the raising of the
absolute threshold to light during anoxia.

Colour Vision
SDuring the high altitude flights it had been no:iced that, along with

the appearance of haze in the visual field, colours appeared to be de-
saturated. One had the impression of not bcing so conscious of colours
as at lower altitudes, and such colours as were visi.-le seemed to be
more blue than they would have been at k-ver altitudes. On one of the
high altitude flights, tests carried out with Ishihara plates revealed no
abnormality of colour vision.

In retrospect, the effec, seems to have been due to the lowered
retinal sensitivity caused by "he bright outside ,cen, and by the slight
ox'gen deficit at 40,000 feet. The description 'cold', employed by
artists in reference to co!ours, describes precisely the altered appearance
of colours at high altitude. Colo rs are referred to as 'warm' when they
contain more red than others with which they arc being compared,
and they arc referred to as being 'colder' when they contain more blue.
It has been observed that when retinal sensitivity has beer. lowered by
light-adaptation, all colours in the visual field become 'coider'. This
difference, which is dependent upon the colour temperature of the
adapting light, seems to be a useful and sensitive test for determining
differences in a,•aptation between the two eyes.

Haze Cuttirg Filters
A" An interesting effect observed during the tests carried out with the

'minus blue' amber coloured filter was tae apparent improvement in
the visibility of clouds. This improvement was entirely subjective in
that it could not be demonstrated, for when a wisp of cloud just visible
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~ th~ i .hc filter was again sought, but without the aid of the filter,
:learl) as it had been through the filter.

$i 'ms :.;,,e fi -ucntly ben put forward by the manufacturers of
tj., that their -tduct is effective in 'cutting haze' by absor!.bing
.:At. ,'rcd 'iiue of haze and thereby improving contrast and the
-. ;ity oi djmant oVbjccts• T•crc claims have never been substantiated,
-tc:, it, an investigaT,-. eC . ch claims, \VERPLANCK (1947) concluded
ti z" there was no ;'iiprovement in the discrimination of neutral
coloured targets at a distance of about 4 miles when these were viewed
through so called 'haze cutting' as well as through other coloured and
neutral filters.

Viewing a coloured target against a coloured background, however,
it is possible to improve contrast and therefore visibility by looking
through a filter which transmits the lighter colour and is opaque to the
darker colour. Thus, the contrast of a yellow object against a blue sea
may be improved by looking at it through a yellow filter which is
opaque to blue and therefore makes the sea appear darker. By looking
through such a filter, brightness contrast is increased but colour
contrast is lost; and, if there are white crests on the waves, the loss of
colour contrast between the white crests and the yellow target will be
much greater than the advantage gained by the slight increase in
contrast between the yellow target and its background.

The improved visibility of clouds, when viewed through the amber
filter, is probably due to an increase in contrast between the yeilow,%ish
clouds and their background of blue sky. Tht. wisps of haze, being less
yellow, would not show the same increasc in contrast. During a flight
at 40,000 feet on a rare occasion on which there was kio cloud below the
aircraft and very little haze, the author, who was wearing red dark-
adaptation goggles, found that he could see at once the entire Belgian
coast as far as Holland, the French coast as far as Le Havre. and the
entire Thames estuary-a radius of visibility of about 120 miles. When
the goggles were removed, it was not possible to see nearly so much of
the Continental coast. The effect was attributed to the red goggles,
which on this rare occasion gave an advantage by making the sea
appear black and the yellow sandy coastline appear brighter.

As one lcaves the atmosphere below, the sky becomes progressively darker and one would
expect stars to be t.asily seen. Their visibility, however, will always- ie impaired because of
the high contrast between dark sky and sunlit areas of the cabin unless special design can
prevemt direct sunlight from reaching the interior of the cabin or fom illuminating nearby
external objects in the field of view. Difficulties surmountable by- careful design may also
be caused by light reflections off the inner surfaces of the windows.

The difficulty in seeing stars during flight at -e.r high altitud: or outside the atmosphere
=n thus be likened to the difficulty in seeing stars at night when looking through the win-

dow ,-f a brightly lit room (COsts, P. A., 1952, deals in greater detail with the problems of
,isual .ontrast in flight). T.C.D.W.
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EMPTYr, FIELD .MYOPIA
•! TIE investigation of the problems of vision it high altitude has

S' uncovered the fact that many of the difficulties encountered are caused
S~by the absence of visible detail in tihe visual field outs':ie tihe aircraft.

s. Clouds below the aircraft may not always bc visible, particularly if
•:• the aircraft is far above the cloud floor or if the pilot is sitting low inl his

Sseat. \Vhiilst searching the sky for another aircraft there is thus frequently
• ~nothing in the disotance on which the eves can focus. In the absence ofU -

Sdetail in the sky it also becomes diffcult to scan in a regular pattern, as
: is normally done. -this type of visual field, %hich thus takes on a new

S~imperl.',nce by virtue of the frequency with which it is encountered at
Shigh altitudie, hias been called an ernpv risualfidld. This term purposely

•i does not specify the luminance of the field but merely refe-rs to a visual
.• field in which there is no detail sufficiently sharp to constitute a stimulus
7 for the accommodation mechanism.
•: •.The most striking, effect associated with vision in an empty visual
: • field is the involuntary increase in the power of accomnmodation which
:•' !takets place in spite of a subject's attempt to relax accommodation to

-, infinity. The effect of this change is that the emnnetrope, searching
;' •it, an emnpty visual field, becomes viriually inyopic.

r By varying the brightness and the contrast of a test object, .UC;KmstH
•- } and Moss (1940), eml~ioying a subjective technique, demonstrated a
•' •change similar to that which has been found in these cyvperiments.
: They found, furtherm. ore, that it occurred when the visual axes were
• i parallel --- for infinity. The significance of their findings, however,

Si does not sceem to have been gecnraily rcahsed.
i.' In the course of the present experiments it was found that when the

-. 8 subjects were presented with an crafty visual field they exerted, on an
"! i average, about 0-5 dioptre of accommodation. The c'onditions under'

:", ~which this trmpyfield myopia show-s itself are similar to those which give
:j~d rise to the phenomenon of night my'opia. In the latter case the empty
• ~field, which is recessiry to give rise to the condition, is produced either
- by the total absence of light or by a reduction of light to a leve!
•, sufficienth." !ow to prevent visible detail from acting as an accommoda-
•: • tion stimulus.

tIn both these conditions there is thus, a similar respo,|se to lack ofa
_.•.,• stimulus--so much so that one is led to the conclusion that there is _a

•.-•.•common physiological basis for the refractive changes which occur
•."..'.•under both photopic and scotopic conditions.
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The empty field myopia occurring by day has never before been
described. In the case of night myopia, however, it has been known
since 18S3 that vision in twilight can be improved by placing before
the eyes negative spectacle lenses. This phenomenon has been
independently rediscovered on several occasions, and the extensive
literature on the subject has been reviewed by KNOLL (1952) and by
O'BRIEN (1953). The opinion generally held today is that the total
effect oi night myopia is contributed to by sphrorical aberration, by
chromatic aberration and by an accommodation change. There are
fairly large variations in the estimations of the extent of night myopia
by various authors, but it seems to be generally regarded as be-ing
between I and 1-5 dioptres.

The changL in illumination from high to low involves a shift in
spectral sensitivity from cone to rod vision. The effect of this change,
acting in conjunction with chromatic aberration of the eye, is to cause
the eye to become virtually mvop;c by about 0-5 dioptre. WALD and
GRIFFIN (1947) estimated that chromatic aberration would account for
0-4 dioptre of myopia.

As seen from the work of IvA,.on (1947), the extent and the type
of spherical aberration can vary greatly between individuals. There is
little doubt, however, that under scotopic conditions, when the wider
pupil exposes the outer zones of the lens for which the focal length is
less than for paraxial rays, there results an effect which can account for
about 0-5 dioptrc of the total night myopia.

In the present instance the interest lies mainly in the third condition,
namely ilie change in refractive power of the lens. Most of the work on
this aspect of night myopia was carried out originally by Otero and his
collaborators. By employing a flash tchnique of photographing
Purkinje-Sanson images from the anterior surface of the lens, they made
measurements of the refractive changes occurring in the lens in dark-
ness. OTERO (1951) concluded that 1- 25 dioptres (f accommodation
was involuntarily exerted by the eye in darkness.

The most obvious criticisms which can be levelled at the cxperi-
mental findings of involuntary accommodation exerted whilst --archi.ng
an empty visual field arc these: Firstly, it is not a special effect due to
the empty field, since it is common knowledge that nv-st people, on
looking into an apparatus containing a lens. accommodatt involuntarily
from the knowledge that the objects they are looking at are near.
Secondly, it may be said that what has been determined in the

laboratory may not apply i; the field.
The first of these is a criticism frequently levelied, and the example

cited is the strong negative setting which students unaccustomed to the
use of the microscope select in focussing that instrument. The accom-
modation, of which this is evidence, is however, not caused by the
knowledge of the nearness of the object. because when virwing distant
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objects by binoculars a similar negative setting has been found to be
the most comfortable (WALD and GRIFFIN, 1947). The findings of
Wald and Griffin refer principally to the setting of binoculars at night,
but to a lesser extent there is a similar trend in the optimum setting by
day. Now, as already pointed out, the usual practice in focussing
binoculars is to obscrve the distant object directly and then to raise
the binoculars to the eyes, adjusting the focus so that no obvious
acconimodation change should take place when changing over from
direct viewitig. The tests by Griffin and Wald may not have been
purely of the optimum setting, since the setting obtained may have
been influenced in this way by previous training. It would thus seem
that, if anything, still more negative settings would have been obtained
under coinditions in which subjects were not permitted to view the
Aistant objects by naked eve.

One can therefore see that the first ,riticism consis'., of two distinct
parts which are sometimes mistakenly believed to be dependent upon
one another. The tendency to accommodate when looking through a
lens system shows itself only in the selection of a negative setting, when
the focussing system of the apparatus is a variable one. That such a
change in accommodation does take place under these circumstances
is undisputed: but, whereas the critics make th;s accommodation change
the primary cause, the evidence of experiment and obsenvation shows
that it ",s merely the effect, the primary cause being the involuntary

Saccomrnmdation adopted in the absence of a stimulus for the accom-
-nodation mechanism. This tendency to accommodate, though put
""orward as a critici3m, is thus rather a point in support of the findings
since it indicates that the -iccommodation mechanism takes up a
position of rest not only to the absence of a stimulus but also when that
position can be adopted without detriment to the sharpness of the
retinal image.

There is no direct evidence that the lViowledge of the stimulus being
near is not a factor responsible for the involuntary accommodation.
However since this involuntary accommodation has been found to be

present " i the viewing of distant objects (night myopia and binocular
settings) i- can be but a contributory factor at the most. Even so, if it
does indeed contribute, its effect is likely to be very slight in these
experiments: because the extent of the refractive change in day myopia
was found to be of the same order as that occurring in night myopia
whilst diewing distant objects. The knowledge of the distance of the
test object could hardly be responsible for the failure of the myope to

t I relax completely in the absence of any lens or correction before his eyes.
A further point of criticism is that the failure of the myope to relax

accommodation completely, when viewing the test object directly
without intervening lenses, might have been caused by convergence
and the associated accommodation link. The test, however, was
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presented monocularly; and, furthermore, the experiments of LUc-
KEisH and Moss (1940) show that some involuntary accommodation
took place even when the visual axes were parallhe.

The linkage between accommodation and convergence would leadone to believe that tihe adoption of the resting position by the accom-

modation mechanism would be accompanied b) a convergence ofabout
I1 prism dioptre. Experiments using the small dot t.-chnique showed that
when the eyes are allowed to relax in the way referred to as 'gazing
into space'-as when one is tired-accommodation goes to the resting
pc-sition. It seems likely that this resting position of accommodation
would be adopted in anoxia tuo; and in this connection it is interesting
to note that NEELY (1953) found that in anoxia there was a tendency
for the visual axes to converge as would be expected if accommodation
were increasing. He found that in anoxia exophores improved, the
exophoria disappearing and the vi,'zal axes becoming more parallel.
Esophoria, on the other hand, became more marked, causing the
subjects to suflcr from diplopia. There is thus a tendency for the visual
axes to converge irrespective of whether they are, or tend to be,
divergent, parallel or convergent. t

Although i: does detract from the completeness of the investigation,
the fiailure to demonstrate involuntary accommodation in a field
experiment is not a serious failure, since data on the reduction of pick-
up ranges in air-to-air search at high altitudes amount to a confirmation
in the field of the experiment carried out in the laboratory. In practice
it is found at high altitude that the range at which the target aircraft
is detected is, in general, about half the range at which the same target
can be detected at low altitude.

NATURE OF ACCOMMODATION MECHANISM

It thus appears that, irrespective of whether the environment be bright
or dark, an involunt3ry accommodation occurs if there is no visible
detail which can be sharply tbcussed. The acconmmodation mechanism,
in other words, adopts a position of 'physiological rest'.

It has been shown independently by FiNCHAM (1951), and by CAMP-
BELL and PRIMROSE (1952), that the stimulus for the accomi..odation
reflex is one involving cones. In the absence of such a stimulus it is not
possible for the accommodation mechanism to relax completely, which
in the case of the emmetropc would be for a focus at infinity.

The nature of the accommodation stimulus itself is, however, not
clear. Finclham, for example, suggests that his findings are irn favour
of a mechanism which usually depends upon the detection of chromatic
fringes in order to assess whether accommodation has to be relaxed or
increased in order to focus an object. The writer, in fact, has been a
subject for Mr. Fincham in this type of experiment and has experienced
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this difficulty in focussing a test object illuminated by monochroititic
light, whilst no difficulty was experienced when the same test object
w-, ;lh-ninated by polvchr.. .;- light of the same spectr-O I..
Some of his subjects apparently do not rely on this process, since they
are able to focus targets without regard to whether the light illuminating
the target is monochromatic or polychromatic but of an identical hue.
This group of subjects, Fincham says, obtain a clue as to the direction
in which the accommdctation change must take place, so as to focus
the target by small involuntary scanning movements of the eye. It is
difficult to Uelieve that the eye could detect the small changes in gradua-
tion and in distribution of colours, round a focussed image and interpret
them correctly without hesitation so as to determine in which direction

A the correction has to be made to bring the image to a sharp focus.
If one sets up a small screen on an optical bench and focusses an image
"of a black object on to this screen by means of a simple lens, chromatic
fringes are obvious; but if the object is placed out of focus, looking at
the appearance of the chromatic fringe upon the screen gives no
indication as to whether the image is failing in front of or behind the

*! screen.
Fincham's other hypothesis-that of the part played by eye move-

ments-is supported by the personal impressions gained during the
course of the investigations on accommodation. It was noted that the
small dot test sometimes became visible at an apparently greater
distance if one deliberately scanned slightly from side to side.

In Figs. 40 and 41 it is seen that accommodation fluctuates about
the resting level. Small fluctuatiom are seen superimposed upon much
larger fluctuations occurring at about one minute intervals. These

.• ~larger and slower fluctuations, which occur ina an em~p, tyfield, are

probably of little use in determiniag in which direction to change
accommodation so as to focus an out-of-focus object with little delay.

\ARN"LF (195i1, however, has demonstrated small fluctuations of the
order of 0-1 dioptre, occurring very rapidly. These fluctuations, which
are normally present, would not be seen on the optomc'er employed
hy Fincharn since they are of such a small order; but there seems to be
rio reason why they should not afford the clues necessary to bring to a
sharp focus an out-of-focus retinal image.

Further evidence of the existence of micro-fluctuations is afforde'd
by the comments of HZLMHoL-rz on the appearance of concentric
circles when these were observed monocularly at reading jistance.
Sonic parts of the circle appeared darker, the darker line, together
forming a diabolo shape. Helmholtz pointed out that thi, was evidence
of the effect of astigmatism on accommodation. On re-investigation
it was per-sonally noted that this diabolo was seldom stationary. It
moved now in one direction, now in ?nothb.r, giving an effect similar
to that obtained when observing a u-apid-moving spoked wheel with an
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j inaccurattely tuined stroboscope. 'rediaibok, appearmiice is -et

astigmati-im, so the movemnent of thc diaboh, Can be regarclcd as
evRiaence ol Ilutituat ion (ii accommitodation

Tfwo further obser~ ations were made which support the view that thle
movements of this diabolo were due to changes in acc omnmodation.
The first is that when the circles were observed through a stenopocic
di(sc, which introduces great depth of focus, the apparent movement
(-eased. The seccond is that when at - 2 D. cylinder was placed b~efore
tire es e, thle cliabolo was much more C4iVseen and was fixed in the
ajxis of the cylinder. When at marked accomnmodation eflihrt was thenl
nIadv, dic (Iialbolo was seen to move rap)idly through IN) . remaining

stai,ýiarv n i-iew positioll a~s lonig as accommnodation was maintained.
InOw;ourwc of the experinients with the small dot test, fkuctuatiolns

in th i &Žim of thle receding test were often noticed l)cfio"c it eventu-
;;; 4i vdaipvearcd. In the case. in which tile target wa, being increased

ilsize wjikl.; being maintained at infinity, similar fluctuations inl its
visibilit% u~n:, Ily too~k place before it wvas clearly seen. 1-ius 4-19ect was
notedl particularly byujects whose resting position ofa-conuxuodation
was near tile plane in which the target was situated. Thi. 'iuctuat~on of
acco!;imnodation couldi well be the linik in 1 mncham'- observations of the
(lifliculties experience(! by ;ome subjects in focussing.-a target illuminated
by nionoeh roia tic light. T'he fluctuations in accommodation would
have thre same effect as in,.) iug the screen either towards or away fromt
thle point Of Op)tifl'1.n11 IoCUS. When one inUroduces movenmen;cll in) this
wav to the screen, the direction in which one mtist go to correct thle
bluri nzIr becomes at onice Obviotus b~ecause the fringes froni spherical
and chromatic aberration diminiish uis en one goes in the correct
direction. H1 the tarzet is illumiuated -with monochromatic light. the
fringes due to chromatic aberration disappear and tire mnovement of
the sCcrn thenr results in chiangeS in thre degre-e of smaller blurring.

'rhe wvork Of CAXIPBELL l 954a on) the light iflninimslm required to
elicit the accommodation relaxation in darkness might suggest that
tile stimulus require(' for accomnmodlation "-as one of light alone;
but the fact that a uniform light field does not elicit reflex relaxation of
accommodation to the tar point shows that it is at stimulus of dectail. and
therefore more probabiv a perceptioi. :)f brightness, differece, which

is ncesary o eicitthereflex. Brightness dlifference at timresbold level
4is anl insufficient stimulus- as, demonstrated by the fluctuation- inl

sharpness of the barely discernible small dots-and, by Catnpbei'S
findings of a sub-threshold light stimulus at phoiopic and at scotopic
levels; may be regarded as evidence that a '.timnulus of detail, althtough
visibic, may yet be sub-thre-shold in mediating relaxation of accoimmo-
dation to the fair point.

The conclusion to be drawn is that for the stimuluF to be effective

in prodtscing- a reflex relaxation ofacconinodation, its retina! image must
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I be sutficitntl\ sharp to show changes in sharpness with alteration', in
I the refractive power of the eye. If the retinal imae is so blurred, either

by inaccurate focussing or by a blurred stimulus a-, in) the experinent,
of KNOLL (1952), that it is not possible to detect differer es in sharpness
of the retinal image in response to changes in :he refractive power of
tire eve, the stimulus (,f detail, although visible, will be ineflective ,is all
accommodation stimulus.

Trhe implication of this deduction •s that accomnmodation is alte, ed
an tile correct direction in response to a simple process of trial and
error. The finding that some vec'\ blurred strrnuli do not ýtminllate the
accommodation reflex suggest, that reflex relaxation of.aCconiniodation
call take place onily when the retinad iniatze hlro'vs chages, in sharl-nl,
with the small trial and error fluctuatioti,. If the retinal ina~z i,
aread.- %c e" bilrred., it will ohl\iou(l\ not show t:n appreciable ch-ange-• • ill re,,ponke ti. dlli-se sniall utlu-uati,.ns an~d it will thereinere nIot act as all

acconri.odation stimulus.

In this hrv1pothes;%, what seems t,) be a d(hcordan.t note i, .truck b;
tile fact that the smnall iluctuation- or acconminod:ttion of the order of

- DI)., which are being invoked to explain thle prces,,. do not grive
rise to subjective blurring since they are .%ithin the range of depth of
fiiu, of the eye. lit a way not 'ct clear. chrmnatic aberrartiorn of the
eye maV piL. an important part in tie inechanr'imn IV %ich the slightly
SblurredI image Is brought to air accurate foctr" for it alas been shown by

i t.\rier.r. 1954b,* that t be u--c: .ost d ensitiee to out-of-focui blurring
in the aelengthr of_ light... about tire middle of tile visible spectrtunl.
SeVell %liern one compares different wavelength. of apparently equal
iutnini"itv.

FIXATION" PAT.TERN

Tihe tesNts catried out ); tire suitabili:v of various patterns with regard
Slito procur:nrg all accurate focus at infinity revealed the i.ntere.tW;,. 'Z. -1

"that some collimated patterns were le-'s elfective than others. The
patteri -it ich, in general, was the irnost efiective was tire one wflosc

shape reembled most closely that of the sinail! threr•hold target--in
thiss case. a round bla( k dot. Thris is really quite understandable because,
if there is air astigmratic error in tile eve. the accoinnioclation exerted
when looking at a horizontal line will not be the same as that required
when looking at a vertical line. It is d'crefore conceivabie that thi'
subject who is fbcussed on a vertical fixation mark at infinity would yet
"not be focussed at infinity with sufficient accuracy to see a small
horizontal line of threshold size.

It may seenr strange khat depth of focus of the eye ,hould not permit
r the test object to be visiblc in spite of inaccurate focutsing. Trhe reason,

*7-ltie appara'-s Dr. Caampbdl usod in tih objcrivw methioi was p zrch.,,.iI 'sith a grant

from "hr .tm Foundation (Scotland,.
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however, is probably to be found in one of the observations made
during the calibration experiment. This was that there is a form of

I economy of effort in the act of accommodation, ;in that the accuracy

with which an object is focussed depends partly upon its size and partly
upon its distance friom the natural resting point of the accommodation
i mechanism. If the test is a large object, dierewill bea greaterpermissible
margin of error it- focuising; and if it is a small object, it will require
to be more accuratel foctussed. If it is near tile subject's far point,
lie will tend to focur• too near; and if it is at his near point, he will tend
to foc us beyond it.

Thus with all test patterns at infinity there is a tendency for the
enimetrope to Ioctus too) near-the larger the pattern, the grt iter
being the tolerable inaccuracy-and of course if the subject is astig-
matic, it now beromes evident that whilst lie inav be focussed with
sutficient accuracy ol a vertical fixation mark, he may well be so far
from all accurate focus in the horizontal meridian thai a round target
of near threshold size would not be visible.It Two other findings in this section requiire altei-ntiv'e explanation.

"Tihle are the differences in effectiveness between the vertical and the

horizontal stimulus, and between the black dot hexagon and the brig•ht
dot hexagon. In the fi-.st instance the difference may be related to
physiological astigmatism which, according to DUKE-E'.DER (1949),
is aznost invariably pre;eent, being. a corntcal astigmatismn attributed
to deformation of the cornea by the pressure of the upper and lower
lids. The les, er curvature is thus frequently in the horizorntal axis,
as a reslt of which tie eve will tend towards hypernmetropia when
viewing a horizonta! line target. "Ie accommodation exerted by the
emmetrope in order to see a horizontal line target will, therefore,
differ from tbat required for a in•all round target to be within the
circle 'f .cast confii,;;on.

In the second case. in which the target was a hexagon of luminous
clots, tile difference may be related to the fact that a point source of
light is detcctable against a black background not by reason of its
angular size, but by reason of the amount of light reaching tihe eye.

It is, in consequoice, evident that the fixaiion mark employed in
any test requiring accurate focussing should be as similar in form and
size to ihe final test as is permissible-the similar form being necessary
so that tihe same circle of least confusion :houid be adopted by the
subject, and the similar size so that there shomld be least departure
from accurati. focussing attributable to economy of effort.

ANGULAR DISTANCE OF A STI-MUL:S FROM THE FOVEA

The results obtained regarding the relation of time effectivencss of a
collimated stimulus to its angular distance from a fovta show a striking
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similarity to the graph of visual acuity at various angular distances

"Ii from the fovea (Fig. 60). The similarity is to be expected, since the
" •.accommodation reflex is mediated through the stimulation of cones.

J 

6 -_______

0 2 i
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110S,71 Temporal

: AlngIe froam iesea (degrees)

Fig. 60. Visual acuitr and an distanctfrom idief'ta from W\L'ttt-1Iiu, by
courter.; of 1. Pylihol.

EMPTY FIE.LD MYOPIA AND ACUITY

The most interesting of the accommodation experiments, however,
was undoubtedly the final one, in which were assessed the efrects of
empty field myopia upon the minimum visual angle for a distant

target. It must be confessed that this experiment had been carried out
in the hope of demonstrating a correlation between flying experience
and the ability to search in an empty visual field. No such correlation
was found, aud the main purpose of the experiment turned out to be

the demonstration of a strong correlation between the subject's far

point and his acuity at infinity.
It is felt that the failure to demonstrate a correlation between

experience and the ability to search in an empty visual field is rather
a criticism of the method employ-xl than an indication that the two
factors are unrelated.

* +It has been seen that in the measurements of the extept of the

involuntary accommodation exerted in an empt% visual field thcr was
W, a great fluctuation in results, not only from subject to subject but

in one individual; and .he kymographic tracings have shown that
accommodation is seldom stationary but flictuates. Whcn a subject
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searches in an emp:y fied, the best he can do is to relax his accommoda-
tion to this fluctuating level. He can, however, increase his accommo-
dation, unwittingly thii.king that he is achieving a greater degree of
relaxation. In tie cxperiments in which the optonmeter was being used
to ca.'ibrate the apparatus it was noticed on a number of occasions that
subjects, even those familiar witn visual experiments, weye quite unable
to determn.nc whether they" were increasing or decreasing their accom-
modation if there was no target visible.

The significance of this observation is that if an over-anxious subject
makes a distinct effort to relax his accommodation to infinity, he may
well merely succeed in increasing his accommodation. It thus seems
likely that those who -re unfamiliar with search in an empty field may
thus unnecessarily accentuate the difficulties; whereas their more
experienced colleagues, by making no distinct effort, would allow their
accommodation to reach normal resting level, thereby achieving tie
best performance possible without the help of a coll..hazed stinmJus.

The correlation between the far point and the pick-up range in an
empty field shows that the subjects who can pick up a target furthest
are those with a Miore remote far point. It would thus seem that hyper-
metropes of about 0-5 D. would have the greatest advantage, in that
when looking at an empty % isual field their involuntary accommodation
would bring them to a focus at infinity. Whilst the relation between the
far point and the pick-up range is easily followed in the light of know-
ledge relating to the resting state of accommodation. the relation
between the far point and the minimum visual angle at infinity when
an accommodation stimulus is present is less obvious.

That emmetropes should perform better thiani myopes requires no
elaboration; but the better performar:e of !-..permetropes gave rise
to s•rprise at first, for there appeared to be no refrence to higher
distance acuity occurring amongst low hypermetropes. As will be shown.
the explanation of this finding probably lies in what has already been
referred to as the economy of effort in the act of accommodation.

If a subject is presented with a collimated test of near-threshold small
dots surrounded by much larger dots, and if he decides t-) foci- primarily
upon the easily seen larger dots, he may find that whilst his resolution,
by reason of inaccurate focussing, is sufficient to allow him to see a
large stimulus, :t may yet be insufficient to allow him to see the threshold
stimulus. Unless just detectable blurring is different for big and for
smal. 3bjects, the implication is thus that when a larg," object is being
observed there is some blurring which, whilst detectazh4e, is suppressed
at a higher level. When the task is one requiring more carefiul focussing
-as when attention is directed to some detail in the large test object
or !o a small test object beside it-the suppression must be overcome,
and the ar.uracy of focussing be determiner by the level of just
detccta!ile blurring. Thus sonic subjects who could not see the small
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dots, on being told to look carefully at the large dots frequently
exclaimed that they could suddenly see clearly tL.e near-threshold
pattern of small dots.

In observing a stimulus which gradually became smaller it was
found in many cases that, as the end-point was reached, subjects
reported that although they were fixating the small dots these became
blurred and shortly afterwards disappeared without further reduction
in size being necessary. This may be because as the dots beceme smaijer
they reach a critical size at which, as was pointed out above, they may
be still visible and yet not constitute a sufficient stimulus for the accom-
nmdation reflex. In such a case, even if the stimulus becomes no smaller,
it is only a matter of time (less than a minute) before accommodation,
in the absence of its stimulus, increases beyond the optimum focu, for

- tile far point.

Such a sequence of evets is well seen in Fig. !5, in which the
objective measurement of accommodation showed that as the test
object went beyond the far point and became smaller and more out of
focus, accommodation began to come towards the resting level although
the blurred dots were still visible.

In ;.n empty visual field the detection of small dots seems to take
place first of all by the blurred image falling on the peripher\ and
initiating a fixation reflex, whereupon it is brought on to the part of
the retina capable of initiating the accommodation reflex.

In view of the way in which the small dots are een when there is
other larger detail pre.,ent, it is thus to be expected that low hyper-
Smetropes should perform better than emmetropes by reason of their
more accurate focussing at infinity, and, more basically. 1v reason of
their resting level of accommodation being nearer infinity. For a task

i necessitating good acuity, one would thus expect that the best p)crform-
ance would be by hypermetropes of 0-6 D., irrespective of %lmether the
vi-ual field was empty or not.

With this point in mind one may look again at Figs. 54 and 55
showirg the correlation between far point and 'no stimulus distance'.
and between far point and 'with stinmulus distance', and it will be seen
that performance does deteriorate with far points above and below
0-6 D.

Because of the economy of effort in accommodation, which thus
results in too little accommodation being cxcrted when the near point
ik observed, it is probable that the figures for amplitude oifaccommoda-
tion obtained by DU,,xE (1922) with a modified Princes rule are in
excess of the real amplitude of accommodation.

It appears that emmetropia-defined as the condition in which the
unaccommodated eye focusses at infinity the yellow-green corresponding
to the maximum of the photopic luminosity curve--is not the condition
most favourable to tasks involving a high degree of acuity for distant
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objects. From this there emerges an intersting point. The chromatic
difference of focus between the yellow-green at 550 mnju and the blue
at 4-V50 mni is about 0-8 D. (IVA.NOFF, 1947). If one considers depth of
focus, which for a 3 mam. pupil would be 0-1 D. (CAMPBELL and WVEIR,

1953), this difference could be reduced to 0-7 1). Thus the subject who
in his un'ccommodated state can focus the entire visible spectrum at
infinity, is incidentally also the subject who is most suited to carrying
out tasks demanding high degree ofacuity for distant ob'jects.

The luminance of the background with which these tests were
carried out was of the same order as that of the daylight sky in which
there is no cloud but some haze present. InI flight, however, the light
would 1'arc been coming from all directions and the glare eftct would
have been more marked. Thi, was borne out subjectively in that there
was less ocular discomfort in viewing the test field than was usually
experienced in flight. Under these conditions of cq:-i.1 luminance of

field in the practical and experimental cast. the reduction of the field
angle caused by the apparatus effcctiveil preventcd light from entering
the eye from the periphery. -o that the uncontrolled pupil size in the
experiment might have been somewhat largei than that obtaining ill
flight. The usc of the 2-9 mm. pupil, whilst heliping to standardise
conditions, may thui also have imade the experiments more like the
practical ca;c with regard to resultant depth of field.

OTHER PROBLEMS OF EMPTY VISUAl. FIELD

'.rclir white-out'
Much has been heard reccnly of the phenomenon known as 'arctic
%shite-out'--a form of v'isual disorientation which may arise when
travelling over snow fields. It is said that for the phenomenon to be
experienced, the sky must be uniformly overcast and merging into the
ground so that little or no horizon is visible. Under these conditions
all sense of depth is lost and detail present in the distance disappears,
with the remit that, apart from objects which are extremely close,
nothing else is visible. One pilot reports in a coloarful way that it is
'like flyingg inside a p;ng-pong bail. No satisfactory explanation of this
phenomenon has been put forward; but the descriptionq of the sensa-
tions and of the predisposing weather conditions strongly suggest that
the cause factor may be an empty visual field in which loss of the visual
cues at infinity ha, resulted in the establishment of a day mnyopia.

Under these circumstances, znd indeed when search is being carried
out in any empty visual field, the accommodation mechanism will adopt
its state of rest at about 0-6 dioptre, and it will not be possible for less
accommodation to be exerted as long as the field of vision remains
empty. It is probable, however, that more accommodation than this
may frequently be exerted, particularly by an inexperienced individual
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who is over-anxious zo locate a target or who feels strongly the difficulties
of focussing under these conditions.

Reaction lime and .lcuity
, Reaction time alone has little practical significance, and only when it

is linked to the speed at which the environment is changing does it
become a uweftil measurement. It is thus obvious that reaction time
becomes more important at higher speeds, but it must be remembered
that to the reaction time of the man there must be added the time
required for the machine to respond. One might thus refer to -useful
reaction time', which would be the reaction time of the pilo: p!us the
time taken for the aircraft to respond, the tuo together constituting a
time short enough to result in a successful outcome whether in avoidipg
a collision or intercepting another aircraft.

Since acuity is least in the periphery and improves as the stimulus
comes nearer to the line of 3ight, an object in the periphery has to come
closer before it can be seen 'out of the corner of the eye'. This reduction
of acuit% in the periphery thus imposes physical limits on the field of
vision in which thresho.d targets are detectable. This makes the visual
field roughly cone-dhaped, the apex of the cone being auay from the
observer and on the line of fixation. If one considers the time taken to
see an approaching object, the size of the visual field is restricted even
nmore.

Suppose the image of an object four miles away to fall on the retina
and the time for motor response to be one second, if one were approach-
ing the object at one mile per second, one would be oni\ three miles
from it before the motor reaction took place. If the object had been
seen in the periphery, the time taken for the fixation reflex would make
the reaction time even longer, and the object would be nearer still by
the time the reaction took place. If an accommodation change is
required the reaction time will be longer.

It is not vet known, but it may be that some accommodation change
ldoes take place during the e\ e movements if one knows how far away

the fixation point is going to be. Thus it was occasionally found in the
course of the experiments that, on looking into an empty field after
looking near, a subject exclaimed that he saw, or had momentarily
seen. the small dot pattern. This could be due to the point of focus,
on being released from the near stimulus, travelling rapidly back
towards its resting point and overshooting towards the far point
before eventually reaching its resting level after a number of small
oscillations. Ftg. 64 -ana!wis of the film record) seems to show such a
change even when a visible target was present. The existence of a

P ~rapid and momentary overshoot in this was.-' after looking at a near
stimulus, was suggested by some of the unpublished data on the speed
at which accommodation reaches its resting level.
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Thc effect of greater speeds is thus effectively to reduce the angular
size of the visual field within which the appearance of a stimulus may
result in a useful reaction. Fig. 61 shows the reduction in minimum
visual angle with stimuli at various angles from the fovea. The data
Of CRAIK was employed, the reciprocal of the minimum visual
angle being plotted since it can thus be referred to as the range
at which the target is seen. A correction was made in foveal acuity to
allow for empty field myopia.

) -' .
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Fi'. 61. Restridion of th, zijual fild r Yaetion f'.mej at hith speed

These total times to fixate a p-riphera[ stimulus were calculated
from the data Of STRUGHOLD (1951) and of BYRNES (1951). They were
expressed in terms of distance travelled at various speeds.

The effect of the higher speeds, as shown in Fig. 61, is to restrict the
field of view in which it is possible to present the unaided eye with a
target aud still have sufficient time to initiate a motor response. The
time taker for the aircraft to respond to the movement imparted to the
control cd.lumn has not been shown. In one case, it has been shol 'n
that if recognition of the target i, considered, the effect is greatly
atccntuzn'ed. It is obvious that as the fields become smaller, there will
evcniu.:vy l reached a speed at which the time for the reaction will
be lon:,er than the time taken to reach the target. In such a case, there
would 1,• n-, possibility of taking useful avoiding action unless the
visual ra.:t 'cre increased artificially. Binoculars and telescopes were
unacceptable in the past bzcau,c of their field restrictions. At high
speeds. with the narrower field, this does not apply.
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SPEED AND DISTANCE JUDGMENT

The empty visual field also impairs the judgment of distance, speed,
and size. One would expect that the clearncss of the atmosphere-
with consequent absence of areal perspective-would make objects,
such as other aircraft, appear to be nearer. In fact they appear to be
furthei away. Consequently, when approaching another aircraft one

is frequently surprised by realising that it is much nearer than one had
thought. The illusion is probably similar to that which rmults in the
moon appearing smaller when it is near the zenith and larger when
near the horizorn.

Since there is no detail, either beyond the target aircraft or between
it and the observer, there is no parallactic displacement to give a due
either as to the distance or to the speed of the target relative to the
observer.

One of the most important factors in the perception of depth or
distance is that of paraiac'ic displacement: W~hen an object in the
middle distance is fixat" whilst the observer is moving, that object
Swill appear stationary, w'hilst objects behind it appear to move in the

U same direction as the observer and objects nearer than the point fixated
appear to move in a direction opposite to that of the observer. The
relative distances of the object, observed with regard to the detail
in the near plane and in the distant plane, can thus be accurately
estimated. A cat, raising and lowering its head in preparation to
leaping on to a ledge, may be employing such a mechanism.

"If the visual field contains no detail other than that of the object
fixated, these clues obtained from pa "allactic displacement will be lost,
and consequently judgment of distance, relative speed and size will be
seriously impaired. The difficultv in catching a ball, seen against a
cloudless sky, is no doubt associated sith such an impairment of depth
?erception.

The cloudless sky at high altitude is dherefore responsible not only
for difficulty it- focussing when the field is empty, but also for the

£ difficulty in judging the distance and speed of another aircraft once it
has been detected.
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CONCLUSIONS

WrrH the background of the experimental work i-nd observations
described in Parts II, 111, and IV, one can now integrate the findings
and paint the picture of the visual problems of flight at high altitude.
The entire problem is now seen to be quite simple, although the
inter-ztion between the many different factors makes it appear to be
complicated.

There are Zwo basic physical causes for all these problems: One is
the reversal of light distribution at high altitude where the bright sky,
formed by cloud and haze, is below and the darker blue sky is above.
The other is the clear blue sky which is frequen.tly present in the
hemisphere above the horizon-a sky without trace of cloud and
constituting an empty visual field.

The reversed light distribution is responsible for the glare problems,
particularly with regard to visibility in the cockpit; whilst the clear
blue sky is responsible for the problems associated with vision outside
the cockpit-judgment of speed, size, and distance of target, and
particularly air-to-air search.

Some individuals tolerate glare better than others, but variations
in severity of the glare problems. re due largely to the variations in the
cockpit design of different aircraft. As is seen in Fig. 58, if none of the
light from below can reach the instrument panel, ;t will be in very dark
shadow and consequently difficult to see. The remedy is simple-at
least to the physiologist: Either raise the instrument panel, or lower the
coaming, or have a transparency low down in the side wall of the
cockpit. If this is not possible, the interior of the cockpit behind the
pilot might be painted white, thus allowing direct sunlight to be
reflected on to the darker shadow areas. Additional electric flood-
lighting might also be emplo)ed, the sources being in the lower parts of
"the cockpit and so directed upwards as not to constitute a glare source.

The glare problems of vision outside the cockpit are almost solely
due to the high brightness of the lateral parts of the visual field. This
sets up the intraocular scatter of light which casts a haze ,,ve- the entire
field of view. A visor or eye-shade, so dispsed as to keep both direct
sunlight and the reflected light from the cloud floor effectively out of
the eyes, removes or reduces the intraocular scatter ana improves
visibility. These glare effects are accentuated and prolonged by even
the slight degree of anoxia which results after rapid decompression
to an altitude equivalent to 10,000 feet without oxygen.
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The empty visual field cf the cloudless blue sky reduces considerably
one's chances of focussing at infinity during air search for a yet unseen
target. The slightly long-sighted individual is most likely to perform
well since his eyes may come to a resting focus about infinity. Even he,
however, may be handicapped; for the empty field gives no sensation
of depth or of distance, in consequence of which he m-," make a
conscious effort to focus in the distance, with the resu. that he
unknowingly focusses even neazcr than the resting position. Under
these circumstances, the pilot searching the sky may suddenly realise
that his eyes are focussed not in the distance but on spots of dust on the
windscreen.

Difficulty in picking up other aircraft at high altitude is thus due
essentially to the fact that the visual field contains no detail which can
be used as a guide to focus the eyes at infinity. Even when it has been
recognised, however, the estimation (, an aircraft's distance, size, and
relative speed at high altitude, is impaired by the absence of clues from
parallactic displacement in the cloudless sky.
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Appendix A. Construction of the hooded photocell

THE photocell employed was a barrier-layer Everett-Edgcurnbe cell
(Autophotic). The lower the resistance of the moving coil instrument
recording the current output of the cell, the more exactly was that
output proportional to illumination. The resistance of the micro-

I fffr

X'C47flzioss#$ e tO v i,-

Fig. 62. Conjtmxional driad-A.. Baffl plait; B. Barrir laler photocttl; C. I 1htk target; D. flood

restriaing fidld to 30 ;E. Sun a zimuth indirator ; F. Spirit kadr

ammeter emiployed was 200 ohms, which allowed a very nearly linear
response to 106 milliamp current output after which the 'current

o•utput of the cell became relatively im- than the increases in illumina-
tion falling onal detai- e of the cell is shown in Fig. 62. o
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Appendix B. Calibration of luminance and of intensity measurements

So that the photocells should have the same spectral response as
during measurements of light at altitude, the calibration was made :n
sunlight. The green correcting filter was used with the hooded and the
unhooded photocells. The procedure employed was to measure the
luminance of the white circular target used with the hooded photocell,
and then to place the unhooded photocell ever the white target and
record the intensity of light falling on it. The resuits wcre plotted,
and further observations were made at different intensities of sunlight
obtained by partially shielding the sun from the target and from the
cell. As the distribution within the range measured appeared to be
linear, the points were joined by eye as shown in Fig. 11. This graph
was employed to compare the intensity measurement made at the
instrument panel with measurements of luminosity made in direct
sunlight with the hooded photocell.

Appendix C. Luminance of a while vertiral surface

* Altitude Drgre5s ofsun azimuth
(fiee) -90 -60 -.30 0 -30 -60 -90

10,000 17 35 20 55 220 2W) 335
15.000 36 30 28 29 265 21,40 280

SBlack 20,(00 39 39 26 32 225 .300 335
Sbaffle 25.000 40 .34 24 27 215 315 340

ca-d 30.000 40 35 25 29 210 3M0 350
35.000 44 38 27 30 220 3*0 320
40,000 40 38 30 36 200 26) 285

10,000 13 15 Is 30 220 280 340
15.000 25 26 28 29 265 280 290

Ct White 20,000 11 10 I 18 215 295 3135
baffle 25,000 12 10 12 21 210 310 ,33K5
card 30,000 15 11 12 18 210 295 215

35.(00 18 15 16 25 210 310 330
40,000 18 15 19 24 200 260 285

rigum for luminance are in eathive uniu
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Appendix D. Cons mecion of three-di.rnnsional graph

A right square prism was drawn in perspective by adopting an arbitrary
vanishing point towards which all parallel lines converged. With
this 'three dimensional' drawing as a base, the graphs shown in Figs. 7,
8, and 13 were constructed. Such graphs have been employed by others,
but without the introductie" of perspective; this has the disadvantage
of making equal values tt either end of the graph appear to di.ffr in
-'hat the more distant appears to be greater than the nearer value. The
introduction of perspective into the diagram eliminates this impression.

The plotting of points was rather tedious in that each point was on a
different scale. However, by the use of proportional dividers it was
possible to interpose accurately all intermediate values irrespective
of the change in scale. The construction of each diagram took about
one hour, but it is regarded as being a useful method of presenting
three related variables in such a way that the relation between the three
can easily be remembered by the reader.

Appendix E. lTtra-violet solar intensities shorter than 313mti

I
.4ltatude Inlmaity Ald Int£tsiy

athousandi offe A• i'tlc*• (A-womd, offeet)j JI V/"-t

I0 88 32 197
4 114 36 208

8 132 40 222
12 147 44 235

.6 156 48 253
20 166 52 "75
24 176 56 303
28 185 60 j 342

(From STAnt and Co5La%"r'z, 1938, by ccurtcsy of National

Bureau of Standards, Washington)
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ro Appendix F. Head moehent and obstruction sf the nasalfikd n

vaIntroduction-oAs it had been observed that during visual search in• I Iflight the amount of head movement involved 9cemed to be greater
)• when wearing flying goggles than when wearing a visor, a simple
S• experiment was arranged in oider to mcasare tihe amount of head
S, rotation which took place when a subject was instructed to look in

various directions in a given horizontal plane while wearing (a) gogg,!es

and kb) a curved Perspex transparency which diu not restrict the visual
fieid in any way.

Method-A circle of radius 3 feet was constructed from brass strip,
and on it were marked off 5' arcs extending to 125' cn either side of
a common origin or zero nark. A cursor was made from cardboard,
and on it a: a fixation point was a black circular spot 1 8th inch in
diameter. In order to reduce the rotation of the trunk, the subject was
seated in a pilot-type scat and tightly stranpcd in with the scat harness.
A flying helmet with a pointer fixed to the crown was worn by the
subject, so that by sighting along the pointer the observer could obtain
a reading for the amount of head rotation in a horizontal plane.

The subject having been strapped in. the position of the perimeter
was adjusted level with his eyes, so that the zero mark was directly
in fror.t of the centre of the seat, and the 90W marks were in line with

the vertex of his head as he sat looking at the zero mark. The helmet
and pointer were then put on and adjusted so that when the subject
looked •:t the zero mark, the pointer was also in line with it.

Ten subjects were observed, and the procedure adopted in each case
was as follows: The head pointer hating been adjusted, the subject
was to!d to look at the fixation mark always in such a way as to
distinguish its outline clearly. He was told that head movement was
permitted. In each case the fixation point was placed at 10', 20', 40',
60', 80', 100, 1250 on one or other side of the zero mark. The order
of presentation of these positions and the side of presentation were
randomiscd. Each subject was tested while wearing an experimental
visor type B, and then with Mk. 8 flying goggles. Five of the subjects
were tested first with the visor, and the othe-s first with the goggles.
This ;;as to eliminate any difference between the first and second
sets of results for one subject. which might arise as a result of familiarisa-
tion with the experiment.

Results-The results were c;amined statistically for each of the angles
ý 7 of presentation in turn, the hypothesis being that in each subject, for

the angle of presentation in auestion, there was no difference in the
results obtained with the visor or with goggles. For angls of 20' and
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over, this hypothesis was disproved, the mean of the difference differing
significantly from zero as shown in Table 1.

Table I

A.nle t ean heaa no:ement Diff. in Le.el of 0obla-
of head Value of bihly at uObFh

prejentation Gogles Visor movement t significiat

10 1.4 1-4 0 0 --
20 7-4 4-9 - 2-5 3-33 0-01
40 27-2 19-5 -7.7 2-305 0-05
60 41-7 :13-9 -7-8 3-066 .(42
M 55.7 47-9 - 7-8 2-9&3 o-4r2W

I(K) 67-5 61-2 -6-3 3-839 0-4)!1
t25 35-5 82-5 - 3-4) 3-67 04-1

Ficures in the fiint four column are m deCrees

The differences between the results are seen in column 4. It will be
noted that when looking 40°-80° to either side, if goggles are worn the
amo,'it of head movement is increased by about 8'.I!

O..CO

15)5

FIc. 63. Reitdction of dhe mdidbyWd, 4
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* Discussion-The reason for these changes in the amount of head rd•tnion
probably lies in an effort to keep seeing the cursor, or the area of se-.rch,
binocularly, even when there is a restriction of the visual field on the
nasal side. Fig. 63 shows the visual field for the left eye of a subject
wearing Mk. 8 goggles, and also the normal field. It will be seen that
although the peripheral field is only slightly reduced, there is a con-
siderable infringement on the nasal side. Obviously, therefore, the
wearer, looking to one or other side, must either observe a target
monocularly or rotate his head more than normally so as to retain the
binocular presentation which he finds more satisfying. The results
support the latter view, thus dcmonstrating the importance of avoiding
in the design of eye-protective devices restrictions in the nasal side of
the visual field as well zs in the periphery.

4Appendix G. Construzction of the small dot test plate

In a piece of sheet aluminium 40 cm. square, 17 small holes were
drilled in a star-shapcd pattern. The diameter of each hole was about

* 1 mm., and the separation between any two holes was about 5 cm.
The photographing of this plate, which involved a reduction to 1 12th
"of the original size, was carried out by the Printing Department of the
Royal Aircraft Establishment.

The metal template was illuminated from behind so that the holes
appeared as a star-shaped pattern of small light sources. The photo-
graphic plate, with the reduced negative image uf the patter.. G ights,
constituted the test plate used in the experiments on accommodation.
Several plates were made and rejected before one was obtained which
was sufficiently free from visible defects, such as scratches or 'seed'
(small bubbles in the glass), in the area of the test.,

After exposure and development of the photographic plate, the
Ssize of the dots was reduced by immersing the plate in a mild reducer
of sodium thiosulphate and potassium ferricyanide. This caused a
reduction in the diameter of the dots, whilst the reduction in thickness
was so little that afterwards they remained apparently quite black.

The test plate proved easy to handle and keep clean and free from
dust. Light surface scratches and smears on the emu!:Ion were invis'ble
to the subject.

4
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Appendix H. Gine-film record of changes in size of the third Purkinje-Sanson
image on focussing from a near to a distant stimulus

C0.71rd-ccrrI ef N&dA01

S,,

UL'

Fig. 64. The aewcmrmodation dza'zg on lookog 4rkrr.ak1rfmm.na fWt ofai iane-fzlm

The first Purkinjc-Sanson image-the reflection from the anterior
surf-ice of the cornea-was employed as a control. It thus gives an
indication of the amount of scatter in readings which is attributable to
difficulties in making measurements.
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Appendix I. Anatysis of Questionnaires

I NVo tifiululigh Figt Total 1939 .ncorritced
Ratio distatee -- f tit-1sw to fa, Toint

io'ties 1946 (in.

1-13 18 36 30 806 3100 - 6-5

1-11 i8 34 500 - 270( - 7-0
1-11 I8 2(; 3 - 269J 5-5
1-2 15 21 63 294 590 5
1-25 16 23 6 72 350 7-5

1-25 !6 29 116 900 170'" 7-0
1-25 16 20 15 120 400 10
1-29 14 30 10 - wx00 6

1-33 12 25 - - 1650 5-5
1-43 14 27 4 - 500 6
1-43 14 -N 30 - 412 5

1-5 12 21 22 194 536 5

1-5 16 31 - 135 212 5

*1-5 t0 29 60 425 1090 4-5
1-5 16 26 130 860 1480 9-5
1-6 10 21 - - 600 2

1-6 15 30 90 - 2400 6
I f- 12 27 12 - 450 5-5

1-!67 12 26 I3o 191 550 9-5

1-67 9 24 75 346 66"7 5-5
.-67 12 27 300 640 1425 5

1 -71 14 24 3 70 3501 4
1-8 t0 20 23 152 450 5

1-8 20 37 12 250 3500 - 6

8 28 70 740 1200 6

1-88 8 39 55 - 4150 - 3
2-0 6 22 -- - 400 2
2-0 12 24 - - 1200 6
2-0 12 29 15 i 200 1300 - 8
2-0 12 28 71 675 1078 7-5
2-0 8 2f; 24 633 3365

2-0 10 20 3s8 84 393 5
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App.ndix L .Ana!Isis of Qu.ionnwauirts ftinuedj

No htimuluig.h Fichter Total 1939 '
Ratio distnte .Ace a!tti'. hmff how, to far point

(in.) sotzs 1946 in.)

2-0 10 31 95 907 2050 4
2-0 12 29 160 160 309, 3-5
2-0 12 21 - 100 300 7
2-0 12 21 - - 350 6-5

2-0 10 22 100 - 675 8
2-18 i1I 28 30 250 1400 11

2-1e 11 31 - - 1100 - 10
2-25 8 42 22 95 1900 - 52-33 6 i21 -- -- 650 3-5
2-5 6 24 5 51 440 5-5

2-5 8 25 81 - 630 3-5
2-57 7 30 70 - 2875 - 7
2-57 7 29 s50 800 1700 2-5
2-67 6 26 250 297 1370 2

2-67 6 22 38 206 518 2-5

2-67 6 30 50 760 1917 - 5-5
2-67 4-5 31 - - 150(W 4.5
2-86 7 19 - - 160 6
2-86 7 25 5 42 407 5-5
3-0 6 28 140 500 1500 7-5
3-0 5 20 3 52 326 2.-5

3-0 6 22 14 160 430 6-5
3-2 5 ,20 25 204 530 3

3-43 7 29 - - 3813 - 6
h-56 4-5 29 60 480 1720 5-5

3-56 4-5 29 - - 2400 4
4-0 4-5 31 10 150 310W1 - 5
4-0 5 22 5 69 352 7-5

4-0 4 21 50 350 600 4-5
4-0 5 21 - - 650 .I-5
4-0 5 _20 60 - 470 6-5
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